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ABSTRACT 

 

Siciliano, Cody A. 

 

ELUCIDATING AMPHETAMINE ACTIONS AT THE DOPAMINE TERMINAL: 

POTENTIAL FOR COCAINE ADDICTION TREATMENT 

 

Dissertation under the direction of Sara R. Jones, Ph.D., Tenured Professor of Physiology 

and Pharmacology 

 

The behavioral and neurochemical effects of amphetamine have been studied 

since the beginnings of neuroscience; however, many questions still remain as to its 

precise mechanisms of action on neurotransmission, and the resulting effects on behavior.  

Given that amphetamine is one of the most widely prescribed stimulants, and is also 

abused off-label, it is critical to understand the mechanisms of amphetamine actions to 

drive the design of improved pharmacotherapeutics with high clinical efficacy and 

limited addiction potential.  The work contained in this dissertation is focused on 

elucidating amphetamine’s actions on dopamine neurotransmission that underlie its 

therapeutic actions as well as its abuse potential. 

We began by reevaluating classic amphetamine literature, which has classified 

amphetamine as a dopamine “releaser” (i.e. a compound that releases dopamine through 

reversal of the dopamine transporter, a non-exocytotic mechanism).   We demonstrated 

that although amphetamine has a releaser mechanism of action at high, abuse relevant 

concentrations, low concentrations of amphetamine actually act to increase dopamine 

signaling as a “blocker” (i.e. a compound that augment dopamine levels through 

competitive  inhibition of the dopamine transporter).  Thus amphetamine, contrary to 
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canonical hypotheses, is not a pure dopamine releaser, but rather has biphasic 

mechanisms where it resembles either a blocker or a releaser depending on concentration 

present at the dopamine terminal.  

We then sought to determine the effect of dopamine transporter expression on 

amphetamine’s actions as a releaser.  Using high concentrations of amphetamine, we 

examined amphetamine potency across striatal subregions, which are known to have 

differential dopamine transporter expression.  Consistent with previous results, we found 

that dopamine uptake rate, similar to dopamine transporter expression, is highest in the 

dorsal regions of the striatum and decreases across a ventromedial axis with the lowest 

dopamine uptake occurring in the nucleus accumbens.  Further, we found that 

amphetamine effects tracked dopamine uptake rates and exhibited the same gradient, 

decreasing from dorsal to ventral across the striatum.  Finally, amphetamine potency was 

highly correlated with uptake rates, suggesting that dopamine transporter expression is 

the determining factor for differential amphetamine potency across striatal subregions.  

Further, this work has described the therapeutic action of amphetamine as a 

treatment for cocaine addiction.  Years of literature have highlighted the ability of 

amphetamine to selectively reduce cocaine intake, however, it has always been assumed 

that amphetamine acts as a simple replacement therapy.  In contrast, we show here that 

amphetamine can reverse cocaine self-administration-induced dopamine system 

plasticity, including alterations to phasic dopamine release and the ability of cocaine to 

inhibit the dopamine transporter.  Importantly, amphetamine was able to ameliorate 

cocaine-induced deficits when treatment was given during the cocaine self-administration 
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period or during an abstinence period, and amphetamine was effective in reducing the 

reinforcing efficacy of cocaine even after cessation of treatment.  These results 

demonstrate that the pharmacotherapeutic actions of amphetamine treatment for cocaine 

addiction go beyond simple agonist replacement therapy.  

Together, the research presented in this dissertation describe the basic 

mechanisms by which amphetamine alters dopamine neurotransmission, and redefines 

amphetamine’s classification to include actions as both a dopamine blocker and a 

dopamine releaser. Further, we outline the ability of amphetamine to reverse cocaine-

induced plasticity as it relates to cocaine self-administration behaviors.  These results 

demonstrate a causal relationship between cocaine-induced alterations to dopamine 

transporter function and addictive behaviors, and may drive the design of novel 

pharmacotherapeutic agents that have a similar ability to amphetamine to reverse 

cocaine-induced plasticity, but with reduced abuse liability.  
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PREFACE 

 

This dissertation contains work on the neurochemical mechanisms of amphetamine, and 

its efficacy as a pharmacotherapeutic agent in the treatment of cocaine addiction. This 

work was prepared by Cody A. Siciliano as a partial fulfillment of the requirements for 

the degree of doctor of philosophy.  This dissertation was made under the supervision of 

Sara R. Jones, Ph.D. The works contained within have been either submitted for 

publication or published previously, and are republished with permission. Publications 

have been reformatted to fit the guidelines of thesis preparation at Wake Forest School of 

Medicine.  Stylistic variations within the chapters are due to specific requirements for 

each journal.  



 

CHAPTER I 

 

AMPHETAMINE ACTIONS ON DOPAMINE NEUROTRANSMISSION 
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Abstract 

 Amphetamine is used widely around the world, for its therapeutic effects in 

treating attention and obesity disorders, as well as illicitly for its rewarding, euphoric 

properties.  Although amphetamine has actions at a number of monoamine synapses, its 

primary therapeutic and rewarding effects are mediated by its actions on the dopamine 

terminal, where it acts to promote dopamine signaling through interactions with the 

dopamine transporter.  As such, much work has focused on the precise mechanisms by 

which amphetamine alters dopamine neurotransmission in an effort to understand both 

the cellular underpinnings of its efficacy as a pharmacotherapeutic agent, as well its 

dangers in terms of neurotoxicity and addiction.  Our recent findings refined and 

expanded long-held views on amphetamine’s effects on dopamine neurotransmission; 

here we will review the past models of amphetamine mechanisms of action and recent 

findings that have extended these models as well as our understanding of the mechanistic 

differences underlying amphetamine’s therapeutic and additive properties.  
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1. Introduction: 

Amphetamine is a commonly used psychostimulant, both clinically in the 

treatment of several disorders such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), 

narcolepsy and obesity, as well as off-label abuse.  Amphetamine is among the most 

commonly prescribed psychostimulants, under the trade name Adderall, which contains a 

mixture of l- and d- amphetamine (Sulzer, 2011). Further, off-label use is relatively 

common as well, with 1.2 percent of people 12 or older having abused prescription 

stimulants in the last year (SAMHSA, 2004). Among teenagers prescription stimulants 

are the second most commonly abused drug behind marijuana (Johnston et al., 2010). 

Given the widespread use of amphetamine it is of critical importance to understand the 

specific mechanisms by which it alters neurotransmission.   

On a more basic level, studying amphetamine effects at the dopamine terminal 

can lead to a clearer understanding of how dopamine is regulated, and more specifically, 

how the dopamine transporter is altered by drugs of abuse. Here we will discuss: 1) How 

our understanding of amphetamine has evolved and the recent advances that have 

occurred in understanding the basic mechanism of drug effects, 2) how these novel 

mechanisms have led to a possible explanation of the paradoxical effects of amphetamine 

on learning and memory at high and low doses, and 3) amphetamine’s actions as a 

pharmacotherapeutic agent in the treatment of cocaine addiction. 
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1.1 Amphetamine actions at monoamine synapses 

Indirect monoamine agonists are typically grouped into two classes: blockers and 

releasers.  While blockers act to increase monoamines by blocking the reuptake function 

of the transporter, amphetamine is typically classified as a psychostimulant releaser, 

defined by its ability to act as a substrate for the monoamine transporter and augment 

extracellular monoamine levels via efflux through the transporters into the synaptic cleft 

(Fleckenstein et al., 2007; Sulzer, 2011).  Amphetamine acts as a releaser at serotonin, 

norepinephrine, and dopamine terminals, increasing levels of the transmitters in excess of 

1000% in some situations. Although amphetamine acts on all three monoamine systems, 

dopamine, serotonin and noradrenaline, the primary stimulant, therapeutic and 

reinforcing actions of amphetamine are mediated by alterations in dopamine 

neurotransmission (Sulzer, 2011, Fleckenstein et al., 2007).  This is highlighted by drug 

discrimination tasks, which have shown that amphetamine substitutes for compounds 

with high specificity for the dopamine transporter (DAT) (Beardsley et al., 2001). 

Further, in humans amphetamine-induced increases in dopamine levels are correlated 

with the self-reported “high”, indicating that the euphoric effects of the drug are a 

product of its actions at the DAT (Abi-Dargham et al., 2003; Drevets et al., 2001). 

Therefore, this dissertation focused on amphetamine’s actions on the dopamine system.   

Recent work concerning amphetamine’s mechanisms of action have revealed that 

effects on the dopamine terminal are concentration dependent, with low concentrations 

resulting in elevated dopamine levels through inhibition of the DAT, not active release 

(Siciliano et al., 2014). The low-dose effects of amphetamine are similar to those of 
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cocaine, which increases synaptic dopamine levels without inducing dopamine efflux 

(Siciliano et al., 2014).  This expanded understanding of amphetamine actions at the 

dopamine terminal are critical to understanding the mechanisms by which amphetamine 

exerts its therapeutic effects and how they may be separated from its addictive 

mechanisms. Below we discuss past and present models of amphetamine action in light 

of these new findings. 

 

2. Theories of amphetamine-induced vesicular depletion and reverse transport of 

dopamine: 

2.1 Early observations 

 Amphetamine was first synthesized in 1887 (Edeleano, 1887), and is currently 

prescribed as a mixture of d- and l-amphetamine under the trade name Adderall (Sulzer, 

2011). The first studies on the cellular underpinnings of amphetamine’s effects observed 

that amphetamine produced efflux of neurotransmitter to produce its effects (Burn and 

Rand, 1958).  Subsequent studies identified that the released transmitters were 

monoamines, and that amphetamine also inhibited the reuptake of monoamines and acted 

as a substrate for monoamine transporters.  These effects combined to produce robust 

amphetamine-induced increases in extracellular dopamine, which mediate the behavioral 

effects of amphetamine (Di Chiara et al., 1988).  Thus, amphetamine’s two major actions 

are to decrease monoamine vesicular content, and to increase extracellular monoamine 

levels through transporter-mediated release.  These two actions have been dubbed 

vesicular depletion and reverse transport, respectively.  These studies laid the 
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groundwork for more sophisticated models of amphetamine’s actions on 

neurotransmission that have shaped our current understanding of its cellular mechanisms. 

These models are described and discussed below. 

 

2.2 Theories of amphetamine-induced vesicular depletion:  

2.2.1. Weak base hypothesis 

 The most prominent model of amphetamine action on the dopamine vesicles is the 

‘weak base’ hypothesis which was proposed following the observation that compounds 

with similar pka values to amphetamine caused the same disruption of vesicular 

monoamine storage.  Amphetamine is a weak base with a pka of 9.9, which, according to 

this hypothesis, disrupts the pH gradient between the vesicle (pka = 5.4) and cytoplasm 

(pka = 7.0) allowing dopamine to flow down its concentration gradient through the 

vesicular monoamine transporter (VMAT) and out of the vesicle (Mack and Bonisch, 

1979).  This hypothesis has been widely supported throughout the literature by findings 

demonstrating that 1) amphetamine results in decreased vesicular storage which is 

correlated with changes in vesicular pH (Sulzer et al., 1990; Sulzer and Rayport, 1993) 

and that 2) similar vesicle depleting effects are observed with other weak bases, with pka 

values close to that of amphetamine (Sulzer and Rayport, 1993; Pothos et al., 2002; 

Mundorf et al., 1999, Sulzer et al., 1992). 
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2.2.2. VMAT substrate/inhibition actions 

In addition to the weak base hypothesis, others have proposed that amphetamine-

induced decreases in vesicular storage stem from actions at the VMAT-2.  These 

hypotheses, though not necessarily in exclusion of the weak base hypothesis, suggest that 

amphetamine blockade of the VMAT-2 disrupts the packaging of dopamine into vesicles 

(Wallace & Connell, 2008). Amphetamine has been shown to bind to low-affinity 

binding sites on the VMAT-2, which slows dopamine uptake into the vesicle (Gonzalez 

et al., 1994).  In a basal state (pre amphetamine) there is some efflux of dopamine out of 

vesicles, thus blockade of the VMAT-2 could reduce vesicular storage independent of 

any effects on pH gradients (Wallace & Connell, 2008).  Still others have proposed that 

amphetamine acts as a substrate for the VMAT-2, rather than a pure inhibitor, which 

would facilitate the movement of dopamine out of vesicles (Partilla et al., 2006).  

Although it is clear that amphetamine interacts with the VMAT-2, it has been difficult to 

determine the precise nature of these interactions (Schuldiner et al., 1993; Fleckenstein et 

al., 2007).  It is likely amphetamine-induced disruption of pH gradients and actions at the 

VMAT-2 are acting concomitantly to disrupt vesicular sequestration. 

 

2.3 Theories of amphetamine-induced reverse transport: 

2.3.1. Gradient hypothesis 

As mentioned above, the earliest studies of amphetamine demonstrated that 

amphetamine produces non-exocytotic release of dopamine through the DAT, a 
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phenomenon known as reverse transport. It is clear that this release is transporter 

mediated, because amphetamine-induced increases in extracellular dopamine are 

prevented by DAT inhibitors (e.g. cocaine, nomifensine) or genetic deletion of the DAT 

while decreases in vesicular storage still occur (Jones et al., 1998; Sulzer et al., 1993).  

However, the mechanisms underlying reverse transport remain obscure.  The gradient 

hypothesis posits that reverse transport results from amphetamine-induced increases in 

cytoplasmic dopamine, which creates a concentration gradient and allows dopamine to 

flow backwards out of the DAT and into the extracellular space (Sulzer and Rayport, 

1990; Sulzer et al., 1992, 1993).   In this model, reverse transport occurs independently of 

amphetamine-DAT interactions.  This hypothesis is support by finding showing that 

reverse transport is induced by other compounds, such as ammonium chloride, that 

disrupt vesicular sequestration, but do not have actions at the DAT (Sulzer and Rayport, 

1990; Sulzer et al., 1992, 1993). 

 

2.3.2. Exchange diffusion hypothesis 

 In contrast to the gradient hypothesis, the exchange diffusion hypothesis suggests 

that amphetamine interacts with the DAT and reverses the conformation of the 

transporter, thus increasing inwardly facing binding sites and allowing for the efflux of 

dopamine out of the terminal.  This reversal may be a product of simple one-to-one 

exchange of extracellular amphetamine for intracellular dopamine, or a result of 

phosphorylation states of the DAT induced by amphetamine (Sulzer, 2011).  As 

discussed above, it has been demonstrated that weak base compounds with no DAT 
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affinity (e.g. ammonium chloride) cause increases in extracellular dopamine, supporting 

the hypothesis that reverse transport occurs with unaltered DATs (Sulzer et al., 1990; 

Sulzer and Rayport, 1993).  However, it has been suggested that this phenomenon only 

occurs in the presence of supraphysiological cytoplasmic dopamine concentrations 

obtained in in vitro cell culture preparation (Jones et al., 1998).  Support for the exchange 

diffusion hypothesis comes from the findings that VMAT-2 inhibitors without DAT 

affinity, decreased vesicular storage without augmenting extracellular dopamine levels. 

These finding suggest that under physiological conditions amphetamine interacting with 

the DAT is required for reverse transport to occur despite elevated cytoplasmic dopamine 

concentrations (Jones et al., 1998).    

 

2.4 Amphetamine regulation of DAT function  

While the exchange diffusion model and the weak base hypothesis date back to 

the late 1970s and early 1990s, respectively (Sulzer et al., 1990; Sulzer, 2011), more 

recent work has refined our knowledge concerning the ability of amphetamine to induce 

reverse transport. Galli and colleagues demonstrated that amphetamine induces two 

separate forms of reverse transport through the DAT; one that engenders a slow steady 

state process congruent with exchange diffusion, and a second, fast burst-like release of 

dopamine through the DAT (Kahlig et al., 2005).  These two forms of amphetamine 

induced reverse transport of dopamine are deemed “transport-like” and “channel-like” 

modes of the DAT, respectively.   Further, Kahlig et al. (2005) demonstrated that while 

the channel-like mode of the DAT induced by amphetamine accounts for only 10% of 
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amphetamine-induced increases in extracellular dopamine, this form of reverse transport 

is similar to vesicular release in release magnitude and decay, suggesting that it may have 

profound implications in the behavioral outcomes of amphetamine administration.  

 

3. Amphetamine effects on synthesis and degradation of dopamine allow robust 

increases in extracellular dopamine 

 In addition to disrupting vesicular sequestration of dopamine, and producing 

reverse transport of dopamine, as described above, amphetamine has synergistic effects 

on dopamine metabolism, whereby synthesis is augmented and degradation is attenuated, 

which allows for further elevations in cytosolic dopamine levels.  First, amphetamine 

inhibits the activity of the intra-cellular dopamine degradation enzyme, monoamine 

oxidase (MAO) (Mantle et al., 1976).  Second, amphetamine activates tyrosine-

hydroxylase (TH), which is responsible for the production of the dopamine precursor L-

3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) (Fung and Uretsky, 1982a, b).  Thus, decreasing 

degradation and increasing dopamine synthesis, allows for greatly augmented 

cytoplasmic dopamine levels following amphetamine-induced movement of dopamine 

out of vesicles.  The combination of dopamine uptake, reverse transport and alterations in 

dopamine metabolism allow for greatly increased extracellular dopamine levels as 

compared to psychostimulant blockers, which inhibit the DAT without having 

intracellular effects.  This is highlighted by microdialysis studies which show a 500-fold 

increase in dopamine following acute cocaine administration, in contrast to a 1500-fold 

increase following amphetamine (De Souza-Silva et al., 1997).    
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4. Revisiting amphetamine mechanisms of action at the dopamine terminal 

Recently, the traditional mechanisms of amphetamine action on the dopamine 

system were challenged by findings that demonstrated that following systemic 

administration of the compound in a behaving animal, the maximal amount of dopamine 

elicited by an electrically evoked or spontaneous dopamine release event was increased 

(Daberkow et al., 2013).  Both the weak base and exchange diffusion hypotheses predict 

that vesicular stores, and thus release, are decreased by amphetamine; however 

Daberkow et al. (2013) used Michaelis-Menten kinetic modeling, which allows for the 

assessment of dopamine release and uptake independently, to show that amphetamine-

induced increases in dopamine release were due to facilitated exocytotic release.  Given 

that the data supporting the hypothesis that amphetamine disrupts vesicular storage was 

primarily from in vitro and ex vivo preparations (John & Jones, 2007; Jones et al., 1998; 

1999; Sulzer et al., 1993; Sulzer & Rayport, 1990), it was suggested that amphetamine 

mechanisms were incongruent in an intact animal (Daberkow et al., 2013). These 

findings led to a reassessment of amphetamine’s mechanisms of action. Siciliano et al. 

(2014) demonstrated that the apparent discrepancies between in vitro and in vivo findings 

were due to the brain concentration of amphetamine following systemic administration of 

the drug.  Indeed, following low (1 mg/kg i.p.) and high (10 mg/kg i.p.) doses of 

amphetamine, the peak concentration in the extracellular space was found to be ~10 and 

~200 nM, respectively (Siciliano et al., 2014), well below the concentrations shown 

previously to disrupt vesicular sequestration (Floor and Meng, 1996; Teng et al., 1998).  
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This led to the important discovery that at low concentrations amphetamine does not 

disrupt vesicular storage, and blockade of the DAT becomes it’s predominate 

mechanism. Amphetamine-induced uptake inhibition, in the absence of vesicular 

depletion, results in increased dopamine levels following a release event.  The hypothesis 

that amphetamine-induced increases in exocytotic dopamine release at concentrations 

that are insufficient to disrupt vesicular storage were due to inhibition of dopamine 

uptake at the DAT were validated by the finding that amphetamine did not increase 

evoked dopamine in animals with a genetic deletion of the DAT (Siciliano et al., 2014).   

Regardless of mechanism, amphetamine-induced increases in exocytotic 

dopamine release at low concentrations represent an important addition to the current 

models of amphetamine action.  Previously it has been accepted that amphetamine 

ubiquitously acts as a dopamine releaser, however the findings of Daberkow et al. (2013) 

and Siciliano et al. (2014) demonstrate that amphetamine has a biphasic mechanism of 

action whereby low concentration amphetamine acts as a blocker to increase exocytotic 

dopamine release while vesicular depletion and reverse transport do not occur until 

higher concentration are reached.  These results may explain the divergent behavioral 

effects of amphetamine whereby low doses augment performance on cognitive and 

learning tasks while high doses result in disruption (de Witt et al., 2002; Idris et al, 2005).  

Thus, it appears that therapeutic and abuse relevant doses of amphetamine act through 

different mechanisms to alter dopamine neurotransmission.  These finding emphasize the 

importance of considering dose/concentration in future examination of amphetamine 

effects.  
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5. Summary of acute amphetamine mechanisms of action on dopamine 

neurotransmission 

In summary, work from a wide range of disciplines over the last 50 years have 

honed our understanding of the mechanisms by which amphetamine and other releaser 

compounds alter dopamine neurotransmission to produce their effects on behavior and 

cognition.  Over this span, amphetamine’s accepted mechanism of action has evolved 

from a simple exchange diffusion model, to much a much more complex mechanism that 

involves multiple forms of DAT-mediated release, and now also includes dose-dependent 

differences whereby low doses do not exhibit releaser-like properties.  The mechanisms 

that have been elucidated by this body of work may allow for the development of more 

efficacious amphetamine-like therapeutics, as well as help to determine treatments for 

amphetamine abuse and addiction.  

 

6. Amphetamine as a pharmacotherapeutic agent in the treatment of cocaine 

addiction 

Although the canonical therapeutic applications of amphetamine are in the 

treatment of ADHD, narcolepsy and obesity disorders, more recent studies have 

demonstrated that amphetamine may also be an efficacious treatment for cocaine abuse 

and addiction (Grabowski et al., 2001, 2004; Rush and Stoops, 2012). Indeed, in rodents, 

monkeys and humans, maintenance treatment with amphetamine has been shown to 
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decrease cocaine intake across a range of modalities.  These experiments are discussed 

below, organized by species of experimental subjects. 

 

6.1 Rodent models of amphetamine treatment of cocaine addiction and dependence 

In rodent studies it has been demonstrated that continuous treatment with low 

dose amphetamine (5 mg/kg/day), delivered at a constant rate via osmotic mini-pump, 

reduces breakpoints for intravenous cocaine on a progressive ratio schedule of 

reinforcement (Chiodo et al., 2008).   Breakpoints remained depressed for up to two 

weeks following cessation of amphetamine treatment.  However, it should be noted that 

for the highest dose of cocaine tested, 1.5 mg/kg/infusion, amphetamine treatment had no 

effect on responding (Chiodo et al., 2008), even under conditions of higher treatment 

doses of amphetamine (Chiodo and Roberts, 2009). Further, the effects of amphetamine 

treatment on cocaine maintained responding are specific to cocaine, as breakpoints for 

sucrose maintained responding were unaltered by amphetamine treatment (Chiodo et al., 

2008).  It should also be noted that amphetamine effects on cocaine reinforcement are 

highly dependent on acute vs continuous treatment regimes, as acute amphetamine 

exposure (e.g. an i.p. injection immediately prior to the cocaine self-administration 

session) results in increased cocaine maintained responding (Thomsen et al., 2013).   

These findings were extended by later studies which demonstrated that the ability 

of amphetamine to decrease breakpoints for cocaine could be altered depending on the 

dose of cocaine that was available during the treatment period.  When animals were 
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treated with amphetamine during cocaine self-administration maintained by less than 

0.75 mg/kg/infusion, the entire dose response curve for cocaine, including the highest 

doses of cocaine, was shifted downwards following cessation of treatment (Chiodo and 

Roberts, 2009).  However, when amphetamine was delivered during self-administration 

maintained by doses of cocaine between 0.75 and 1.5 mg/kg/infusion, there was no effect 

of treatment on any of the doses tested.  Additionally, amphetamine treatment has been 

shown to shift responding away from cocaine choice, in a food versus cocaine choice 

procedure (Thomsen et al., 2013).   

 

6.2 Nonhuman primate models of amphetamine treatment for cocaine addiction 

Numerous studies in nonhuman primate models of cocaine abuse and addiction 

have also demonstrated that continuously infused amphetamine can selectively reduce 

responding for cocaine, and shift choice away from cocaine.  Indeed, amphetamine 

produces a rightward and downward shift in the dose-effect function for cocaine, when 

cocaine self-administration is maintained on a progressive ratio (Negus and Mello, 

2003a) or second-order schedule of reinforcement (Negus and Mello, 2003b) in rhesus 

monkeys.  Further, amphetamine had inconsistent effects on food maintained responding, 

confirming that amphetamine-induced decreases in responding were specific for cocaine.  

Effects on cocaine maintained responding were seen with as little as 0.032 mg/kg/hr 

amphetamine delivered intravenously through the second lumen of a double lumen 

catheter (Negus and Mello, 2003b).  
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These results were later replicated and extended by Czoty et al. (2011a) in a study 

in rhesus monkeys that examined the effects of amphetamine treatment that was delivered 

when cocaine access was suspended.  In contrast to rodent studies, where concurrent 

cocaine self-administration during amphetamine treatment was required for there to be 

benefit of treatment (see Section 6.1), 5 days of continuous amphetamine treatment, 

which was given without access to cocaine, was able to repress responding for cocaine 

for up to 5 days following cessation of treatment.  Further, under more clinically relevant 

conditions where monkeys were treated continuously with amphetamine and allowed to 

self-administer cocaine every eighth day, amphetamine produced reliable decreases in the 

reinforcing efficacy of cocaine (Czoty et al., 2011b).  Consistent with other studies in 

nonhuman primates and rodents (Negus and Mello, 2003a,b; Czoty et al., 2011a; Chiodo 

et al., 2008), amphetamine had little effect on food consumption or food-maintained 

responding, and any alterations to food responding were transient, while effects on 

responding for cocaine were long-lasting (Czoty et al., 2011b). Finally, in choice self-

administration procedures, where animals are given the option to allocate responding 

towards either cocaine or food, amphetamine treatment shifts responding away from 

cocaine and towards food reinforcers (Negus, 2003; Banks et al., 2015). 

 

6.3 Human laboratory studies and clinical trials of amphetamine treatment for 

cocaine addiction 

The success of amphetamine in treating additive behaviors of cocaine taking in 

animal studies (Sections 6.0-6.2) has largely translated into studies in humans, both in 
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terms of controlled laboratory experiments and double-blind placebo controlled clinical 

trials (Herin et al., 2010).   Similar to animal studies, amphetamine maintenance in 

cocaine-dependent individuals shifted choice away from cocaine in a cocaine versus 

money choice procedure (Rush et al., 2010). Further, amphetamine maintenance 

treatment reduced several of the self-reported effects of cocaine in cocaine-dependent 

individuals, including self-reported assessment of the “good effects” of cocaine and 

“willing to pay for” (Rush et al., 2009).   These results largely parallel findings from 

preclinical studies. 

There have also been several double-blind placebo controlled trials to test the 

efficacy of amphetamine treatment in improving treatment outcomes of cocaine-

dependent individuals. Shearer et al. (2003) found that maintenance on amphetamine 

treatment in a small placebo controlled trial (60 mg/day, oral, instant release formula) 

improved several facets of treatment outcomes, including large reductions (~40%) in 

benzoylecgonine (cocaine metabolite)-positive urine tests during the treatment period as 

compared to the placebo control group.  Further, self-reported use of cocaine, criminal 

activity, and cocaine craving were reduced as compared to pre-treatment levels (Shearer 

et al., 2003).   These findings were supported and extended by two larger clinical trials 

conducted by Grabowski and colleagues in which amphetamine was administered on an 

outpatient basis to cocaine dependent individuals seeking treatment.  These studies both 

used an extended release formula combined with an escalating treatment regime where 

patients were given 15 or 30 mg/day of amphetamine, and doses were doubled to 30 or 

60 mg/day several weeks into treatment and maintained at this levels for the remainder of 

the 12 (Grabowski et al., 2001) or 24 (Grabowski et al., 2004) week treatment period.  
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Both studies saw reductions in benzoylecgonine-positive urine tests, with the greatest 

reductions occurring with the highest doses of amphetamine.  Together, these studies, in 

combination with the preclinical literature, support the notion that amphetamine 

treatment is a viable option for treating cocaine dependence and addiction.   

 

6.4 Monoamine uptake inhibitors as treatments for cocaine addiction and 

dependence 

Although monoamine releasers, particularly amphetamine-based releasers, have 

been shown in preclinical and clinical settings to be effective in reducing cocaine intake 

and the reinforcing efficacy of cocaine (see Sections 6.0-6.3), results with monoamine 

uptake inhibitors have been less promising.   Methylphenidate, a non-substrate dopamine 

transporter inhibitor and the active compound in the ADHD medication Ritalin, has been 

examined as a possible medication in the treatment of cocaine addiction.  Similar to 

amphetamine, methylphenidate has been shown to decrease some of the positive self-

reported effects of cocaine (Collins et al., 2006; Wilhusen et al., 2006).  Results 

examining the effects of methylphenidate on the reinforcing effects of cocaine have been 

variable with some human studies showing methylphenidate-induced decreases in 

cocaine choice during a cocaine versus money choice procedure (Collins et al., 2006), 

while animals studies have shown no change or increases in cocaine self-administration 

during methylphenidate treatment (Hiranita et al., 2009; Czoty et al., 2013). Furthermore, 

clinical trials of methylphenidate treatment of cocaine abuse have also produced mixed 

results with some studies showing small decreases in cocaine use (Khantzian et al., 1984) 
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while others have shown no benefit of treatment (Grabowski et al., 1997).  These results 

suggest that the ability of monoamine system targeting treatments to decrease cocaine 

intake are not entirely a product of their ability to elevate monoamine levels, and that 

efficacy may dependent of some other characteristic of the drug, possibly a function of its 

properties as a blocker or releaser agent. 

 

6.5 Amphetamine rescues cocaine-induced damage to dopamine nerve terminals 

As summarized in sections 6.0-6.3, amphetamine treatment selectively reduces 

cocaine intake, without affecting responding for natural rewards such as food or sucrose.  

While there is a wealth of literature demonstrating the behavioral effects of amphetamine 

treatment during cocaine self-administration, the neurochemical mechanisms for these 

effects are unknown.  It has been proposed, and widely accepted, that amphetamine is 

acting as an agonist replacement therapy (a medication that acts on the same receptor 

system as the abused drug) similar to methadone treatment for heroin addiction or 

nicotine patches for cigarette addiction (Tressell and Gollance, 1970).  However, a recent 

study from our lab indicated that amphetamine’s effects may go well beyond simple 

agonist replacement therapy, and may be due instead to amphetamine-induced reversal of 

cocaine-evoked plasticity.  Ferris et al. (2015) demonstrated that 5 days of binge cocaine 

self-administration resulted in reduced cocaine potency at the dopamine transporter; 

however, when animals were given a single amphetamine infusion following cocaine 

self-administration, cocaine potency was restored back to control levels.  One major aim 

of this dissertation was to elucidate amphetamine’s mechanisms of action in reducing 
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cocaine intake.  In Chapter 5 we demonstrate that amphetamine treatment, either during 

or following cocaine self-administration, rescues cocaine-induced deficits to both phasic 

dopamine signaling and cocaine potency. Further we show that these changes produced 

long-lasting decreases in the reinforcing efficacy of cocaine, demonstrating that 

amphetamine’s mechanism of action in reducing cocaine intake is due to a selective 

reversal of cocaine-induced plasticity at the level of the dopamine terminal. 

 

7. Off-label use of amphetamine 

A major concern for the use of amphetamine as a pharmacotherapeutic agent, in 

the treatment of ADHD and narcolepsy and particularly for cocaine addiction treatment, 

is that amphetamine is a highly reinforcing compound with significant abuse liability.  In 

human studies, amphetamine has been shown to produce similar self-reported subject 

effects to cocaine when given intravenously (Fischman et al., 1976; Comer et al., 2001).  

Similarly, in animal studies the reinforcing and rewarding properties of amphetamine 

have been shown to be similar to cocaine in a number of tasks.   First, amphetamine is 

reliably self-administered by animals (Deneau et al., 1969).  Amphetamine fully 

substitutes for cocaine in drug discrimination tasks, demonstrating that the discriminative 

stimulus effects of the two drugs are similar (Beardsley et al., 2001). Furthermore, in 

conditioned place preference tasks, which are often used as a measure of the rewarding or 

aversive properties of a compound, amphetamine produces a place preference effect that 

is similar in magnitude to that of cocaine (Bardo et al., 1995). When given unlimited 

access to amphetamine, animals will self-administer the drug in excess with death often 
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occurring within the first week of unlimited access, a time-course which is similar to 

conditions of unlimited access to cocaine and other psychostimulants (Johanson et al., 

1976).   

 

7.1 Neurochemical consequences of amphetamine abuse 

The reinforcing and rewarding properties of amphetamine result in significant off-

label use of the compound, both via redirected amphetamine from legal sources and illicit 

synthesis of the compound.   In fact, in the United States almost 10% of college students 

report abuse of prescription stimulants, and of those almost 80% abused prescriptions 

containing amphetamine, such as Adderall (Teter et al., 2012).  In the general population, 

1.2 percent of individuals 12 or older in the United States report abusing prescription 

stimulants in the last year (SAMHSA, 2004).  Amphetamine abuse typically occurs in 

binge patterns, and can be taken through oral, intranasal or intravenous routes (Teixeira-

Gomes et al., 2015). Amphetamine is often co-abused with other psychostimulants and 

drugs of abuse, making it difficult to determine the precise neurochemical consequences 

of amphetamine abuse in the human population.  However, amphetamine abuse and 

addiction is often associated with neurotoxicity, especially of dopaminergic systems 

(Teixeira-Gomes et al., 2015; Ellison et al., 1978).   Although amphetamine abuse can be 

highly neurotoxic, when used within the therapeutic dosing range, there are does not 

appear to be amphetamine-induced neurotoxic effects (Sharma and Couture, 2013).  

Accordingly, it is of utmost importance to select doses within the therapeutic range when 

testing the efficacy of amphetamine as a pharmacotherapeutic in animal models.  As 
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such, when examining the effects of amphetamine treatment on cocaine self-

administration (Chapter 5), we selected a dose (5 mg/kg/day) well below those known to 

cause neurotoxic effects, and well within the therapeutic range (Jonsson and Nwanze, 

1982; Schiffer et al., 2006). 

 

8.0 Summary and aims 

Together, these works have advanced our understanding of amphetamine’s 

actions as a pharmacotherapeutic treatment, an addictive compound and as a tool for 

understanding the basic characteristics of monoamine signaling in the mammalian brain. 

Although there are significant downsides to the use of amphetamine as a treatment, it 

remains the most efficacious, and most prescribed, treatment for attention disorders and 

narcolepsy (Bartholow, 2009).  Further, under laboratory conditions, it has been one of 

the most efficacious treatments for cocaine addiction, although it is not currently an 

FDA-approved treatment largely due to its high abuse potential (Negus and Henhingfeild, 

2015). While there have been great advancements over the last 50 years in our 

understanding of amphetamine actions in the brain, there remain many facets of 

amphetamine effects that are not clearly understood. This dissertation utilizes self-

administration, microdialysis, fast-scan cyclic voltammetry and transgenic mouse lines to 

1) resolve discrepancies in the literature by determining the concentration-dependent 

effects of amphetamine of dopamine neurotransmission and the mechanisms of action by 

which these effects occur (Chapter 1 and 2), 2) elucidate the relationship between 

dopamine transporter expression and amphetamine actions on dopamine uptake as well as 
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the within-subject differences in amphetamine effects across striatal sub-regions (Chapter 

3), 3) examine the extant literature to select the most relevant and translational rodent 

model of cocaine abuse to test the efficacy of putative pharmacotherapeutic agents for 

cocaine addiction (Chapter 4), and 4) determine the effects of cocaine abuse on dopamine 

system function, as they relate to addictive behaviors, and the ability of amphetamine to 

ameliorate these alterations to treat cocaine addiction (Chapters 4 and 5). 
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Abstract:  

In light of recent studies suggesting that amphetamine (AMPH) increases electrically 

evoked dopamine release ([DA]o), we examined discrepancies between these findings 

and literature which has demonstrated AMPH-induced decreases in [DA]o.  The current 

study has expanded the inventory of AMPH actions by defining two separate mechanisms 

of AMPH effects on [DA]o at high and low doses, one dopamine transporter (DAT)-

independent and one DAT-dependent, respectively.  AMPH concentrations were 

measured via microdialysis in rat nucleus accumbens following i.p. injections of 1 and 10 

mg/kg, and yielded values of approximately 10 and 200 nM, respectively.  Subsequently, 

voltammetry in brain slices was used to examine the effects of low (10 nM), moderate 

(100 nM), and high (10 μM) concentrations of AMPH across a range of frequency 

stimulations (1 pulse; 5 pulse, 20 Hz; 24 pulse, 60 Hz).  We discovered biphasic, 

concentration-dependent effects in WT mice, where AMPH increased [DA]o at low 

concentrations and decreased [DA]o at high concentrations across all stimulation types.  

In slices from DAT-KO mice, however, [DA]o was decreased by all concentrations of 

AMPH, demonstrating that AMPH-induced increases in [DA]o are DAT-dependent, 

while the decreases at high concentrations are DAT-independent. We propose that low 

AMPH concentrations are insufficient to reduce exocytotic dopamine release, and 

therefore AMPH acts solely as a DAT inhibitor to increase [DA]o.  When AMPH 

concentrations are high, the added mechanism of vesicular depletion leads to reduced 

[DA]o. The biphasic mechanisms observed here confirm and extend the traditional 

actions of AMPH, but do not support mechanisms involving increased exocytotic release.  
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Introduction: 

 

 Amphetamine (AMPH) is used clinically for the treatment of attention deficit 

hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and narcolepsy, and is one of the most commonly 

prescribed psychostimulants (Bartholow, 2009).  Due to high prescription rates and 

significant abuse potential, stimulants (including AMPH), are commonly used off-label, 

with 1.2 percent of individuals 12 or older in the United States reporting prescription 

stimulant abuse (SAMHSA, 2004).  AMPH exerts its rewarding and reinforcing effects 

primarily through its ability to increase extracellular dopamine levels (Di Chiara & 

Imperato, 1988).  Although AMPH causes inhibition of dopamine uptake by 

competitively binding to the dopamine transporter (DAT), it induces much larger 

increases in extracellular dopamine than traditional DAT blockers due to its ability to 

enter dopamine terminals, cause the movement of dopamine out of vesicles, and release 

dopamine into the extracellular space via DAT-mediated reverse transport (Fleckenstein 

et al., 2007; Sulzer, 2011).  In addition to robust elevations in extracellular dopamine, 

AMPH-induced movement of dopamine out of vesicles results in decreased exocytotic 

release. This phenomenon that has been shown repeatedly and has historically been a 

defining characteristic of AMPH’s action on the dopamine system (John & Jones, 2007; 

Jones et al., 1998; 1999; Sulzer et al., 1993; Sulzer & Rayport, 1990).  In contrast, it has 

recently been proposed that exocytotic dopamine release may be increased by AMPH 

(Daberkow et al., 2013).  If AMPH facilitates exocytotic release, this would require a 

revision of the established mechanisms of AMPH action.    
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  Given the widespread use of AMPH, both clinically and off-label, it is of critical 

importance to elucidate its exact mechanisms of action.  The large body of AMPH 

literature which documents decreased exocytotic release as a sine qua non mechanism of 

AMPH action on the dopamine system has focused on high concentrations (John & 

Jones, 2007; Jones et al., 1998; 1999; Sulzer et al., 1993; Sulzer & Rayport, 1990), which 

may not be representative of brain concentrations present following acute administration 

of the drug in vivo.  Thus, we assessed the concentration of AMPH reached in the brain in 

vivo following systemic administration of the drug via microdialysis and used fast scan 

cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) in brain slices to determine the effects of AMPH on 

electrically-evoked dopamine levels ([DA]o) across a wide range of concentrations that 

encompassed levels detected.   

We found that low concentrations of AMPH augmented [DA]o. Using mice with a 

genetic deletion of the DAT (DAT-KO), we demonstrated that the augmentation was 

dependent upon AMPH’s interaction with the DAT, suggesting that uptake inhibition, 

rather than increased exocytotic release, was responsible for the signal enhancement.  

Taken together, these findings show that AMPH’s effects on [DA]o are DAT-dependent 

at low concentrations, which enhance [DA]o in wildtype (WT) mice, and DAT-

independent at high concentrations, which reduce [DA]o in both WT and DAT-KO mice.  

Thus, here we amend the established mechanisms of AMPH by delineating a novel, 

biphasic model of AMPH actions, characterized by a facilitation of [DA]o at low 

concentrations and vesicular depletion-induced attenuation of [DA]o at high 

concentrations.    
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Methods and Materials: 

Animals:  Male DAT-KO mice (Giros et al., 1995) on a C57BL/6J background (bred in 

house for 10 generations) and WT C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Laboratories; Bar Harbor, 

ME) were maintained on a 12:12 hour light/dark cycle (6:00 am lights on; 6:00 pm lights 

off) with food and water ad libitum.  Male Sprague–Dawley rats (Harlan Laboratories, 

Frederick, MD) weighing between 400 and 450g were maintained on a 12:12 hour 

reverse light/dark cycle (lights on 3pm; lights off 3am); food and water were available ad 

libitum. All animals were maintained according to the National Institutes of Health 

guidelines in Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care 

accredited facilities. The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee at Wake Forest School of Medicine. 

 

Microdialysis: All micodialysis experiments were performed in male Sprague-Dawley 

rats.  Animals were anesthetized with isofluorane (2-3% in oxygen). Microdialysis guide 

cannulae (CMA/Microdialysis AB, Stockholm, Sweden) were stereotaxically implanted 

above the NAc core (anteroposterior, + 1.2 mm; lateral, 2.0 mm; ventral, 6.0 mm). 

Concentric microdialysis probes (2 mm membrane length, CMA/Microdialysis) were 

inserted the day before recording and approximately 16 h prior to the beginning of 

sample collection. The probes were continuously perfused at 1 μL/min with artificial 

cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF; pH 7.4): NaCl 148 mM, KCl 2.7 mM, CaCl2 1.2 mM, MgCl2 

0.85 mM. Baselines were collected for at least 2 h before administration of an AMPH (1 

or 10 mg/kg) i.p. challenge.  Brain dialysate samples were collected in 20 minute 

intervals throughout the time-course of AMPH effects (200 minutes post-injection).   
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Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA): An AMPH ELISA kit (Abnova; Taipei 

City, Taiwan) was used to measure AMPH in brain dialysate samples from animals 

injected with either 1 or 10 mg/kg AMPH i.p.  The manufacturer's AMPH standards, and 

negative and positive controls were run on each plate. A 10 µl aliquot of diluted samples 

was pipetted manually into the plate wells in duplicate. The ELISAs were then run 

according to the manufacturers' instructions. The samples were incubated with a 100 µl 

dilution of enzyme (Horseradish peroxidase) labeled AMPH derivative in micro-plate 

wells coated with fixed amounts of oriented high affinity purified polyclonal antibody, 

and the mixture was incubated at room temperature for 60 min in the dark. After 

incubation, the plate was washed six times with deionized H2O in order to remove any 

unbound sample or drug-enzyme conjugate.  The chromogenic substrate was then added 

(100 µl per well) and the plate was incubated for 30 min in the dark. After substrate 

incubation, the reaction was halted with the addition of an acid-based stop solution (100 

µl per well).  The plate was read using a Spectra max plus plate reader equipped with a 

450-nm filter (Molecular Devices; Sunnyvale, CA).  

Calibration curves were plotted as log concentration versus the logit of the ratio of 

the absorbance at each concentration divided by the absorbance of the zero standards.  

AMPH concentrations were estimated from the calibration curve using the ratio of the 

mean absorbance of the sample to the mean absorbance of the zero standards. 
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In Vitro Voltammetry:  All FSCV experiments were performed in male WT or DAT-KO 

mice. FCSV was used to characterize presynaptic dopamine release in the nucleus 

accumbens (NAc) core region.  A vibrating tissue slicer was used to prepare 400 µm 

thick coronal brain sections containing the NAc.  The tissue was immersed in oxygenated 

artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) containing (in mM): NaCl (126), KCl (2.5), 

NaH2PO4 (1.2), CaCl2 (2.4), MgCl2 (1.2), NaHCO3 (25), glucose (11), L-ascorbic acid 

(0.4) and pH was adjusted to 7.4. Once sliced, the tissue was transferred to testing 

chambers containing aCSF at 32°C, which flowed at 1 ml/min.  A carbon fiber 

microelectrode (100–200 μM length, 7 μM radius) and bipolar stimulating electrode were 

placed in close proximity in the NAc core.  Extracellular dopamine was recorded by 

applying a triangular waveform (−0.4 to +1.2 to −0.4V vs Ag/AgCl, 400 V/s) to the 

recording electrode and scanning every 100ms.   

Dopamine release was evoked by either 1 pulse, 5 pulses at 20 Hz or 24 pulses at 

60 Hz (300 μA, 4 msec, monophasic for all stimulations) applied to the tissue every 5 

minutes.  These stimulation parameters were selected to model the different in vivo firing 

patterns of dopamine neurons as 1 pulse stimulations are thought to mimic tonic-like 

signaling and 5 pulse 20 Hz and 24 pulse 60 Hz stimulations are thought to mimic phasic-

like signaling (Daberkow et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2009).  1 pulse stimulations were 

applied to the tissue every 5 minutes until a stable baseline was established (3 collections 

within 10% variability).  Subsequently, 5 pulse and 24 pulse stimulations were applied to 

the slice to establish a baseline at these stimulation parameters.  In order to confirm that 

the stimulation parameters were not altering [DA]o throughout the experiment, 1 pulse 

stimulations were recorded after each change in the experimental parameters.  After pre-
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drug measures were taken, either 10 nM or 100 nM concentrations of AMPH were bath 

applied to the slice.  1 pulse stimulations were repeated until dopamine levels reached 

stability (approximately 40 minutes).  Following stabilization, the multiple pulse 

stimulation parameters were performed as described above.  Both the 10 nM and 100 nM 

groups were then raised to a 10 µM concentration and allowed to stabilize before 

undergoing an identical stimulation protocol to the one described for the lower doses.    

 

Data Analysis: For all analysis of FSCV data Demon Voltammetry and Analysis 

software was used (Yorgason et al., 2011).  Recording electrodes were calibrated by 

recording responses (in electrical current; nA) to a known concentration of dopamine 

(3 μM) using a flow-injection system. This was used to convert electrical current to 

dopamine concentration.  Voltammetric data was reported as [DA]o normalized as a 

percentage of the pre-drug, 1 pulse stimulation from each slice.   

 

Statistics: Graph Pad Prism (version 5; La Jolla, CA) was used to statistically analyze 

data sets and create graphs. Release data was subject to a repeated measures two-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) with AMPH and stimulation parameters as the factors. 

When main effects were obtained (p < 0.05), differences between groups were tested 

using a Bonferroni post hoc test. AMPH brain concentration time-courses were analyzed 

with a one-way ANOVA.  When significant main effects were observed (p < 0.05), 

differences across time were tested using a Tukey post hoc test. 
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Results: 

Extracellular concentrations of AMPH   

In rats, following a 1 mg/kg i.p. injection of AMPH, a one-way ANOVA revealed 

a main effect of time on brain AMPH levels (F10, 30 = 5.184, p < 0.001; n=4) (Figure 1A).  

Tukey post hoc analysis revealed that levels were significantly elevated from time 0 at 60 

(p < 0.001), 80 (p < 0.01), 100 (p < 0.05), and 140 (p < 0.05) min post injection.  The 

mean concentration of AMPH at the peak of the time-course was 10.25 ± 1.625 nM.   

Following a 10 mg/kg i.p. injection of AMPH, a one-way ANOVA revealed a 

main effect of time on AMPH levels (F11, 35 = 12.68, p < 0.0001; n=4) (Figure 1B).  

Tukey post hoc analysis revealed that levels were significantly increased from time 0 at 

40 (p < 0.001), 60 (p < 0.001), and 80 (p < 0.05) min post injection.  The mean 

concentration of AMPH at the peak of the time-course was 197 ± 22.417 nM.   

 

AMPH increased [DA]o at low concentrations and decreased [DA]o at high 

concentrations in WT mice 

Having shown in vivo that extracellular concentrations of AMPH following acute 

administration are substantially lower than concentrations typically examined in vitro 

(Jones et al., 1998; 1999; Sulzer et al., 1993; Sulzer & Rayport, 1990), we hypothesized 

that discrepancies between Daberkow et al. (2013) and previous in vitro literature 

resulted from differences in extracellular AMPH concentrations and sought to determine 

the effects of AMPH on [DA]o across a wide range of concentrations that encompass 

AMPH levels detected during our microdialysis experiment as well as concentrations  
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Figure 1.  Amphetamine (AMPH) brain levels following 1 mg/kg and 10 mg/kg i.p. 

injection.  AMPH levels were quantified in brain dialysate samples over a 200 minute 

period following an i.p. AMPH injection of 1 mg/kg (A) or 10 mg/kg (B).   Enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was used to quantify the levels of AMPH present 

in samples.  (A) Following 1 mg/kg i.p. injection of AMPH, brain AMPH levels were 

significantly increased, with the mean peak of AMPH brain concentrations equaling 

10.25 ± 1.625 nM.  (B) 10 mg/kg i.p. AMPH injection resulted in elevations in AMPH 

brain levels with the mean peak concentration equaling 197 ± 22.417 nM.   

Amphetamine, AMPH; *, p <0.05 vs time “0”; **, p <0.01 vs time “0”; ***, p <0.001 vs 

time “0” 
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used in previous in vitro work.  Although brain concentrations of AMPH following acute 

administration were measured in rats to allow for comparison to previous literature (e.g. 

Daberkow et al., 2013), the effects of these concentrations were assessed in brain slices 

from mice, to allow for utilization of the DAT-KO strain, which is not available in rats. 

Following bath application of 10 nM AMPH in slices from WT mice, [DA]o was 

assessed following 1 pulse, 5 pulses at 20 Hz and 24 pulses at 60 Hz stimulations 

compared to their pre-drug measurements (Figure 2A, D).  A two-way repeated measures 

ANOVA revealed a main effect of stimulation parameters on [DA]o (F2,21 = 53.83, p = 

0.0001; n = 9).  Additionally, there was a main effect of AMPH on [DA]o (F1,21 = 24.69, 

p =  0.0001).  Bonferroni post hoc analysis revealed significant AMPH-induced increases 

in [DA]o at 1 pulse (p < 0.05) and 24 pulse stimulations (p < 0.01).  There was not a 

significant interaction between AMPH and stimulation parameters (F2,21 = 1.476, p = 

0.2512).   

 Previous in vitro studies have examined AMPH concentrations in the 100 nM to 

10 µM range (Ferris et al., 2011, 2012; John & Jones, 2007; Calipari et al., 2013).  We 

therefore examined changes in [DA]o in response to concentrations that are representative 

of previous in vitro work.  Consistent with previous work (Ferris et al., 2012), a two-way 

repeated measures ANOVA revealed that there was no effect of AMPH on [DA]o 

following bath application of 100 nM concentrations in slices from WT animals (F1,13 = 

0.8135, p = 0.3824; n = 6) (Figure 2B, E).  Additionally, there was a main effect of 

stimulation parameters on [DA]o (F2,13 = 11.34, p = 0.0012), but no interaction between 

AMPH and stimulation parameters (F2,13 = 1.639, p = 0.2319).      
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 Consistent with previous in vitro work using high-concentration AMPH, at 10 µM 

concentrations in WT slices, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main 

effect of AMPH on [DA]o (F1,21 = 12.74, p =  0.0018; n = 8) (Figure 2C, F).  

Additionally, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of 

stimulation parameters on [DA]o (F2,21 = 16.34, p = 0.0001). Bonferroni post hoc analysis 

revealed significant AMPH-induced decreases in [DA]o at 24 pulse stimulations (p < 

0.01).    

 

AMPH-induced increases in [DA]o found at low concentrations are dependent on 

the DAT 

Having demonstrated AMPH-induced increases in [DA]o at low concentrations, 

we sought to determine the mechanism by which [DA]o was increased at these 

concentrations using DAT KO mice.  AMPH is highly lipophilic, which allows it to cross 

the cell membrane and interact with intracellular components even in the absence of the 

DAT (Liang & Ruteledge, 1982 Thoenen et al., 1968); thus, differences between DAT-

KO and WT animals are likely due to AMPH’s interaction with the DAT, and not its 

ability to enter the cell.   We hypothesized that if AMPH-induced increases in [DA]o are 

mediated by the DAT, no increase would be observed in DAT-KO animals.  

Alternatively, if AMPH facilitates exocytotic release, increases in [DA]o would be 

observed even in the absence of the DAT.   

Following bath application of 10 nM AMPH we assessed [DA]o following the 

stimulation parameters described above.  Contrary to results from WT animals, a two-

way repeated measures ANOVA revealed that 10 nM AMPH decreased [DA]o in brain   
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Figure 2.  Amphetamine (AMPH) increases evoked dopamine at low concentrations 

and decreases exocytotic release at high concentrations in WT animals.  The effect of 

bath applied AMPH on evoked dopamine release was determined over multiple 

stimulation parameters (1p; 5p at 20 Hz; 24p at 60 Hz).  Effects of AMPH were 

consistent across stimulation parameters for all concentrations.  Representative traces of 

evoked dopamine release before (pre-drug; blue) and following bath application of 10 nM 

(A), 100 nM (B), and 10 µM (C) AMPH (black). Group data indicating a significant 

AMPH-induced increase in dopamine levels following application of 10 nM (D), but not 

100 nM (E) AMPH. F. Group data indicating a significant decrease in dopamine levels 

following application of 10 µM AMPH.  Amphetamine, AMPH; dopamine, DA; 

wildtype, WT; *, p < 0.05 vs. pre-drug; **, p < 0.01 vs. pre-drug 
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Figure 3.   Amphetamine (AMPH) decreases evoked dopamine levels in DAT-KO 

animals.  The effect of bath applied AMPH on evoked dopamine levels was determined 

over multiple stimulation parameters (1p; 5p at 20 Hz; 24p at 60 Hz).  Stimulation 

parameters had no effect on the pharmacological actions of AMPH.  Representative 

traces of evoked dopamine release before (pre-drug; red) and following bath application 

of 10 nM (A), 100 nM (B), and 10 µM (C) AMPH (black).  D. Group data indicating 

AMPH-induced decreases in evoked dopamine at 10nM.   Although ANOVA revealed a 

main effect of AMPH on evoked dopamine levels, Bonferroni post hoc analysis did not 

reveal a significance effect at any of the stimulation parameters. E. Group data 

demonstrating AMPH-induced decreases in dopamine levels following the application of 

100 nM AMPH.  F. Group data indicating an AMPH-induced decrease in dopamine 

levels at 10 µM. Amphetamine, AMPH; dopamine, DA; *, p < 0.05 vs. pre-drug; **, p < 

0.01 vs. pre-drug; ***, p < 0.001 vs. pre-drug 
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slices from DAT-KO animals (F1,21 = 6.270, p =  0.0206; n = 8) (Figure 3A, D).  

Additionally, there was a main effect of stimulation parameters on [DA]o (F2,21 = 34.97, p 

= 0.0001), although there was no interaction between AMPH and stimulation parameters 

(F2,21 = 0.5832, p = 0.5669). 

Following application of 100 nM AMPH to brain slices from DAT-KO animals, a 

two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of AMPH on [DA]o (F1,21 = 

17.79, p =  0.0002; n = 11) as well as a main effect of stimulation parameters on [DA]o 

(F2,21 = 29.05, p = 0.0001) (Figure 3B,E).  Notably, Bonferroni post hoc analysis revealed 

significant AMPH-induced decreases in [DA]o only at 24 pulse stimulations (p < 0.01).  

There was not an interaction between AMPH and stimulation parameters (F2,30 = 0.7223, 

p = 0.4939). 

 A two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of 10 µM AMPH 

on [DA]o in DAT-KO mice (F1,30 = 68.13, p =  0.0001; n = 11) and a main effect of 

stimulation parameters on [DA]o (F2,21 = 18.22, p = 0.0001) (Figure 3C, F).  Bonferroni 

post hoc analysis revealed significant AMPH-induced decreases in [DA]o at 1 pulse (p < 

0.01), 5 pulse (p < .001) and 24 pulse (p < 0.001) stimulations.  There was not an 

interaction between AMPH and stimulation parameters (F2,30 = 2.038, p = 0.1480). 

 We then compared the AMPH concentration response curves for WTs and DAT-

KOs to determine differences in AMPH-induced effects on [DA]o between strains (Figure 

4).  Following 1 pulse stimulations, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a 

main effect of strain (F1,46 = 16.01, p = 0.0002) and concentration (F2,46 = 21.37, p = 

0.0001) on [DA]o as well as a significant interaction between AMPH concentration and 
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strain (F2,46 = 5.218, p = 0.0091) (Figure 4A).  Bonferroni post hoc analysis revealed a 

significant difference between strains at 10 nM (p < 0.01) and 100 nM (p < 0.01) 

concentrations of AMPH, while 10 µM was not different.  These results suggest that the 

AMPH-induced increases in [DA]o at low concentrations are a result of AMPH’s 

interaction with the DAT.   

 Following 5 pulse, 20 Hz stimulations, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA 

revealed a main effect of strain (F1,48 = 8.093, p = 0.0065) and concentration (F2,48 = 

11.33, p = 0.0001), but no interaction (F2,48 = 2.530, p = 0.0903) (Figure 4B).  Bonferroni 

post hoc analysis revealed a significant difference between strains at 10 nM AMPH (p < 

0.05). 

Following 24 pulse, 60 Hz stimulations, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA 

revealed no effect of strain (F1,47 = 3.482, p = 0.0559), but a main effect of concentration 

(F2,47 = 15.50, p = 0.0001) as well as a significant interaction (F2,47 = 3.904, p = 0.0270) 

(Figure 4C).  Bonferroni post hoc analysis revealed a significant difference between 

strains at 10 nM concentration of AMPH (p < 0.01). 

 

Repeated stimulations do not alter dopamine release over time  

To ensure that the observed changes in [DA]o were AMPH-induced and not due 

to repeated high frequency, multiple pulse stimulations over time, identical stimulation 

parameters were performed in the absence of AMPH in a separate set of WT and DAT-

KO animals.  We observed no effect of time on [DA]o in slices from WT (F1,24 = 0.2624, 

p = 0.6132; n = 9)  or DAT-KO (F1,15 = 0.3913, p = 0.5410; n = 6) animals (data not 

shown).   
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Fenfluramine decreased [DA]o across all concentrations, stimulation parameters, 

and genotypes 

 To give further support to the hypothesis that the effects of AMPH on [DA]o  are 

DAT-dependent and –independent at low and high concentrations, respectively, we 

examined the effects of fenfluramine, a serotonin releaser with similar effects on 

vesicular dopamine storage but with limited DAT affinity, on [DA]o.  Due to the 

lipophilicity of fenfluramine, it is able to cross the plasma membrane, enter the cell, and 

interact with dopamine vesicles without utilizing uptake transporters (Spinelli et al., 

1988).  We hypothesized that if AMPH-induced increases in [DA]o  at low concentrations 

were DAT- dependent, we would not observe increases with fenfluramine.  Additionally, 

if AMPH-induced decreases in [DA]o  at high concentrations are DAT-independent, 

fenfluramine would induce similar decreases in [DA]o  at high concentrations.  We 

examined the effects of fenfluramine on [DA]o in WT and DAT-KO animals across a 

concentration response curve and a range of stimulation parameters consistent with those 

used in AMPH experiments.  

 In brain slices from WT animals, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed 

a main effect of fenfluramine across a range of stimulation parameters at 10 nM (F1,9 = 

17.35, p = 0.0024; n = 4) (Figure 5A), 100 nM (F1,9 = 8.857, p = 0.0156; n = 4) (Figure 

5B) and 10 µM (F1,12 = 39.45, p = 0.0001; n = 5) (Figure 5C), whereby fenfluramine 

decreased [DA]o.  Bonferroni post hoc analysis revealed a significant decrease in [DA]o 

at 24 pulse stimulations following 10 nM fenfluramine (p  < 0.05) and at 5 pulse (p < 

0.05) and 24 pulse (p < 0.001) stimulations for 10 µM concentrations.  
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Figure 4.  Amphetamine (AMPH)-induced increases in evoked dopamine levels are 

dependent on the dopamine transporter (DAT).   AMPH was bath applied to brain 

slices from WT (blue) or DAT-KO (red) animals.  Evoked dopamine levels were 

determined across a concentration response curve for AMPH (10 nM; 100 nM; 10 µM) 

and multiple stimulation parameters (1p; 5p at 20 Hz; 24p at 60 Hz).  A.  Concentration 

response curve for AMPH following 1 pulse stimulations.  AMPH-induced increases in 

dopamine levels at 10 nM and 100 nM are dependent on the DAT while AMPH-induced 

decreases at 10 µM are not.   B. Concentration response curve for AMPH following 5 

pulse stimulations.  C. Concentration response curve for AMPH following 24 pulse 

stimulations.  Amphetamine, AMPH; dopamine, DA; wildtype, WT; *, p < 0.05 vs. 

DAT-KOs; **, p < 0.01 vs. DAT-Kos 
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Figure 5.  Fenfluramine decreases evoked dopamine levels across all concentrations, 

stimulation parameters and genotypes.   Fenfluramine was bath applied to brain slices 

from WT (A-C) or DAT-KO (D-F) animals.  Evoked dopamine levels were determined 

across a concentration response curve for fenfluramine (10 nM; 100 nM; 10 µM) and 

multiple stimulation parameters (1p; 5p at 20 Hz; 24p at 60 Hz).  In WT animals, 

fenfluramine reduced dopamine levels across all stimulation parameters following 10 nM 

(A), 100 nM (B), and 10 µM (C) concentrations.  Although ANOVA revealed a main 

effect of fenfluramine on evoked dopamine levels at 100 nM, Bonferroni post hoc 

analysis did not reveal a significance effect at any of the stimulation parameters.  In 

DAT-KO animals, dopamine levels were decreased across all stimulation parameters 

following 10 nM (D), 100 nM (E), and 10 µM (F) concentrations of fenfluramine.  

Although ANOVA revealed a main effect of fenfluramine on evoked dopamine levels at 

100 nM, Bonferroni post hoc analysis did not reveal a significance effect at any of the 

stimulation parameters.   Dopamine, DA; wildtype, WT; *, p < 0.05 vs. pre-drug; ***, p 

< 0.001 vs. pre-drug 
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Similarly, in slices from DAT-KO animals, a two-way repeated measures 

ANOVA revealed a main effect of fenfluramine across a range of stimulation parameters 

following application of 10 nM (F1,6 = 10.98, p = 0.0161; n = 3) (Figure 5D), 100 nM 

(F1,6 = 13.03, p = 0.0112; n = 3) (Figure 5E) and 10 µM (F1,11 = 35.58, p = 0.0001; n = 5) 

(Figure 5F) fenfluramine, with decreases in [DA]o.  Bonferroni post hoc analysis revealed 

a significant fenfluramine-induced decrease in [DA]o at 24 pulse stimulations following 

10 nM fenfluramine (p  < 0.05) and at 5 pulse (p < 0.05) and 24 pulse (p < 0.001) 

stimulations for 10 µM concentrations. These findings further support the hypothesis that 

AMPH effects are DAT-dependent and –independent at low and high concentrations, 

respectively.   

 

Discussion  

Here we demonstrate that AMPH mechanisms differ based on the extracellular 

concentration of AMPH.  Specifically, we found a biphasic effect of AMPH, where low 

concentrations increased [DA]o and high concentrations decreased [DA]o in WT animals.  

In addition, we did not observe an AMPH-induced augmentation of [DA]o in DAT-KO 

animals, demonstrating that increases in [DA]o are dependent on AMPH actions at the 

DAT.  The opposite effects of low and high concentrations of AMPH on [DA]o in WT 

animals may help to explain previous literature demonstrating divergent outcomes of 

acute AMPH administration on dopamine-mediated behaviors, where low doses 

facilitated performance on attention and learning tasks and high doses disrupted 

performance (de Witt et al., 2002; Idris et al, 2005).   
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AMPH-induced depletion of dopamine vesicles, resulting in decreased [DA]o, has 

been shown repeatedly in in vitro studies and is traditionally thought to be a hallmark of 

AMPH actions (Jones et al., 1998; 1999; Fleckenstein et al., 2007; Sulzer, 2011).  

Recently, Daberkow et al. (2013) extended these findings, showing that AMPH increased 

[DA]o in vivo, and interpreted the increase as augmented exocytotic release. In an attempt 

to reconcile the apparent discrepancy between the in vitro and in vivo findings, we 

determined the extracellular concentrations of AMPH reached in vivo to allow the 

selection of physiologically relevant concentrations to assess in vitro.   

We found that in rats 1 and 10 mg/kg ip injections of AMPH correspond to peak 

concentrations of approximately 10 nM and 200 nM AMPH in the extracellular space, 

respectively.  Increases in [DA]o shown in vivo (Daberkow et al., 2013) were measured 

10 minutes following AMPH injection.  The time-course of AMPH brain concentrations 

shows that, at this time point, AMPH levels were around 30 nM, and our in vitro data 

suggest that this concentration would produce an increase in [DA]o, similar to the effect 

demonstrated in vivo.  At the time when higher concentrations were observed (40 min), 

[DA]o is returning to baseline in vivo, which is consistent with effects seen at the 

concentrations (~ 100-300 nM) applied in this manuscript and previous literature (Ferris 

et al., 2012; Calipari et al., 2013).  Indeed, previous studies examining the effects of 

AMPH in vitro have shown that [DA]o is not decreased until concentrations meet or 

exceed 1 µM (Ferris et al., 2012), which is higher than the range of concentrations 

reached in vivo (e.g., Daberkow et al., 2013).  We have shown that AMPH does facilitate 

[DA]o in vitro at low concentrations, demonstrating that the discrepancies between the 

two models are indeed due to different extracellular concentrations of AMPH.  Although 
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methamphetamine has been shown previously to exhibit similar concentration-dependent 

effects on dopamine cell bodies in the midbrain (Branch & Beckstead, 2012), this is the 

first examination of the effects of low AMPH concentrations in the terminal regions.  

Further, our data show that the biphasic, concentration-dependent effects of AMPH 

involve both DAT-dependent and –independent mechanisms.  Utilizing DAT-KO mice it 

was determined that the DAT was required for AMPH-induced increases in [DA]o.  

AMPH-induced increases are completely absent in DAT-KO animals, demonstrating that 

AMPH acts through the DAT to elevate [DA]o.  Although AMPH enters the cell 

primarily via transporter mediated movement (Bönisch, 1984), it is highly lipophilic and 

readily traverses the cell membrane (Liang & Ruteledge, 1982; Thoenen et al., 1968).  

Thus, differences between DAT-KO and WT animals are likely not due to a differential 

ability of AMPH to enter the cell.  This is highlighted by the reductions in [DA]o in DAT-

KO mice at high concentrations, an effect that demonstrates that vesicular depletion is 

independent of AMPH actions at the DAT.  The hypothesis that AMPH effects at low and 

high concentrations are DAT-dependent and –independent respectively was further 

supported by our findings that fenfluramine, an AMPH-like releaser with low DAT 

affinity, decreased [DA]o across all concentrations.  However, in DAT-KO mice, 

although AMPH is likely causing the movement of dopamine from vesicles into the 

cytoplasm, this dopamine is not released into the extracellular space, and the reduction in 

[DA]o may be a combination of vesicular depletion and subsequent degradation of 

dopamine that has accumulated within the cytoplasm.   

The DAT-dependent and -independent effects observed here suggest that AMPH acts 

as a dopamine uptake inhibitor at low concentrations while at high concentrations 
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vesicular depletion is also present.  In voltammetric measurements, as in the brain, the 

maximal extracellular concentration of dopamine is a result of the opposing processes of 

release and uptake; thus, increases in [DA]o, as seen in the current study and previous 

work (Daberkow et al., 2013), can be attributed to either increased release or uptake 

inhibition (Wightman et al., 1990; Yorgason et al., 2011).  Indeed, drugs such as 

nomifensine, which inhibit the DAT but have not been shown to have any release 

capabilities, increase [DA]o (Wightman & Zimmerman, 1990; Ferris et al., 2011).  

Therefore, although it has been suggested that AMPH increases [DA]o through facilitated 

exocytotic release (Daberkow et al., 2013), AMPH-induced increases in [DA]o are more 

likely a result of AMPH’s previously validated mechanism as a competitive uptake 

inhibitor.  This hypothesis is supported by the findings of the current study showing that 

AMPH-induced increases in [DA]o are DAT-dependent. 

At high concentrations AMPH also causes uptake inhibition, which could lead to 

increases in [DA]o; however, we observed decreases in [DA]o at high concentrations.  

This could be due to factors such as AMPH-induced disruption of cellular membranes or 

vesicular depletion which has been shown previously to play a role in AMPH’s actions 

on [DA]o (Sulzer et al., 1993; Sulzer & Rayport, 1990).  One hypothesis is that AMPH-

induced depletion of dopamine vesicles at high concentrations is a result of AMPH 

entering vesicles, via diffusion across the vesicular membrane or transport through the 

vesicular monoamine transporter-2 (VMAT-2), where its properties as a weak base 

disrupt pH gradients, leading to the movement of dopamine out of vesicles and into the 

cytoplasm (Fleckenstein et al., 2007; Sulzer, 2011).  The lack of dopamine depletion 

observed here in WT mice at low concentrations may be a result of insufficient 
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concentrations of AMPH within the vesicles to disrupt vesicular sequestration.  Indeed, 

previous cell culture studies have demonstrated that at low to moderate concentrations of 

AMPH, pH gradients are 90% intact (Floor & Meng, 1996) and do not result in 

movement of dopamine out of vesicles (Teng et al., 1998).  Thus, AMPH primarily acts 

as an uptake inhibitor at low concentrations, making its actions resemble those of a 

blocker.  

An alternative, although not opposing, hypothesis is that AMPH reduces quantal size 

by decreasing dopamine uptake into vesicles via blockade of VMAT-2, resulting in 

decreased [DA]o (Wallace & Connell, 2008).  While AMPH may be interacting with 

VMAT-2 even at the low concentrations tested here, it is likely that effects at the DAT 

will predominate at these concentrations because the Ki of AMPH for the inhibition of 

dopamine uptake at the DAT is 34 nM as compared to 2.71 µM at the VMAT-2 (Philippu 

& Beyer, 1973; Rothman & Baumann, 2003).  Thus, it is likely that at low concentrations 

AMPH is inhibiting dopamine uptake at the DAT while having minimal effects on the 

VMAT-2, resulting in increased [DA]o.  However, as concentrations are increased, 

blockade of the VMAT-2 becomes more prominent, resulting in decreased [DA]o.  

Additionally, [DA]o was reduced at low and moderate concentrations in DAT-KO 

animals.  As discussed above, the current findings and previous studies indicate that the 

AMPH concentrations tested here are not sufficient to decrease exocytotic release.  One 

explanation is that DAT-KO terminals, which are unable to take up dopamine from 

synapses and repackage it into vesicles and are therefore dependent on dopamine 

synthesis for release, have reduced [DA]o at low concentrations due to effects of  AMPH 

on dopamine synthesis (Sotnikova et al., 2006).  It is possible that AMPH raises 
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cytoplasmic dopamine levels via blockade of the VMAT-2, resulting in substrate 

inhibition of tyrosine hydroxylase.  Cytoplasmic dopamine buildup may occur in this 

situation for two reasons:  1) the lack of DAT-mediated reverse transport of dopamine 

into the synapse in these animals and 2) the inhibitory effects of AMPH on monoamine 

oxidase activity (Sulzer, 2011).  Regardless, both scenarios would likely lead to an 

increased inhibition of tyrosine hydroxylase activity and subsequent reductions in [DA]o 

due to the dependence of DAT-KO mice on synthesis of new dopamine for release.   

Here we show biphasic, concentration-dependent actions of AMPH which suggest 

that AMPH acts as a blocker at low concentrations and a releaser at high concentrations, 

making concentration a critical determinant of the acute effects of AMPH.  This is 

particularly relevant when considering the neurochemical outcomes of human AMPH 

use, since low-dose therapeutic and high-dose abuse-relevant administration may have 

different mechanisms of acutely elevating dopamine levels, potentially leading to 

different long-term consequences.  Given the shift in mechanism of AMPH from blocker 

to releaser, depending on concentration, it will be important to amend, but not discard, 

the traditional view of AMPH mechanisms and its effects on dopamine 

neurotransmission.   
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Preamble 

 The focus of this dissertation was to examine the acute and chronic actions of 

amphetamine on the dopamine system.  In Chapter II we elucidated the basic mechanisms 

by which amphetamine alters dopamine neurotransmission, and discovered that 

amphetamine can display multiple mechanisms of action depending on the concentration 

of amphetamine present at the dopamine terminal.  We next sought to determine if 1) 

these actions were consistent across regions of the striatum and 2) if dopamine 

transporter levels altered amphetamine effects.  

Previous work from our lab and others has shown that amphetamine potency, both 

in vivo and in vitro, can be alerted by genetically or pharmacologically augmenting 

dopamine transporter expression (Calipari et al., 2013; Salahpour et al., 2010).  

Additionally, there are well-documented differences in dopamine transporter expression 

between striatal subregions with the highest dopamine transporter levels and dopamine 

uptake rates occurring in the dorsal striatum and decreasing in a graded fashion with the 

lowest levels in the nucleus accumbens shell (Coulter et al., 1996; Yeghiayan et al., 1997; 

South & Huang, 2008; Calipari et al., 2012).  Thus we sought to use these within-subject 

differences in dopamine transporter levels to confirm our findings with transgenic 

animals (Calipari et al., 2013).  We hypothesized that amphetamine effects would track 

dopamine uptake rates.  As predicted, amphetamine had the greatest effects on dopamine 

neurotransmission in the dorsal striatum and the lowest in the nucleus accumbens shell, 

and effects across regions were highly correlated with dopamine uptake rate.  These 

findings may explain differences in the long-term behavioral consequences of dopamine 

releaser compounds, such as amphetamine, and dopamine blocker compounds, such as 
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cocaine, which are not affected by dopamine transporter expression and have similar 

potency across subregions.  
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Abstract 

 Amphetamine is a central nervous system psychostimulant with a high potential 

for abuse. Recent literature has shown that genetic and drug-induced elevations in 

dopamine transporter (DAT) expression augment the neurochemical and behavioral 

potency of psychostimulant releasers.  However, it remains to be determined if the well-

documented differences in DAT levels across striatal regions drive regionally distinct 

AMPH effects within individuals.  DAT levels and dopamine uptake rates have been 

shown to follow a gradient in the striatum, with the highest levels in the dorsal regions 

and lowest levels in the nucleus accumbens shell; thus, we hypothesized that 

amphetamine potency would follow this gradient.  Using fast scan cyclic voltammetry in 

mouse brain slices we examined DAT inhibition and changes in exocytotic dopamine 

release by amphetamine across four striatal regions (dorsal and ventral caudate-putamen, 

nucleus accumbens core and shell).  Consistent with our hypothesis, amphetamine effects 

at the DAT and on release decreased across regions from dorsal to ventral, and both 

measures of potency were highly correlated with dopamine uptake rates.  Separate striatal 

subregions are involved in different aspects of motivated behaviors, such as goal-directed 

and habitual responding, that become dysregulated by drug abuse, making it critically 

important to understand regional differences in drug potencies.          
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Introduction 

Amphetamine (AMPH), a commonly prescribed and highly addictive 

psychostimulant, has been characterized as a dopamine releaser that alters dopamine 

neurotransmission primarily through interactions with the dopamine transporter (DAT).  

AMPH produces inhibition of dopamine uptake as well as DAT-mediated reverse 

transport, resulting in robust increases in extracellular dopamine, most notably in the 

terminal regions of dopaminergic projections from the ventral midbrain such as the dorsal 

and ventral striatum. AMPH-induced elevations in striatal dopamine have been shown to 

be critical for its reinforcing and rewarding effects (Fleckenstein et al., 2007; Sulzer, 

2011).  Recent results have indicated that AMPH’s actions on dopamine 

neurotransmission are altered by DAT expression, with increased DAT levels and 

dopamine uptake rates resulting in increased AMPH potency (Calipari et al., 2013; 

Salahpour et al., 2010).   Previous reports linking DAT levels to AMPH potency used 

genetic manipulations to alter DAT levels; however, the results suggest that natural 

variations in DAT expression across striatal subregions may also affect AMPH potency. 

While the striatum is integrally involved in the reinforcing effects of drugs of 

abuse, including AMPH, it is a heterogeneous area with specific sub-regions that mediate 

different aspects of drug reinforcement (Everitt & Robbins, 2013).   For example, the 

nucleus accumbens (NAc) mediates the subjective and discriminative effects of 

psychostimulants as well as goal-directed responding on a reward paired operanda 

(Roberts et al., 1980; Zito et al., 1985; Drevets et al., 2001), while the dorsal caudate-

putamen (CPu) has been shown to be involved in habit learning and responding for cues 

previously paired with drug delivery (Ito et al., 2002; Gabriele & See, 2011).  Both 
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habitual and goal-directed behaviors play critical roles in the addiction process, and the 

striatal regions that control these behaviors have been shown to be differentially 

dysregulated by drug abuse.  Multiple studies have demonstrated that AMPH-induced 

dopamine overflow is greatest in the dorsal CPu as compared to more ventral regions of 

the striatum (Hernandez et al., 1987; Kuczenski et al., 1991; Kuczenski & Segal, 1992; 

Robinson & Camp, 1990; Pehek et al., 1990); however, some groups have shown the 

converse (Di Chiara & Imperato., 1988; Sharp et al., 1987). While in vivo studies are able 

to assess a number of factors that may be contributing to differential effects of AMPH 

across anatomical regions, including divergent afferent inputs and local regulation of 

dopamine release by interneurons, we sought to examine how regional variations in DAT 

function, may influence AMPH potency. 

Here we used fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) in brain slices to assess 

AMPH potency in four regions spanning the CPu and NAc.  Previous work shows that 

DAT levels and dopamine uptake rates are highest in dorsal regions and decrease 

incrementally from dorsal to ventral (Coulter et al., 1996; Yeghiayan et al., 1997; South 

& Huang, 2008; Calipari et al., 2012) and that genetic augmentation of DAT levels 

increases psychostimulant releaser potency (Calipari et al., 2013); therefore we 

hypothesized that AMPH’s effects on dopamine neurotransmission would be more potent 

in dorsal regions. Given the distinct contributions of striatal sub-regions to addictive 

behaviors, it is critically important to determine if these areas are differentially affected 

by AMPH, and if so, the mechanism underlying the variations in potency. 
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Methods and Materials: 

 

Animals:  Adult male C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Laboratories; Bar Harbor, ME) were 

group housed and maintained on a 12:12 hour light/dark cycle (6:00 am lights on; 6:00 

pm lights off) with food and water ad libitum. All animals were maintained in accordance 

with the National Institutes of Health guidelines in Association for Assessment and 

Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care accredited facilities. The experimental protocol 

was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Wake Forest 

School of Medicine. 

 

In Vitro Voltammetry:  FSCV was used to characterize presynaptic dopamine signaling 

and AMPH potency in the dorsal CPu, ventral CPu, NAc core and NAc shell.  A 

vibrating tissue slicer was used to prepare 400 µm thick coronal brain sections.  The 

tissue was immersed in oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) containing (in 

mM): NaCl (126), KCl (2.5), NaH2PO4 (1.2), CaCl2 (2.4), MgCl2 (1.2), NaHCO3 (25), 

glucose (11), L-ascorbic acid (0.4) and pH was adjusted to 7.4. Once sliced, the tissue 

was transferred to testing chambers containing bath aCSF (32°C), which flowed at 

1 ml/min.  A carbon fiber microelectrode (100–200 μM length, 7 μM radius) and bipolar 

stimulating electrode were placed in close proximity in the region of interest.  

Extracellular dopamine was measured by applying a triangular waveform (−0.4 to +1.2 to 

−0.4V vs Ag/AgCl, 400 V/s) to the recording electrode every 100ms.   

Dopamine release was evoked by a single electrical pulse (300 μA, 4 msec, 

monophasic) applied to the tissue every 3 minutes until a stable baseline was established 
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(3 collections within 10% variability).  After pre-drug measures were taken, increasing 

AMPH concentrations (10 nM, 100 nM, 300 nM, 1 µM, 3 µM, 10 µM) were 

cumulatively bath applied to each slice.  Stimulations were repeated until evoked 

dopamine levels reached stability at each concentration (approximately 30 minutes).   

 

Data Analysis: For analysis of FSCV data, Demon Voltammetry and Analysis software 

was used (Yorgason et al., 2011).  Michaelis-Menten modeling parameters were used to 

determine the maximal rate of dopamine uptake and AMPH-induced uptake inhibition 

(Wightman et al., 1988).  Michaelis–Menten modeling provides parameters that describe 

the amount of dopamine released following electrical stimulation, the maximal rate of 

dopamine uptake (Vmax), and alterations in the ability of dopamine to bind to the DAT, or 

apparent Km. For pre-drug modeling, we followed standard voltammetric modeling 

procedures by setting the baseline Km parameter to 160 nM based on the affinity of 

dopamine for the DAT, whereas Vmax values were allowed to vary as the pre-drug 

measure of the rate of dopamine uptake. Following drug application, apparent Km was 

allowed to vary to account for changes in drug-induced dopamine uptake inhibition while 

the respective Vmax value determined for that subject at baseline was held constant. The 

apparent Km parameter models the amount of dopamine uptake inhibition following a 

particular concentration of drug.  

Recording electrodes were calibrated by recording responses (in electrical current; 

nA) to a known concentration of dopamine (3 μM) using a flow-injection system. 

Calibrations were used to convert electrical current to dopamine concentration.   
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Ki Values:  As described previously (Jones et al. 1995), inhibition constants (Ki) were 

calculated by the equation: [(Km)  / (S)] where Km is equal to the Km of dopamine for the 

dopamine transporter, or 1.6 µM, and S is equal to the slope of the linear concentration-

response regression for amphetamine. The Ki, reported in µM and is a measure of the 

AMPH concentration that is necessary to decrease the rate of dopamine-DAT interactions 

to 50% of their uninhibited rate. 

 

Statistics: Graph Pad Prism (version 5, La Jolla, CA, USA) was used to statistically 

analyze data sets and create graphs.  Baseline dopamine kinetics and Ki values were 

compared with a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test for differences across 

regions.  When main effects were obtained differences between groups were tested using 

Dunnett’s post hoc test.   Uptake inhibition and release data were subject to a repeated 

measures two-way ANOVA with AMPH concentration and region as the factors.  When 

main effects were obtained differences between groups were tested using Bonferroni’s 

post hoc test.  Pearson’s correlation coefficients were used to measure the strength of 

correlation between Vmax and AMPH potency.  All p values of < 0.05 were considered to 

be statistically significant.  A within-subjects design was used whereby measurements 

were taken from each region in each of 6 animals.  Thus, all groups consist of 6 

measures, except for the NAc shell which has an n of 5 due to equipment failure during 

one of the voltammetric recordings.  
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Results 

Dopamine release and uptake decreased across regions from dorsal to ventral 

 Subsecond dopamine kinetics were assessed in the dorsal CPu, ventral CPu, NAc 

core and NAc shell (Figure 1A).  Consistent with previous results (Calipari et al., 2012), 

we found that dopamine uptake was highest in the dorsal CPu (Figure 1C):  one-way 

ANOVA (F3,19 = 9.988, p = 0.0004, n = 6), Dunnett’s posttest: dorsal CPu vs ventral CPu 

p < 0.05, dorsal CPu vs NAc core p < 0.001, dorsal CPu vs NAc shell p < 0.001.  

Dopamine release was also highest in more dorsal regions (Figure 1D):  one-way 

ANOVA (F3,19 = 3.977, p = 0.0235), Dunnett’s posttest: dorsal CPu vs ventral CPu p > 

0.05, dorsal CPu vs NAc core p < 0.05, dorsal CPu vs NAc shell p < 0.05. Notably, there 

was no difference in dopamine release between the dorsal and ventral CPu.  To determine 

if dopamine release and uptake decreased across striatal subregions in a similar manner, 

we correlated dopamine release and uptake.  We found a strong positive correlation 

between dopamine release and uptake (Figure 1E):   correlation, r = 0.8408, p = 0.0001; 

linear regression, β = 1.824 ± 0.2563.  

 

The ability of AMPH to inhibit dopamine uptake decreased across regions from 

dorsal to ventral 

 Following assessment of dopamine release and uptake kinetics, we sought to 

determine the regional differences in the ability of AMPH to inhibit the DAT.  Based on 

previous work demonstrating that releaser potency is increased in animals with genetic 

overexpression of the DAT (Calipari et al., 2013), we hypothesized that AMPH inhibition 

of the DAT would be higher in brain regions with the highest uptake rates (i.e. the dorsal  
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Figure 1.   Assessing subsecond dopamine release and uptake kinetics across striatal 

subregions.  (A) Location of electrode placements for voltammetric assessment of 

dopamine kinetics and amphetamine potency.  Measurements were taken from four 

striatal subregions.  Dorsal caudate-putamen (DCPu); ventral caudate-putamen (VCPu); 

nucleus accumbens core (Core); nucleus accumbens shell (Shell).  (B) Representative 

traces illustrating that both dopamine release and uptake decrease across regions from 

dorsal to ventral.  (C) Group data showing maximal rate of dopamine uptake are highest 

in the dorsal caudate-putamen as compared to other striatal regions.  (D) Group data 

demonstrating that dopamine release is highest in the dorsal CPu.  (E)  Correlation 

showing that dopamine release and uptake increase from ventral to dorsal across striatal 

subregions in a similar manner.  AMPH, amphetamine; *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.001; ***p < 

0.001 as compared to dorsal caudate-putamen. 
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Figure 2.  Inhibition of dopamine uptake (apparent Km) by amphetamine differs 

across striatal regions.   (A) The ability of amphetamine (AMPH) to inhibit dopamine 

uptake differs across regions from ventral to dorsal.  (B)  Ki, a measurement of the 

concentration at which AMPH exerts 50% inhibition, was used to determine AMPH 

potency across regions. Ki increased across regions from dorsal to ventral, indicating that 

potency is highest in dorsal regions.  (C) Ki and dopamine uptake rates are negatively 

correlated.  Dorsal caudate-putamen, DCPu; ventral caudate-putamen, VCPu; nucleus 

accumbens core, Core; nucleus accumbens shell, Shell; AMPH, amphetamine; **, p < 

0.001; ***p < 0.001 as compared to dorsal caudate-putamen. 
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CPu) as compared to regions with lower uptake rates (i.e. the NAc shell).  Following bath 

application of AMPH we found that, indeed, AMPH-induced increases in apparent Km 

for dopamine uptake was highest in the dorsal CPu (Figure 2A):  repeated measures two-

way ANOVA (AMPH concentration X region, n = 6), AMPH concentration (F5,19 = 

3.977, p = 0.0235), region (F3,19 = 13.54, p = 0.0001), interaction (F15, 95 = 8.409, p = 

0.0001), Bonferroni’s posttest:  dorsal CPu vs ventral CPu (3 µM) p < 0.01, dorsal CPu 

vs NAc core (3 µM) p < 0.001, dorsal CPu vs NAc shell (3 µM) p < 0.001, dorsal CPu vs 

ventral CPu (10 µM) p < 0.001, dorsal CPu vs NAc core (10 µM) p < 0.001, dorsal CPu 

vs NAc shell (10 µM) p < 0.001.   

 We then determined the Ki of AMPH, the concentration of drug that results in a 

50% inhibition of dopamine uptake, across regions.  A decrease in Ki is indicative of an 

increase in potency.  We found that Ki was lowest in the dorsal CPu and increased across 

regions from dorsal to ventral (Figure 2B):  one-way ANOVA (F3,19 = 15.43, p = 0.0007), 

Dunnett’s posttest: dorsal CPu vs ventral CPu p > 0.05, dorsal CPu vs NAc core p < 0.01, 

dorsal CPu vs NAc shell p < 0.001.   

 

AMPH inhibition of the DAT was correlated with dopamine uptake rates 

 Vmax, a measure of dopamine uptake, allows for a within subject determination of 

the relationship between DAT function and drug potencies (Ferris et al., 2013).  To 

determine if differences in the ability of AMPH to inhibit the DAT were related to 

differences in DAT function, we correlated Vmax with the Ki of AMPH.  We found a 
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strong negative correlation between Vmax and Ki (Figure 2C):   correlation, r = -0.6415, p 

= 0.0010; linear regression, β = -0.04075 ± 0.01063.  

 

The ability of AMPH to decrease exocytotic dopamine release was highest in the 

dorsal CPu and lowest in the NAc shell 

AMPH has been shown previously to mobilize dopamine from vesicles, thus depleting 

releasable dopamine pools and leading to decreased evoked dopamine release at high 

concentrations (John & Jones, 2007; Jones et al., 1998; 1999; Sulzer et al., 1993; Sulzer 

& Rayport, 1990). Conversely, at low concentrations AMPH has been shown to increase 

evoked dopamine levels through its actions as a competitive uptake inhibitor (Siciliano et 

al., 2014; Ramsson et al., 2011a, 2011b).  By measuring electrically-evoked dopamine 

release we can examine changes in exocytotic release independently of AMPH-induced 

reverse transport. Here we show that AMPH effects on exocytotic dopamine release 

differ across regions (Figure 3A):  repeated measures two-way ANOVA (AMPH 

concentration X region, n = 6), AMPH concentration (F5, 19 = 27.01, p = 0.0001), region 

(F3, 19 = 2.520, p = 0.0887), interaction (F15, 95 = 2.318, p = 0.0073), Bonferroni’s posttest:  

dorsal CPu vs NAc core (10 nM) p < 0.05, dorsal CPu vs NAc shell (10 nM) p < 0.01, 

dorsal CPu vs NAc shell (100 nM) p < 0.05.   

When data were expressed as a percent change from baseline, AMPH effects on 

exocytotic release differed across regions, however posttest analysis did not reveal 

significance (Figure 3B):  repeated measures two-way ANOVA (AMPH concentration X 

region), AMPH concentration (F6, 19 = 28.43, p = 0.0001), region (F3, 19 = 30.99, p = 

0.0513), interaction (F15, 95 = 2.318, p = 0.0073).  We then determined the IC50 of AMPH  
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Figure 3. Amphetamine effects on dopamine release across striatal subregions.  (A) 

Amphetamine (AMPH) effects on exocytotic dopamine release. (B) The effects of 

AMPH on dopamine release expressed as a percent change from pre-drug. (C) The IC50 

of AMPH on exocytotic dopamine release is higher in the shell as compared to the dorsal 

caudate-putamen. (D) The IC50 of AMPH on exocytotic dopamine release and dopamine 

uptake rates are correlated, indicating that increased dopamine transporter levels lead to 

greater AMPH-induced depletion of the readily releasable dopamine pool.  Dorsal 

caudate-putamen, DCPu; ventral caudate-putamen, VCPu; nucleus accumbens core, 

Core; nucleus accumbens shell, Shell.  AMPH, amphetamine; *, p < 0.05 as compared to 

dorsal CPu.         
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for exocytotic dopamine release and found that the IC50 was lowest in the dorsal CPu and 

highest in the NAc shell (Figure 3C):  one-way ANOVA (F3,19 = 3.466, p = 0.0367), 

Dunnett’s posttest: dorsal CPu vs ventral CPu p > 0.05, dorsal CPu vs NAc core p > 0.05, 

dorsal CPu vs NAc shell p < 0.05.   

 

AMPH effects on exocytotic dopamine release were correlated with dopamine 

uptake 

To determine if AMPH effects on exocytotic dopamine release are a function of 

uptake rates, we correlated Vmax with the IC50 (the AMPH concentration required to 

reduce exocytotic dopamine release by 50%) for AMPH-induced inhibition of exocytotic 

dopamine release and found that as Vmax increased, IC50 was decreased (Figure 3D):  

correlation, r = -0.4390, p = 0.0181; linear regression, β = -0.5892 ± 0.2632. 

 

Discussion  

Here we show that the magnitude of AMPH effects on exocytotic dopamine release 

and uptake is positively correlated with maximal dopamine uptake rate, which decreased 

in a graded manner from dorsal to ventral across the striatum.  It has been well 

documented that DAT protein levels follow a similar gradient (Coulter et al., 1996; 

Yeghiayan et al., 1997; South & Huang, 2008).  Previous work has shown that increasing 

DAT expression through genetic or pharmacological means is sufficient to increase the 

potency of AMPH for uptake inhibition in a single brain region (Calipari et al., 2013), 

and here we extend those findings to show that regional variations in DAT function 
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within the same animal correspond to different AMPH potencies, measured both at the 

DAT and as AMPH effects on exocytotic release.   

While previous work has studied the effects of acute AMPH dosing across striatal 

regions in vivo, here we examined the effects of AMPH directly on dopamine terminals.  

Many in vivo studies have administered AMPH doses between 1 and 10 mg/kg (Ramsson 

et al. 2011a,b), which has been shown to result in relatively low brain AMPH levels 

(Siciliano et al., 2014).  Although a 10 mg/kg i.p. dose is considered a high dose because 

it produces robust behavioral activation, the drug only reaches peak brain levels of ~ 200 

nM and is completely cleared within 100 minutes (Siciliano et al., 2014; Daberkow et al., 

2013). Previous work from Siciliano et al., 2014 determined that at these 

doses/concentrations AMPH does not cause reverse transport (Siciliano et al., 2014; 

Daberkow et al., 2013).  Thus, the effects of AMPH at these low concentrations are likely 

more relevant to therapeutic use of the drug, where AMPH does not induce dopamine 

efflux and concomitant vesicular dopamine depletion.  Conversely, translational models 

of human AMPH abuse (i.e. self-administration) typically use intravenous (instead of 

i.p.) dosing that is repeated over the course of many hours.  This can lead to an 

accumulation of AMPH and much higher AMPH brain levels that are sustained for the 

duration of the self-administration session, which is likely better modeled by the 

concentrations studied in the current manuscript.   

Although previous literature has compared AMPH potency across striatal regions in 

vivo via microdialysis (Kuczenski et al., 1991; Kuczenski & Segal, 1992; Hernandez et 

al., 1987 Dichiara et al., 1988; Sharp et al., 1987; Robinson & Camp, 1990; Pehek et al., 
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1990) and voltammetry (Ramsson et al., 2011a,b), here we aimed to dissect the 

mechanism of the differential effects of AMPH across regions by examining AMPH 

directly on dopamine terminals.  While in vivo studies are particularly relevant for 

determining drug effects in an intact brain, modulation of the dopamine system by 

multiple afferents and interneuron populations makes it difficult to attribute differences 

across regions to a specific mechanism. The present data provide a potential mechanism 

for greater AMPH-induced dopamine overflow (Kuczenski et al., 1991; Kuczenski & 

Segal, 1992; Hernandez et al., 1987; Robinson & Camp, 1990; Pehek et al., 1990; but see 

Di Chiara & Imperato., 1988; Sharp et al., 1987) and AMPH-induced increases in basal 

dopamine levels (Ramsson et  al., 2011a,b) in dorsal versus ventral regions of the 

striatum.  Although there are other regional differences which may influence AMPH 

potency, DAT function is the most tenable mechanism for disparities in AMPH potency 

across regions.  This hypothesis is supported by findings showing increased AMPH 

potency in animals with elevated DAT levels (Calipari et al., 2013).  There are several 

possible, though not opposing, explanations of the relationship between DAT levels and 

AMPH potency.  Firstly, it is likely that elevations in DAT levels facilitate the ability of 

AMPH to enter the terminal.  This could lead to increased cytoplasmic AMPH which is 

likely to increase vesicular access and allow for augmented movement of dopamine into 

the cytoplasm.   Higher DAT levels may also increase reverse transport, a process which 

has been shown previously to be DAT-dependent (Jones et al., 1998; Fleckenstein et al., 

2007; Sulzer, 2011).  Together, it is likely that these effects allow increased AMPH 

effects on both reverse transporter and vesicular depletion with increasing DAT levels. 
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Gradual increases in DAT levels and dopamine uptake rates across the ventral-dorsal 

axis of the striatum have been observed in multiple species, including rodents, non-

human primates and humans (Coulter et al., 1996; Yeghiayan et al., 1997; South & 

Huang, 2008; Calipari et al., 2012), although the underlying cause of the gradient is not 

entirely clear.  The most parsimonious explanation is that dorsal regions receive greater 

dopamine innervation and thereby a higher density of terminals, and thus transporters, per 

cubic millimeter of tissue than the ventral regions. This is supported by the similar 

gradient of dopamine tissue content (Cragg et al., 2000) and electrically evoked release 

(Cragg et al., 2000, present findings) across striatal subregions.  Another explanation may 

be the relative contribution of terminals from dopamine neurons of the substantia nigra or 

ventral tegmental area, since the former consistently exhibit higher uptake rates and DAT 

expression than the latter (Shimada et al., 1992; Blanchard et al., 1994), and there is a 

gradual shift from predominantly substantia nigra innervation in dorsal CPu to 

predominantly ventral tegmental area innervation in the NAc shell (Beckstead et al, 

1979). In addition, differences in the local microenvironment surrounding dopamine 

terminals could contribute to variations in DAT expression, trafficking and function. For 

example, activation of D2 autoreceptors on presynaptic terminals by high extracellular 

dopamine levels increases the maximal uptake rate (Vmax) for dopamine (Meiergerd et al., 

1993; Batchelor and Schenk, 1998). There are many types of receptors on dopamine 

terminals (e.g. nicotinic acetylcholine, GABA-B, serotonin 1B receptors, etc), and 

differences in the number and activity of these receptors may alter uptake rates as well, 

either directly through intracellular signaling or indirectly through alterations in 

dopamine release.       
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One important implication of the current findings is that differential AMPH potency 

across striatal subregions may drive habitual drug taking during AMPH self-

administration.  It is thought that operant behavior is controlled by two processes which 

differentially contribute to the addiction process (Everitt & Robbins, 2013).  The first is 

goal-directed responding, which is maintained by the direct association between the 

response and the reinforcer.  After extensive drug experience a second type of responding 

occurs, which is referred to as habitual responding.  Habitual responding results from 

repeated pairings of the reinforcer with the cues that signal its availability and eventually 

the cues alone can maintain responding.  The dorsal CPu has been shown to mediate 

habitual behaviors as well as cue-reward associations that drive responding on higher 

order schedules of reinforcement with complex or sequential cues (Ito et al., 2002; 

Gabriele & See, 2011; Everitt & Robbins, 2013).  In contrast, the NAc is involved in 

goal-directed responding, such as early acquisition of self-administration behavior and 

consummatory drug-taking in rodents, as well as the euphoric/rewarding “high” 

experienced in human psychostimulant users (Drevets et al., 2001; Everitt & Robbins, 

2013).  Thus, higher AMPH potency in dorsal regions may result in increased habitual, as 

compared to goal-directed, behaviors during AMPH abuse.  This hypothesis is supported 

by findings demonstrating that cocaine, which elevates dopamine more robustly in the 

NAc than the CPu (Segal & Kuczenski, 1992), engenders more goal-directed and less 

habitual behavior as compared to AMPH (Crombag et al., 2008 Richardson & Roberts, 

1996; Carroll & Lac, 1997).  Indeed, AMPH has been shown to induce greater 

responding on higher order self-administration schedules compared to cocaine (Crombag 

et al., 2008 Richardson & Roberts, 1996) despite cocaine engendering higher 
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consummatory responding in rodents (Carroll & Lac, 1997) and greater self-reported 

positive subjective effects in humans (Comer et al., 2013; Fischman et al., 1976). 

 Here we showed that AMPH potency differs across striatal dopamine terminal 

regions with the dorsal CPu being the most impacted and the NAc shell the least 

impacted by AMPH.  Additionally, we demonstrated that differential AMPH potency 

across regions is directly correlated with dopamine uptake rates, providing a possible 

mechanism for these effects.  These findings also provide a potential mechanism for the 

increased development of habitual behaviors during AMPH self-administration as 

compared to cocaine and may have important clinical implications.  Individuals suffering 

from attention deficit hyperactivity disorder or post-traumatic stress disorder, which are 

often comorbid with addiction, have been shown to have elevated DAT levels in the 

striatum (Madras et al., 2005; Hoexter et al., 2012).  Thus, understanding the relationship 

between DAT levels and AMPH potency could 1) allow the identification of populations 

at higher risk for addiction and provide an avenue for preventative treatment and 2) allow 

for more personalized treatment with the DAT as a pharmacotherapeutic target.  Further, 

regional differences in AMPH potency may explain the differential behavioral 

repercussions of cocaine and AMPH exposure and understanding the underlying factors 

responsible for the consequences of specific stimulants may allow for the development of 

more targeted therapeutics. 
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Preamble 

 In Chapters II and III we outlined the acute effects of amphetamine across 

concentration, stimulation parameters and striatal subregions.  These findings redefined 

amphetamine’s classification as a dopamine releasing agent, and mechanistically 

described the relationship between striatal subregions, dopamine uptake rate, and 

amphetamine potency.   We then sought to define amphetamine’s actions as a 

pharmacotherapeutic intervention in the treatment of cocaine addiction. 

To address the goal of determining the mechanisms of amphetamine action that 

underlie its efficacy in treating cocaine addiction, it is critical to first determine a 

translation rodent model of cocaine addiction.  As such, we performed an extensive 

review of the extant literature concerning preclinical studies examining the effects of 

psychostimulant administration on dopamine system function.  Additionally, we 

contrasted findings from the preclinical literature with studies in human psychostimulant 

addicts in an effort to determine which rodent model of psychostimulant administration 

most faithfully recapitulated the human condition of addiction.   We found that, first and 

foremost, it is of upmost importance that psychostimulants be delivered in a contingent 

manner, as many of the neurochemical adaptions which occur in response to non-

contingent psychostimulant administration are largely disparate from those observed in 

humans.  Thus, we focused largely on studies that employed animal self-administration 

models.  Further, we found that the temporal pattern which animals self-administered 

psychostimulants had could produce opposing neurochemical adaptations, making it of 

critical importance to select self-administration models which are relevant to the human 
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disease state.  Finally, we found that extended access models of cocaine self-

administration produce multiple neurochemical and behavioral adaptations that are also 

seen in the human literature, including escalation of cocaine intake, hypodopaminergia, 

tolerance to the neurochemical and behavioral effects of cocaine, and cocaine seeking 

during periods of abstinence.   
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Abstract 

A great deal of research has focused on investigating neurobiological alterations 

induced by chronic psychostimulant use in an effort to describe, understand, and treat the 

pathology of psychostimulant addiction.  It has been known for several decades that 

dopamine neurotransmission in the nucleus accumbens is integrally involved in the 

selection and execution of motivated and goal-directed behaviors, and that 

psychostimulants act on this system to exert many of their effects.  As such, a large body 

of work has focused on defining the consequences of psychostimulant use on dopamine 

signaling in the striatum as it relates to addictive behaviors. Here, we review presynaptic 

dopamine terminal alterations observed following self-administration of cocaine and 

amphetamine, as well as possible mechanisms by which these alterations occur and their 

impact on the progression of addiction. 
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1. Introduction 

Investigations of the neurochemical mechanisms underlying psychostimulant 

addiction have largely focused on the dopamine system.  Dopaminergic neurons that 

project from the ventral midbrain and synapse on medium spiny neurons in the striatum 

mediate the reinforcing properties of psychostimulants and also encode the relationships 

between drug effects and environmental stimuli that predict the availability and delivery 

of drug (1, 2).  Indeed, pharmacological and genetic manipulations have demonstrated 

that dopamine signaling in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) is necessary for self-

administration of psychostimulants in rodents (3, 4, 5, 6).  In addition to mediating the 

acute rewarding effects of abused drugs, this circuit is markedly dysregulated following 

chronic psychostimulant administration, and it is thought that alterations in dopamine 

neurotransmission underlie the increased motivation to obtain psychostimulants observed 

in psychostimulant abusers (7). Here will we review the consequences of psychostimulant 

self-administration on presynaptic dopamine terminal function in an effort to understand 

the dopaminergic adaptations that are involved in the process of addiction (Table 1). 

Psychostimulants are most often classified under two broad categories, depending on 

their mechanism of action at the dopamine transporter (DAT) (Figure 1).  “Blockers”, 

such as cocaine, elevate dopamine levels through inhibition of the DAT, preventing 

reuptake from the extracellular space and thereby increasing the concentration and time 

that dopamine spends interacting with its receptors (1).  “Releasers”, such as 

amphetamine (AMPH), also slow dopamine uptake through competitive DAT inhibition, 

but unlike blockers, releasers act as substrates for the DAT and are transported across the  
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Table 1.  Summary of the effects of cocaine and amphetamine self-administration on 

presynaptic dopamine terminal function.   For discussion of findings see:  Tonic 

signaling and electrically evoked release (Section 2.1), Phasic (cue-evoked) signaling 

(2.2), Autoreceptors (3.0), Uptake (4.0), Potency (4.1.1).  *Potency changes are 

dependent on pattern of intake, with continuous intake producing decreased potency 

(tolerance) and intermittent intake producing increased potency (sensitization).

 Cocaine Amphetamine 

Tonic signaling ↓ ↓ 

Electrically evoked release ↓ ↑ 

Phasic (cue-evoked) signaling ↓ Unknown 

Autoreceptors ↓ ↓ 

Uptake Variable No Change 

Potency ↓* No Change 
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Figure 1.  Depiction of the dopamine terminal (left) and the acute effects of cocaine 

(middle) or amphetamine (right) on dopamine neurotransmission. 
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plasma membrane.  Once inside the cell, releasers collapse vesicular pH gradients, 

allowing dopamine to flow out of the vesicle and into the cytoplasm (1, 8 ,9).  AMPH 

‘reverses’ the DAT such that dopamine is moved from the cytoplasm to the extracellular 

space, in the opposite direction to normal dopamine transport, thus elevating synaptic 

dopamine levels (1, 9). Although the discriminative stimulus properties (i.e. the internal 

subjective qualities, or how it “feels”) of these two drug classes are indistinguishable (10) 

and their reinforcing properties are comparable (11), the neurochemical alterations that 

result from chronic administration of blockers or releasers are often divergent (12, 13).  

Because a focus of much of the preclinical addiction literature has been finding a 

treatment that reduces addictive-like behaviors, it is particularly important to describe the 

neurobiological impact of these two types of drugs following repeated use, in order to 

determine whether differential pharmacological interventions based on abused drug class 

may be advantageous.  Thus, we will focus on the similarities and disparities between the 

consequences of cocaine and AMPH self-administration on dopamine presynaptic 

terminals in the NAc (Figure 2).   

While many psychostimulants inhibit the dopamine, norepinephrine and serotonin 

transporters, only the DAT has been shown to be responsible for the rewarding and 

reinforcing properties of these compounds, as well as their locomotor stimulating effects. 

First, DAT knock-out animals are unresponsive to the locomotor stimulating effects of 

both cocaine and AMPH (14) and, in fact, exhibit reductions in locomotor activity when 

administered stimulants, through elevations in serotonin levels (15). In addition, 

transgenic animals that express mutated transporters that have intact dopamine uptake 

function but decreased cocaine binding, coined “cocaine-insensitive transporters”, are  
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Figure 2.  Depiction of the dopamine terminal (left) and the effects of extended 

access self-administration of cocaine (middle) or amphetamine (right) on 

presynaptic regulators of dopamine neurotransmission. 
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insensitive to the rewarding effects of cocaine (16).  In regard to the subjective effects of 

psychostimulants, drugs that bind only to the DAT have similar rewarding and 

reinforcing effects as those that bind to all three monoamine transporters, such as cocaine 

and AMPH, confirming that DAT inhibition mediates their discriminative stimulus 

effects (17, 18). Finally, in human studies, drug binding at the DAT in the NAc has been 

shown to be correlated with the self-reported “high” experienced by the user following 

administration of both cocaine (19) and AMPH (20). Taken together, these results 

highlight the fact that the DAT is essential for the reinforcing and rewarding effects of 

psychostimulants.    

 

2.0 Presynaptic Dopamine Release:  

Dopamine cell firing is considered to be either “tonic” - pacemaker-like slow (2-10 

Hz) and regular firing rates which determine basal extracellular dopamine levels - or 

“phasic” - rapid (≥ 20 Hz) discrete bursts of firing (4 or more action potentials) - which 

produce transient, large-amplitude increases in dopamine levels (21, 22).  Tonic 

dopamine levels preferentially activate high affinity D2-type dopamine receptors, while 

phasic dopamine release saturates D2-type receptors and activates low affinity D1-type 

dopamine receptors (23).  Tonic and phasic signaling are both required for the execution 

of motivated behaviors and work together to reinforce advantageous outcomes while 

reducing disadvantageous behaviors.  Recent work from Hernandez et al. (24) 

demonstrated that increased dopamine tone (tonic levels) enhanced reward seeking and 

hypothesized that this could be due increased reward elicited by subsequent 
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environmental events. In other words, increases in dopamine tone prime the system to be 

more responsive to phasic signaling events, making rewarding stimuli more salient.   

 

2.1 Extracellular dopamine tone 

Basal dopamine levels, or dopamine tone, are continuously present at a steady-state in 

the extracellular space and exert inhibitory feedback onto dopamine neurons through 

activation of presynaptic D2-type autoreceptors to regulate tonic levels as well as the 

frequency and amplitude of phasic release events (23, 25). Drug-induced decreases in 

basal dopamine levels, or hypodopaminergic states, have long been hypothesized to 

mediate anhedonia during psychostimulant withdrawal and thereby contribute to the 

difficulty in achieving sustained abstinence (26, 27).  Indeed, reductions in tonic 

dopamine levels have been linked to increases in intracranial self-stimulation thresholds 

(i.e. animals need a greater stimulation to produce reinforcement), indicating that animals 

are less sensitive to rewarding stimuli (28).  Thus, drug induced reductions in tonic 

dopamine neurotransmission may drive reductions in reward and reinforcement elicited 

by non-drug stimuli, such as food or social interactions, a phenomenon which is 

commonly observed in psychostimulant addicts during abstinence (29, 30).   

Both cocaine and AMPH acutely elevate tonic dopamine levels (1) and result in 

reduced basal extracellular dopamine levels as measured by microdialysis 18 hours 

following extended access self-administration, possibly as a compensatory response to 

chronic drug-induced dopamine elevations (12, 31).  One possible mechanism for 
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reductions in basal dopamine levels following cocaine or AMPH self-administration is 

that increased synaptic dopamine levels, due to drug-induced inhibition of uptake, are 

subject to enzymatic degradation rather than repacking into vesicles; thus release may be 

reduced, and more dependent on dopamine synthesis.  In support of this hypothesis, we 

have observed reductions in electrically evoked dopamine release following extended 

access cocaine self-administration (12, 13, 32, 33, 34, but see 35), suggesting that 

intracellular dopamine levels are reduced.  In contrast, following extended access AMPH 

self-administration, intracellular and extracelluar levels appear to be differently affected, 

whereby extracellular levels are decreased (12) and electrically evoked dopamine release 

is increased (36) (Figure 2).   

 

2.2 Phasic dopamine signaling:    

Phasic dopamine cell firing, typically defined as a burst of 4 or more action potentials 

at a rate of ≥20 Hz, produces large transient increases in striatal dopamine release, 

resulting in dopamine concentrations estimated to be in the hundred micromolar range 

within the synapse (23, 37).  Elevated dopamine concentrations produced by phasic burst 

firing saturate D2-type receptors and activate D1-type dopamine receptors (23).  The 

signal is quickly terminated via reuptake through the DAT as the neurotransmitter 

diffuses out of the synapse and into the extrasynaptic space.  Phasic dopamine signaling 

often occurs in response to cues predicting drug availability and is directly linked to the 

selection and execution of goal-directed movement (2, 38, 39, 40, 41).  
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Conditioning experiments have shown that both reinforcers and their antecedent cues 

can elicit a phasic dopamine response, depending on training session (42, 43, 44).  

Indeed, with the initial or unexpected presentation of a reward, a phasic dopamine 

response occurs immediately following reward presentation.  With repeated cue-reward 

pairings the dopamine response is shifted so that it occurs in response to the cue 

predicting reward availability, which then promotes seeking behavior for the anticipated 

reward (2, 45, 46, 47). The strong cue-reward associations formed during drug use are 

postulated to play an integral role in driving the inelastic drug seeking behaviors that are 

characteristic of addicted individuals.   

Both cocaine and AMPH acutely augment the amplitude and frequency of phasic 

dopamine signals (48, 49) which likely results in enhanced phasic dopamine responses to 

environmental stimuli when cocaine or AMPH are “on board”.  Changes in dopaminergic 

responses to drug-paired stimuli are particularly important, as it is hypothesized that cue-

induced drug seeking is responsible for craving and relapse, which can occur even after 

years of abstinence (50, 51). Indeed, the magnitude of dopamine signaling during the 

presentation of cocaine-associated stimuli is predictive of craving (52).  However, while 

one may postulate that repeated cocaine self-administration would increase the phasic 

dopamine response to cocaine-associated cues, recently it was shown that during 

extended access cocaine self-administration, the amplitude of cue-induced phasic 

dopamine release progressively decreased over sessions (53).  The decrease in phasic 

signaling amplitude was highly correlated with escalation of cocaine intake over sessions, 

suggesting that decreased cocaine-paired stimuli-induced phasic dopamine release may 

drive the transition from recreational to excessive cocaine use (53).   Further, it is 
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possible that these changes, characterized by the inability of the dopamine system to 

mount an appropriate phasic dopamine response to cue/reward presentation, may prevent 

the formation of new, non-drug, cue-reward associations, thus increasing the difficulty of 

replacing drug taking and seeking with more adaptive behaviors (38, 39).    

 

3.0 D2-type autoreceptors:   

D2-type autoreceptors are located on dopamine terminals throughout the brain 

and dopamine cell bodies in the ventral midbrain; activation of these receptors decreases 

terminal excitability, dopamine release and synthesis (54, 55).  Thus, these receptors 

provide a means of inhibitory feedback on dopamine neurotransmission and have been 

shown to be important in regulating both tonic and phasic dopamine signaling (25).  As 

such, the function of this receptor is an important determinant in reward and 

reinforcement.  Indeed, genetic deletion of presynaptic D2 receptors greatly augments the 

locomotor stimulating and rewarding effects of cocaine in a place preference paradigm 

(56).  Additionally, mice with a genetic deletion of presynaptic D2 autoreceptors show 

increased reinforcing efficacy of food, suggesting that decreased autoreceptor regulation 

augments reward and reinforcement for both natural and drug rewards (56).  

 

3.1.  Autoreceptor Changes following cocaine administration:  

Given the integral involvement of autoreceptor regulation in modulating 

dopamine neurotransmission and motivated behaviors, much work has focused on the 
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effects of psychostimulant administration on D2-like autoreceptors.  Work from our lab 

has shown that, following 24 hour access cocaine self-administration, the ability of 

quinpirole, a D2-receptor agonist, to decrease dopamine release is markedly decreased 

and this effect remains for 7 days of abstinence (33). Similarly, cocaine self-

administration has been shown to produce desensitization of autoreceptors on dopamine 

cell bodies in the midbrain (57).  These findings are consistent with other investigations 

showing decreased autoreceptor sensitivity following experimenter delivered cocaine 

measured in vivo (58, 59) and ex vivo (60, 61).  Further, cocaine-induced reductions in 

autoreceptor regulation have been linked to increases in the locomotor stimulating effects 

of cocaine (62) and increased cocaine-induced dopamine overflow (58).  Together, these 

findings indicate that cocaine use ‘takes the brakes off’ of the dopamine system via 

disruptions in autoregulation which may contribute to a loss of control over drug-seeking 

behaviors. 

 

3.2. Autoreceptor changes following AMPH administration:  

Similar to findings with cocaine, D2-type receptor autoregulation of presynaptic 

dopamine release was markedly attenuated in the NAc following five days of extended-

access AMPH administration (36).  In addition, D2 receptors located on VTA dopamine 

cell bodies also had reduced function. Interestingly, the reductions in cell body and 

terminal autoreceptors occur via different mechanisms.  In the midbrain, D2 autoreceptos 

are primarily coupled to Gαi2 for signaling; following AMPH self-administration the 

relationship between Gαi2 and D2 receptors is abolished (36).  Conversely, in striatal 

regions, D2 receptor coupling to either Gαi2 or Gαo is unchanged (36).  The disruption of 
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coupling in the midbrain was shown to be through enhanced RGS2 (regulator of G-

protein signaling 2) activity resulting from increased RGS2 trafficking to the membrane 

(36). RGS proteins act to terminate G-protein signaling by enhancing GTP hydrolysis by 

the alpha subunit of G proteins, thereby inactivating the protein and reducing signaling 

via concomitant signal transduction cascades (63).  Thus, increases in expression levels 

and trafficking to the membrane act to terminate signaling via D2 receptors in the 

midbrain, rendering them less effective at regulating cell firing and likely promoting 

aberrant activity.   These findings provide a mechanism for previous results showing 

AMPH-induced reductions in autoreceptor sensitivity in the ventral midbrain (64, 65), 

although this does not explain the decreased D2 regulation of presynaptic dopamine 

release on terminals as receptor coupling to Gαi2 or Gαo was unchanged in the striatum 

(36).  

 

3.3. Effect of decreased autoreceptor function on dopamine tone:   

Psychostimulant self-administration-induced decreases in autoreceptor sensitivity 

are somewhat paradoxical, as tonic dopamine levels are also reduced following self-

administration of both cocaine and AMPH (see section 2.1).  Because autoreceptors 

decrease dopamine release, and negatively regulate tonic levels, it would be expected that 

decreased sensitivity of the receptor would produce increases in tonic dopamine levels.  

However, both autoreceptor sensitivity and basal dopamine levels are decreased 

following cocaine self-administration, suggesting that these adaptations are mediated 

through different mechanisms and changes in tonic dopamine levels may be due to 

alterations in release machinery, such as decreased readily releasable dopamine stores. 
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The concomitant decreases in basal dopamine levels and autoreceptor sensitivity may 

converge to drive an overall reduction in activity of striatal regions, especially during 

acute withdrawal from chronic self-administration.   

 

4.0. The dopamine transporter 

 Dopamine uptake through the DAT is responsible for terminating phasic signaling 

events and has also been shown to regulate tonic extracellular dopamine levels (66, 67, 

68).  DAT expression/function can have profound effects on dopamine-mediated 

behaviors and is often altered by drug administration.  In animal models of cocaine abuse, 

alterations in DAT function/expression have been variable.  In our lab we have observed 

increases (33), decreases (12, 13, 32, 34) and no change (12, 35, 36) in dopamine uptake 

rates following cocaine or AMPH self-administration.  Similarly, in human cocaine 

addicts increased, decreased (69), and no change in (70) DAT levels have been observed, 

with a preponderance of studies showing increased DAT levels in human addicts (71, 72, 

73). However, it is possible that DAT function and affinity (for stimulants) could be 

changed independently of alterations in absolute levels of transporters which could have 

profound effects on stimulant self-administration.  

 

4.1.1. Sensitization and tolerance of psychostimulant effects at the DAT  

 Early investigations of the consequences of repeated psychostimulant 

administration revealed that prior drug administration can alter the ability of 
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psychostimulants to elicit behavioral responses (74, 75, 76).  These changes fall under 

two major categories: sensitization and tolerance.  Sensitization is characterized by an 

enhancement of a particular drug effect at a given dose after repeated exposure, and is 

most often seen following intermittent psychostimulant administration.  Conversely, 

tolerance occurs when more drug is needed to cause the same magnitude of a specific 

effect that occurred with acute administration, and is most often associated with 

continuous treatments.   Many theories of addiction have proposed that sensitization and 

tolerance to drug effects are important processes that may both play a critical role the 

development of addiction and, as such, much work has focused on elucidating the 

mechanisms underlying these phenomena (77, 78, 79, 80).  

 

4.1.2. DAT changes following cocaine administration   

With regard to cocaine, extended access self-administration has been shown to 

produce tolerance to the locomotor-stimulating effects of cocaine, cocaine-induced 

dopamine overflow, measured by microdialysis, and the ability of cocaine to inhibit the 

DAT measured by voltammetry (12, 13, 32, 33, 34, 35, 81).   We have shown that as little 

as one day of cocaine self-administration produces putative allosteric modifications to the 

DAT that result in decreased cocaine-induced uptake inhibition, independent of baseline 

dopamine uptake rate, and that the decrease in cocaine potency is present for 

approximately two weeks following cessation of cocaine intake, depending on the length 

of cocaine exposure (12, 33).  Additionally, we have found that following extended 

access cocaine self-administration the ability of cocaine to augment exocytotic dopamine 
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release is blunted (32, but see 35).  Notably, the cocaine self-administration paradigms 

used in these studies all produce escalation of responding for cocaine, which has led to 

the hypothesis that tolerance to cocaine effects is a critical determinant in the 

development of excessive cocaine intake (12, 13, 32, 34, 35).   

In contrast to the tolerance to cocaine effects that have been observed following self-

administration, studies on the effects of experimenter-delivered cocaine have typically 

revealed sensitization of cocaine effects on both locomotor activity and cocaine-induced 

dopamine overflow as measured by microdialysis (76, 82).  Experimenter-delivered 

sensitization paradigms often employ single daily or every-other-day injections, resulting 

in transient levels of drug present in the brain, followed by an abstinence period, while 

self-administration studies typically engender consistent, regularly-spaced patterns of 

infusions over the course of a session, maintaining continuous concentrations of drug in 

the brain. A recent study revealed that changes in the ability of cocaine to inhibit the 

DAT following cocaine exposure are dependent on the temporal profile of administration.  

Thus, when cocaine is self-administered in an intermittent pattern (25 minute forced 

timeout periods) sensitization of cocaine-induced DAT inhibition occurs; in contrast, 

continuous exposure, such as in traditional long-access paradigms which allow for 6 

hours of uninterrupted self-administration, result in tolerance to cocaine’s effects at the 

DAT (35) (Figure 3). Notably, one hour of continuous self-administration did not alter 

the ability of cocaine to inhibit the DAT, suggesting that even under continuous 

administration conditions the development of tolerance requires greater cocaine intake 

than can be obtained in a one hour session (35).   
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Figure 3.  Tolerance and sensitization of cocaine effects at the dopamine transporter 

are dependent on temporal pattern of administration.   (A) Representation of self-

administration access periods for intermittent access and (B) long access paradigms.  

Intermittent access gives 5 minute access bins separated by 25 minute forced timeout 

periods, while long access allows for continuous access throughout the session.  (C)  

Intermittent access results in spiking cocaine brain concentration.  (D) Long access 

results in constant brain cocaine concentrations across the session.  (E) Representative 

data depicting voltammetric measurement of release and uptake at baseline (left) and 

uptake inhibition following bath application of cocaine (right).  (F) Intermittent access 

results in sensitization of cocaine potency at the dopamine transporter.  (G)  Long access 

results in tolerance to cocaine inhibition of the dopamine transporter. 
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Alterations in the ability of cocaine to inhibit the DAT translate to behavioral shifts in 

cocaine effects, because intermittent cocaine administration has been shown to produce 

sensitization of cocaine-induced locomotion (76, 82) while continuous administration 

produces tolerance to cocaine-induced locomotion (34, 83).  While the effects of 

sensitization on cocaine self-administration behaviors have been consistent, with large 

increases in reinforcing efficacy following paradigms that produce sensitization (84, 85), 

changes in reinforcing efficacy following paradigms that produce tolerance have been 

variable.  For example, both increases (85, 86) and decreases (87, 88) in the reinforcing 

efficacy of cocaine have been observed following paradigms that produce tolerance to 

cocaine effects at the DAT.   

While it is clear that the pattern in which cocaine is administered is of critical 

importance in determining the resulting neurochemical consequences, the temporal 

profile of cocaine use in human abusers remains to be determined, although there is some 

evidence that it may be intermittent (89).  Notably, tolerance to the ability of cocaine to 

increase striatal dopamine levels, as well as tolerance to self-reported euphoria induced 

by cocaine, have been repeatedly demonstrated in cocaine-dependent individuals and 

because of this it has been suggested that sensitization models are not relevant to the 

human population (70, 90, 91).  However, emerging evidence suggests that sensitization 

of psychostimulant effects can be observed in humans.  Indeed, Boileau et al. (92) 

demonstrated that in non-drug abusing subjects, short term exposure to AMPH produced 

sensitization of AMPH-induced increases in dopamine levels in the ventral striatum, and 

that this effect was still present one year after initial exposure.  Additionally, it has been 

suggested that the lack of sensitization of psychostimulant-induced increases in striatal 
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dopamine in laboratory tests of human cocaine addicts may be a function of the 

contextual cues present during testing whereby drug-paired cues at the time of drug 

delivery are required for the expression of sensitization (93).   In support of this 

hypothesis, when subjects were allowed to prepare the cocaine in a familiar manner 

before ingesting (i.e. using a mirror and razor blade), cocaine-induced increases in 

dopamine signaling in the ventral striatum were positively correlated with the lifetime 

stimulant use of the subject (94).  In regard to the respective contributions of sensitization 

and tolerance to cocaine addiction, one possibility is that sensitization occurs during early 

recreational use, which may be more intermittent, to produce increased drug seeking and 

as use persists tolerance develops, leading to escalation of intake in order to compensate 

for decreased effects.   

 

4.1.3. DAT changes following AMPH administration 

While the determining factors in development of tolerance and sensitization of 

cocaine effects have been well defined, less is known in regard to AMPH.  Experimenter-

delivered sensitization paradigms produce robust sensitization of AMPH-induced 

locomotion (95, 96, 97), similar to cocaine, however, extended access AMPH self-

administration does not change the potency of AMPH at the DAT, or the ability of 

AMPH to increase extracellular dopamine levels as measured by microdialysis (12).   

Although in this study these measures were not changed 24hrs following 5 days of 

extended access AMPH self-administration session, it is possible that the changes are 

apparent at different time points, or under different schedules of reinforcement.  Cell 
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culture work has shown that acute AMPH application results in rapid trafficking of DATs 

to the membrane (in less than 1 minute) (98, 99), while continuous exposure results in a 

subsequent reduction in DAT surface expression that falls below pre-drug levels (99).  

The biphasic time-dependent trafficking effect of AMPH suggests that a time-course of 

AMPH self-administration effects should be assessed to determine if similar effects are 

occurring in vivo.  Regardless, these data suggest a mechanistic difference between 

cocaine and AMPH self-administration in the development of neurochemical adaptations 

to repeated use.  The differences that result in the development of tolerance to cocaine 

effects, but not AMPH, following extended access self-administration are unknown; 

however, we are currently investigating these factors.  

 

4.2. The effects of altered DAT expression on cocaine and AMPH potency  

While repeated psychostimulant administration can alter drug-DAT interactions to 

cause tolerance and sensitization to the effects of the drug at the DAT, DAT expression 

can also be changed by drug exposure (see section 4.0).  While there are conflicting 

reports in preclinical studies, it appears that increased DAT levels are a direct 

consequence of psychostimulant use in humans (71, 72, 73).  Given that the DAT is the 

primary site of action of psychostimulant blockers and releasers, it is possible that drug-

induced elevations in DAT levels observed in psychostimulant addicts may contribute to 

continued use of the compounds.  In addition, several other neuropsychiatric disorders, 

including attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and post-traumatic stress disorder, 

engender increased DAT levels (100, 101) and are associated with increased rates of drug 
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abuse and addiction (102).  Thus, determining the role of increased DAT levels in 

addictive behaviors may allowed for personalized therapies when treating these ‘at risk’ 

populations. 

To examine the relationship between psychostimulant potency and DAT levels, 

Salahpour et al. (103) created DAT transgenic over-expressing mice (DAT-tg) that have 

4 additional copies of the DAT gene.  DAT-tg mice exhibited increased locomotor 

response to AMPH as well as increased AMPH-induced dopamine overflow as measured 

by microdialysis.  Conversely, DAT blockers, including cocaine, were unaffected by 

increasing DAT levels.  These findings were confirmed and extended by data showing 

that potency at the DAT, as measured by fast scan cyclic voltammetry in brain slices, was 

increased in DAT-tg mice for AMPH and unchanged for cocaine (104).  Additionally, 

these alterations are recapitulated by pharmacologically inducing increases in DAT levels 

(104).  Further, measures of drug-seeking and reinforcement in animals with elevated 

DAT levels corresponded to the neurochemical potency of these compounds, where 

increased DAT levels produced augmented reinforcing efficacy of AMPH while cocaine 

was unchanged (104).  Together, these data suggest a causal link between DAT levels 

and vulnerability to AMPH abuse. 

The strong relationship between DAT expression and AMPH potency may be due 

to several factors.  Firstly, higher DAT levels likely result in increased AMPH transport 

and thus augmented intracellular AMPH concentrations.  In addition to increased 

cytoplasmic AMPH levels, higher DAT levels may also allow for augmented DAT 

coupling to VMAT-2 on synaptic vesicles, which together produces greatly augmented 
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intravesicular AMPH concentrations and thereby greater vesicular depletion via AMPH-

induced disruption of vesicular pH gradients (8).  Increased vesicular depletion results in 

augmented cytoplasmic dopamine levels, which can then be moved into the extracellular 

space via DAT-mediated reverse transport more readily due to augmented DAT levels 

(Figure 1).  

 The relationship between DAT levels and AMPH potency may have profound 

implications for AMPH effects on striatal dopamine neurotransmission, because striatal 

subregions have been shown to have marked differences in DAT expression (105, 106, 

107).  Indeed, Siciliano et al. (107) showed that AMPH potency was greatest in dorsal 

regions of the striatum, where DAT levels are high, and decreased in a graded manner 

from dorsal to ventral, with the lowest potency in the NAc shell, where DAT levels are 

lowest.   This finding is particularly important as striatal subregions are involved in 

distinct aspects of addictive behaviors.  Indeed, the ventral striatum, which receives input 

from limbic regions and is instrumental in assigning motivational value and encoding for 

discrepancies between expected and actual outcomes (see section 2.2), mediates the acute 

reinforcing effects of drugs and guides goal-directed behaviors to obtain drugs.  The 

dorsal striatum, which is part of the sensorimotor domain, is thought to be involved in 

habitual behaviors and stimulus-response actions that in occur in response to cue 

presentations (108, 109,110). Thus, the variable potency of AMPH across regions may 

have important implications for the development of addictive behaviors.  Indeed, self-

administration studies have shown that AMPH engenders greater responding than cocaine 

on higher order schedules of reinforcement (11, 111), which require strong cue-reward 

associations, while cocaine engenders greater consummatory behaviors than AMPH 
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(112).  The greater propensity of AMPH to produce habitual type behaviors than cocaine 

may be explained by the augmented potency of AMPH in dorsal regions of the striatum.  

   

5.0.   Presynaptic regulators of dopamine neurotransmission come together to 

influence complex motivated behaviors 

It is apparent that the dopamine system is complex and many factors converge to 

drive its regulation of behavioral outputs.  Most investigations of the neurochemical 

consequences of psychostimulant administration suggest that multiple drug-induced 

alterations converge to cause reductions in dopamine system function. Indeed, as we have 

reviewed here, both basal levels, phasic signaling and autoreceptor sensitivity are 

attenuated by self-administration.  It is likely that many changes converge to produce 

widespread deficits in dopamine signaling in the NAc as well as many other regions.  For 

example, functional activity is reduced in reward related brain regions following 

withdrawal from cocaine self-administration suggesting that there are reductions in the 

baseline functioning of the system (113).  Additionally, there are deficits in ability of the 

system to respond to stimuli. Indeed, Macey et al., (114) show that, following both 5 and 

30 days of self-administration of cocaine, functional activity in the dorsal and ventral 

striatum was significantly reduced.  The testing was done at the end of the last session 

when cocaine was still on board, indicating that cocaine was less effective at stimulating 

glucose utilization in these areas in well trained rats than in controls.  Together, these 

data further support the hypothesis that psychostimulants produce hypofunction of striatal 

regions.  
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6.0. Conclusions  

In summary, while both cocaine and AMPH robustly dysregulate dopamine 

system function to produce addictive behaviors, the neurochemical adaptations observed 

following administration of the two compounds are often divergent. Additionally, the 

effects of both drugs can be disparate, and even opposite, depending on contingent vs. 

non-contingent administration, temporal pattern of administration, abstinence, route of 

administration and intake.  Together, these findings highlight the importance of selecting 

translational models of psychostimulant administration to accurately reproduce 

psychostimulant-induced neurochemical alterations in human addicts and suggest that 

personalized medicine, depending on psychostimulant and profile of abuse, may be a 

promising avenue for pharmacotherapeutic interventions for psychostimulant addiction. 
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Preamble 

 Having reviewed the literature to determine the most translational rodent model of 

cocaine abuse, we then sought to use this model to examine the neurochemical 

mechanisms of amphetamine’s actions as a pharmacotherapeutic treatment for cocaine 

addiction.  We selected the long-access self-administration model of cocaine abuse in 

which animals are allowed unlimited access to cocaine on a fixed-ratio 1 schedule of 

reinforcement for 6 (long-access) or 1 (short-access) hours per day.  We selected this 

model because it reproduces many of the hallmarks of cocaine addiction in humans.  

Indeed, long-access cocaine self-administration results in escalation of cocaine intake, 

compulsive cocaine seeking, reduced dopamine system function and tolerance to the 

effects of cocaine, all of which are characteristic of human cocaine addiction, while 

short-access animals do not exhibit any of these changes.  Thus, by comparing short- and 

long-access animals we can elucidate the neurochemical underpinning of the 

development of additive behaviors, and evaluate the efficacy of amphetamine as a 

pharmacotherapeutic agent.  
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Abstract 

Cocaine self-administration resulted in escalation of intake and concomitant deficits in 

dopaminergic function characterized by reduced phasic signaling and tolerance to the 

ability of cocaine to increase dopamine levels. Amphetamine treatment during self-

administration or abstinence, completely reversed the dopaminergic dysfunction and 

prevented increases in motivation for cocaine. These findings mechanistically link 

dopamine system dysfunction to aberrant cocaine use, and may drive the design of 

pharmacotherapies specifically targeted to transporter sites. 
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Drug addiction is one of the most damaging public health problems, resulting in 

close to 600,000 deaths per year and a societal cost of over $500 billion in the United 

States alone1,2. Although there has been a significant amount of effort focused on 

developing pharmacotherapies for cocaine addiction, currently, there are no FDA-

approved treatments.  Amphetamine (AMPH) compounds have shown some efficacy in 

reducing cocaine intake3,4,5; however, currently AMPH is categorized as an agonist 

replacement therapy (i.e. a medication that acts on the same primary target as the abused 

compound), which typically must be administered indefinitely on a daily maintenance 

schedule to be effective6. Here we present evidence that AMPH’s ability to reduce 

cocaine intake extends beyond that of simple replacement and that the neurochemical and 

behavioral advantages last long after treatment has been discontinued, suggesting that 

short controlled treatment regimens could have beneficial effects, while minimizing 

potential abuse or side effects of the medication.  

Cocaine addiction is characterized by escalated cocaine intake over time, which 

results in disrupted neuronal function, especially of dopaminergic systems7,8,9. Escalation, 

as defined by increased intake in later sessions relative to early drug taking sessions 

occurred only in animals that had unrestricted access to cocaine for six (LgA), but not 

one (ShA), hours (Figure 1A-C). Further, in the escalated animals, the motivation to 

administer cocaine was increased, which is a critical component of addiction in humans 

(Figure 1D,E).  Amphetamine treatment, delivered by osmotic mini-pump during self-

administration, was able to block the escalation of intake (Figure 1B,C), and also blocked 

the increased motivation to administer cocaine (Figure 1D,E).  Importantly, AMPH mini-
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pumps were removed 18 hours prior to the assessment of reinforcing efficacy; thus, these 

results are a consequence of prior AMPH treatment, rather than an acute AMPH effect. 

Importantly, in animals treated with AMPH, the reinforcing efficacy of cocaine remained 

depressed 7 days following cessation of treatment (Figure 1E), prompting us to 

hypothesize that AMPH effects go well beyond replacement therapy. We then aimed to 

determine the neurochemical mechanism by which 1) cocaine altered neuronal function 

to induced aberrant cocaine taking and 2) if amphetamine was able to reverse these 

deficiencies.   

To determine the neurochemical mechanism of AMPH-induced reversal of 

addictive behaviors, animals were sacrificed for ex vivo voltammetry recordings in the 

nucleus accumbens (NAc) core 18 hours following cessation of the final cocaine self-

administration session and AMPH treatment (Figure 2A). Hypodopaminergia, which is 

observed as a multi-faceted “reward deficiency” syndrome, including reduced phasic 

responses to salient stimuli and a reduced ability of agonists to stimulate dopaminergic 

systems, is a hallmark of cocaine addiction and is thought to mediate many of the 

maladaptive behaviors that are characteristic of the disorder.  Further, tolerance to the 

dopamine elevating effects of cocaine is a hallmark neurochemical attribute of the human 

cocaine addict7,10. The LgA cocaine self-administration model recapitulated both of these 

phenomena. LgA reduced phasic dopamine release (Figure 2B,C) and phasic/tonic ratios 

(100 Hz / 5 Hz) revealed that the contrast between tonic and phasic signaling was 

reduced (Figure 2D). Combined with reduced postsynaptic dopamine receptors11,12, this 

reduction in dopamine release is likely to result in a greatly decreased range of 

dopaminergic modulation of striatal outputs during decision-making, which may result in 
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an inability to learn new cue-reward associations as well as extinguish previously learned 

contingencies.  In addition, LgA resulted in tolerance to the ability of bath applied 

cocaine (Figure 2E-G) to inhibit the dopamine transporter and prolong accumbal 

dopaminergic signaling compared to ShA animals. Previous work from our lab and others 

has shown that dopaminergic dysfunction is associated with changes in reinforcing 

efficacy; thus, we hypothesized that amphetamine was able to reverse the behavioral 

deficits associated with cocaine intake by normalizing dopaminergic function.  Indeed, 

both the reductions in phasic dopamine release and the development of tolerance were 

completely prevented by AMPH treatment during the self-administration period (Figure 

2B-G).  

If AMPH’s actions as a pharmcotherapeutic agent are due to a selective 

amelioration of cocaine-induced dopamine deficits, it should reverse cocaine effects 

when given during abstinence as well. To test this hypothesis, animals performed 14 days 

of cocaine self-administration without treatment, and were instead treated during a 7 days 

abstinence period (Figure 3A). Surprisingly, in contrast to decreased phasic dopamine 

signaling induced by LgA, following a 7 day abstinence period phasic dopamine 

signaling was increased (Figure 3B-D).  Increased activation of NAc core output neurons 

by cocaine associated cues is thought to under cocaine craving and seeking13, which may 

be mediated, in part, by increased phasic dopamine signaling. Thus augmented phasic 

signaling during abstinence may contribute to the time-dependent increase in cocaine 

seeking behaviors that occur following extended access cocaine self-administration14.  

Importantly, treatment with AMPH during the 7 day abstinence period selectively 

attenuated LgA-induced increases in phasic signaling (Figure 3B-D). Further, LgA  
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Figure 1.  AMPH treatment prevented the behavioral consequences of cocaine self-

administration.   (A) Experimental timeline showing when assessment of motivation to 

obtain cocaine (threshold procedure) was performed. (B) Total infusions per session were 

lowered by AMPH treatment during long, but not short-, access self-administration (two-

way repeated-measures ANOVA: group, F3, 20 = 45.31, p < 0.0001; group x session, F(39, 

260) = 1.57, p = 0.02). (C) Intake difference between last and first self-administration 

session in each group (LgA+Saline vs 0, p = 0.02). (D) Representative data from 

LgA+saline (left) and LgA+AMPH (right) animals showing that the reinforcing efficacy 

of cocaine (Pmax) is decreased by AMPH treatment. (E) LgA-induced increases in 

reinforcing efficacy are prevented by AMPH treatment during LgA (group, F1, 26 = 7.76, 

p = 0.01). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.0001 vs LgA+Saline; #, p < 0.05 vs 0. 
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Figure 2.  AMPH treatment prevented cocaine-evoked alterations to rapid 

dopamine signaling and cocaine potency. (A) Experimental timeline. (B) Dopamine 

release elicited by phasic-like stimulations (5 pulse, 100 Hz) is reduced in LgA animals, 

and this effect is prevented by treatment with AMPH during cocaine self-administration 

(frequency, F4, 136 = 49.46, p < 0.0001). (C) Representative traces. (D) Phasic/tonic ratio 

(100 Hz/5 Hz) are reduced in LgA animals, and this effect is prevented by AMPH 

treatment.  (E) Representative traces following bath application of 30 µM cocaine. (F) 

Pseudo-color plots for LgA+saline (top panel) and LgA+AMPH (bottom panel) animals. 

(G) Group data demonstrating that LgA cocaine self-administration results in a reduction 

in the ability of cocaine to inhibit the dopamine transporter and that this effect is 

selectively prevented by AMPH treatment (group x concentration, F(12, 76) = 2.73, p = 

0.004). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 vs ShA+Saline. 
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Figure 3.  AMPH treatment reversed cocaine-induced changes to dopamine 

signaling. (A) Experimental timeline. (B) Dopamine release elicited by tonic and phasic 

stimulations (frequency, F4, 104 = 38.18, p < 0.0001). (C) Representative traces indicating 

that phasic dopamine release is augmented in LgA animals after an abstinence period, 

and that this effect is reversed by AMPH treatment.  (D) Phasic/tonic ratios. (E) 

Representative traces following bath application of 30 µM (F) Pseudo-color plots for 

LgA+Saline (top panel) and LgA+AMPH (bottom panel) animals.  (G) Group data 

demonstrating that LgA cocaine self-administration animals remain tolerant to cocaine’s 

effects following a 7 day abstinence period, and that this effect is reversed by AMPH 

treatment during abstinence (group x concentration, F(12, 64) = 2.47, p = 0.01). (H) 

Demonstration of cocaine-induced changes to phasic dopamine signaling, cocaine 

potency and reinforcing efficacy of cocaine over the course of LgA and abstinence.  All 3 

measures are normalized to control levels by AMPH treatment. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, 

*** p < 0.001 vs ShA+Saline. 
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animals remained tolerant to cocaine’s effects following a 7 day abstinence period and 

that this effect was reversed by AMPH treatment (Figure 3E-G).  Together, these results 

demonstrate that AMPH selectively prevents or reverses cocaine-induced plasticity of 

dopamine terminals (Figure 3H). 

Here we delineate a mechanistic link between cocaine-induced dopaminergic 

deficits and addictive behaviors. We show that escalation and increased motivation is 

associated with alterations in phasic release and cocaine tolerance, and by reversing these 

phenomena the behavioral deficits are reversed. Further, we show a novel therapeutic 

mechanism of low-dose amphetamine administration, suggesting that it may have 

efficacy as an addiction treatment with relatively low addiction potential when 

administered over a limited duration. We found that two major neurochemical hallmarks 

in human cocaine addicts, cocaine tolerance and decreased dopamine signaling7,8,9,10, 

were completely prevented or reversed by AMPH treatment. It is hypothesized that these 

alterations are an integral component of the neurochemical consequences of cocaine use, 

and that these dopaminergic deficits underlie the maladaptive behaviors of cocaine 

addicts, including anhedonia15,16,17 and disrupted learning of contingencies with negative 

outcomes18, that contribute to the difficulty of maintaining sustained abstinence.   

Accordingly, AMPH-induced restoration of dopamine system function decreased the 

motivation to self-administer cocaine, even 7 days after cessation of treatment suggesting 

that AMPH may have long lasting benefits in human cocaine addicts with short treatment 

periods, rather than daily maintenance, which has been employed with replacement 

therapies for heroin19.  Finally, these findings may lead to the development of novel 
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therapeutic compounds that have similar properties to AMPH in regard to stabilization of 

the dopamine system, without abuse liability.    
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Methods and Materials: 

 

Animals:  Male Sprague-Dawley rats (350–400 g; Harlan Laboratories, Frederick, 

Maryland), maintained on a 12:12 hour reverse light/dark cycle (3:00 am lights off; 3:00 

pm lights on) with food and water ad libitum. All animals were maintained according to 

the National Institutes of Health guidelines in Association for Assessment and 

Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care accredited facilities. The experimental protocol 

was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Wake Forest 

School of Medicine. 

 

Self-Administration Surgery and Training: Rats were anesthetized and implanted with 

chronic indwelling jugular catheters as previously described20.  Animals were singly 

housed, and all sessions took place in the home cage during the active/dark cycle (9:00 

am–3:00 pm).   After a 2-day recovery period, animals underwent a training paradigm 

within which animals were given access on a fixed ratio one (FR1) schedule to a cocaine-

paired lever, which, upon responding, initiated an intravenous injection of cocaine 

(0.75 mg/kg, infused over 4 s).  After each response/infusion, the lever was retracted and 

a stimulus light was illuminated for a 20 second timeout period. Training sessions were 

terminated after a maximum of 20 infusions or 6h, whichever occurred first.  Acquisition 

occurred when an animal responded for 20 injections for two consecutive days and a 

stable pattern of infusion intervals was present.    
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Extended Access Cocaine Self-Administration:  Following acquisition of cocaine 

maintained responding, animals were allowed to administer cocaine on an FR1 schedule 

of reinforcement (0.75 mg/kg, infused over 4 s) with unlimited injections for a total of six 

(LgA) or one (ShA) hours per day for a total of 14 day.  Animals were treated with mini-

pump delivered AMPH or saline throughout the 14 days of self-administration.  Pumps 

were removed following the final self-administration session, approximately 18 hours 

before being sacrificed for voltammetric recordings.     

 A separate group animals were allowed to self-administer under LgA or ShA 

conditions for 14 days before undergoing a 7 day abstinence period.  In this group, 

animals were treated with mini-pump delivered AMPH or saline throughout the 7 day 

abstinence period.  Pumps were removed approximately 18 hours before being sacrificed 

for voltammetric recordings.       

 

Threshold procedure:  In a separate group of animals, the threshold procedure was used 

to determine LgA-induced changes in cocaine self-administration. The threshold 

procedure was performed before LgA, again following 14 days of LgA with saline or 

AMPH mini-pump treatment and a final assessment was made 7 days following cessation 

of LgA and treatment.   The threshold procedure is a behavioral economics approach to 

assessing drug taking/seeking and reinforcing efficacy. The threshold procedure consists 

of giving rats access to a descending series of 11 unit doses of cocaine (421, 237, 133, 75, 

41, 24, 13, 7.5, 4.1, 2.4, and 1.3 μg/injection) available on an FR1 schedule of 

reinforcement. Each dose is available for 10 min, with each bin presented consecutively 
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across the 110-min session. Animals performed this procedure for 3 consecutive days and 

responding was averaged to derive the values used. Completion of the procedure 

produces a within-session dose–response curve, depicted in Figure 1D. During the initial 

bins of the procedure, when the dose is high, the animal is able to obtain a preferred level 

of cocaine intake with minimal responding. As the dose is lowered across bins, the 

animal must increase responding to maintain consistent intake, until the dose becomes 

low enough that preferred levels of cocaine cannot be maintained and responding 

decreases. Shifts in responding across the dose–response curve can be analyzed using 

behavioral economics principles, as described below. 

Behavioral economic analysis was used to determine the maximal price paid (Pmax) for 

cocaine22,23. Briefly, Pmax was derived mathematically using a demand curve. Demand 

curves were generated by curve-fitting individual animals’ intake using an equation: 

log(Q)=log(Q0)+k × (e−α × Q0 × C−1)24. In this equation, Pmax was determined to be the 

unit price at which the first derivative point slope of the function=−1. The value k was set 

to 2 for all animals, whereas Q0 and α, which represent the acceleration of the function in 

response to changing price, were estimated to achieve best fit24. This measure is 

explained in detail below. 

 

Pmax: Price is expressed as the responses emitted to obtain 1 mg of cocaine, thus as the 

dose is decreased in each consecutive bin of the threshold procedure, price increases. As 

the session progresses, animals must increase responding on the active lever in order to 

maintain stable intake. Pmax is the price at which the animal no longer emits enough 
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responses to maintain intake and consumptions decreases. Thus, animals with higher Pmax 

will increase responding to maintain cocaine levels farther into the dose–response curve; 

in other words they will pay a higher price for cocaine. Previous work has demonstrated 

that Pmax is highly correlated with break points on a progressive ratio schedule of 

reinforcement, confirming that the threshold procedure accurately assesses reinforcing 

efficacy 22. 

 

Osmotic Mini-Pumps:  Following completion of the final acquisition session, animals 

were anesthetized briefly with isoflurane and osmotic mini-pumps (ALZET, Cupertino, 

CA) containing AMPH (5 mg/kg/day) or saline were implanted subcutaneously just 

posterior to the shoulder blades.   This dose was selected as it is below doses shown to 

have neurotoxic effects on dopamine neurons (Jonsson & Nwanze, 1982).   

 

Ex Vivo Voltammetry:  Animals were sacrificed for fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) 

experiments the morning following the final self-administration session (approximately 

18hrs), when no drug was present.  FSCV was used to characterize presynaptic dopamine 

system kinetics, the ability of cocaine to inhibit dopamine uptake in the NAc core.  A 

vibrating tissue slicer was used to prepare 400 µm thick coronal brain sections containing 

the NAc core.  The tissue was immersed in oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid 

(aCSF) containing (in mM): NaCl (126), KCl (2.5), NaH2PO4 (1.2), CaCl2 (2.4), MgCl2 

(1.2), NaHCO3 (25), glucose (11), L-ascorbic acid (0.4) and pH was adjusted to 7.4. Once 
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sliced, the tissue was transferred to the testing chambers containing bath aCSF (32°C), 

which flowed at 1 ml/min.  A carbon fiber microelectrode (100–200 μM length, 7 μM 

diameter) and bipolar stimulating electrode were placed into the core of the NAc, which 

was selected because of its role in the reinforcing and rewarding actions of cocaine. 

Dopamine release was evoked by a single electrical pulse (350 μA, 4 msec, monophasic) 

applied to the tissue every 3 minutes.  Extracellular dopamine was recorded by applying a 

triangular waveform (−0.4 to +1.2 to −0.4V vs Ag/AgCl, 400 V/s).  Once the extracellular 

dopamine response was stable, cocaine (.3–30 μM) was applied cumulatively to the brain 

slice.  

Data Analysis: For all analysis of FSCV data Demon Voltammetry and Analysis 

software was used (Yorgason et al., 2011).  To evaluate dopamine kinetics and drug 

potency, evoked levels of dopamine were modeled using Michaelis-Menten kinetics.  

Recording electrodes were calibrated by recording responses (in electrical current; nA) to 

a known concentration of dopamine (3 μM) using a flow-injection system. This was used 

to convert electrical current to dopamine concentration.  For cocaine concentration-

response curves, app. Km, a measure of apparent affinity for the dopamine transporter, 

was used to determine changes in ability of the cocaine to inhibit dopamine uptake. As 

app. Km increases, uptake inhibition increases, and changes in drug potency are seen as 

shifts in the curve.  

Statistics: Graph Pad Prism (version 6, La Jolla, CA, USA) was used to statistically 

analyze data sets and create graphs. Escalation data, burst frequency response curves, and 

concentration response curves for cocaine were subjected to a two-way repeated 
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measures ANOVA with session, burst frequency or concentration as the within subjects 

factor and experimental group as the between subjects factor. Differences between groups 

were tested using a Bonferroni post hoc test. All p values of < 0.05 were considered to be 

statistically significant. 
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CHAPTER VI 

DISCUSSION 
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1. Introduction 

Amphetamine has been widely studied since the early days of neuroscience and 

behavioral pharmacology. It has been studied for its actions as a pharmacotherapeutic, 

where it is used in humans to treat attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), 

narcolepsy, and a number of other disorders. Additionally, it has been used to understand 

the neural mechanisms of addiction and reinforcement as it has high addiction potential 

and is readily self-administered by a wide range of species including, mice, rats, 

monkeys, and humans (Thomsen et al., 2009; Pickens and Harris, 1968; Deneau et al., 

1969; Comer et al., 1996). On a more basic level it is often used as a pharmacological 

probe to examine the neuronal control of behaviors.  Although amphetamine has a wide 

array of pharmacological actions, including interactions with all three monoamine 

transporters, years of research have highlighted amphetamine’s actions on the dopamine 

system as its sine qua non mechanism mediating both the therapeutic and addictive 

properties of the compound (Sulzer, 2011; Fleckenstein et al., 2007).  As such, this 

dissertation was focused on the dopamine system to elucidate the precise neurochemical 

mechanisms underlying amphetamine’s acute actions on neurotransmission as well the 

therapeutic actions of chronic amphetamine treatment. 

The first major discovery of the work described in this dissertation is that 

amphetamine, which had previously been described as the prototypically dopamine 

releaser compound, actually has a biphasic mechanism of action that encompasses both 

blocker and releaser attributes. Indeed, at low, therapeutic concentrations amphetamine 

acts as a pure uptake inhibitor to increase dopamine in an action potential dependent 
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manner, while acting as a dopamine releaser to increase through a non-exocytotic 

mechanism at high, abuse relevant concentrations. These data provide an explanation for 

the divergent acute effects and long-term consequences of prescribed and abuse 

amphetamine.   

Following the discovery of amphetamine’s biphasic actions on dopamine 

transmission, we sought to further examine the acute actions of amphetamine by 

determining the within-subjects differences in amphetamine effects across striatal 

subregions.  We found that amphetamine potency varied greatly across subregions in the 

striatum, with the greatest effects being observed in the dorsolateral caudate-putamen and 

the smallest in the shell of the nucleus accumbens (NAc).  Further, amphetamine effects, 

both at the dopamine transporter (DAT) and on stimulated dopamine release, was highly 

correlated with dopamine uptake rate, providing a mechanism for variations in 

amphetamine potency, which is likely due to changes in the level of DAT expression at 

the cellular membrane. 

The second major discovery of this work was uncovering the neurochemical 

underpinnings for years of work highlighting that amphetamine has unique efficacy as a 

pharmacotherapeutic agent in the treatment of cocaine addiction.  Although there is a 

wealth of literature, in rodents, nonhuman primates, and humans, demonstrating that 

amphetamine treatments effective at reducing cocaine intake, the neurochemical 

mechanisms were previously unknown.  It has often been proposed that amphetamine 

was acting as a simple replacement therapy by elevating dopamine levels to “replace” 

cocaine (Grabowski et al., 2001; Grabowski et al., 2004; Howell & Negus, 2014; Negus 
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& Mello, 2003; Negus et al., 2006; Chiodo et al., 2008; Chiodo & Roberts, 2009; Cztoy 

et al,. 2010a,b).  Rather, we show here that amphetamine has the unique ability to reverse 

cocaine-induced plasticity of dopamine terminals and thereby prevent aberrant cocaine 

taking and seeking behaviors that occur over chronic use of the drug.  

Together these findings have extended our understanding of not only the basic 

mechanisms of releaser actions at the dopamine terminal, but also have provided 

additional therapeutic value to amphetamine compounds for the treatment of cocaine 

addiction. The major findings are discussed in detail below. 

 

2. Amphetamine’s unique actions on dopamine neurotransmission switch between 

blocker and releaser based on concentration present at the DAT 

The first finding of this work, presented in Chapter 2, is that amphetamine had 

biphasic, concentration-dependent mechanisms of action by which the compound altered 

dopamine neurotransmission.  The impetus for this study arose from a conflict in field 

concerning the effects of amphetamine between in vivo and in vitro preparations.  

Daberkow et al., (2013) demonstrated that when amphetamine was administered to an 

awake, behaving animal the opposite effect that would be predicted from previous in 

vitro literature was observed: amphetamine increased stimulated and spontaneous 

dopamine release.  These results were inconsistent with the mechanisms of amphetamine 

actions that had been delineated in in vitro preparation which show that amphetamine 

disrupts vesicular sequestration of dopamine to decrease exocytotic dopamine release 
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(John & Jones, 2007; Jones et al., 1998; 1999; Sulzer et al., 1993; Sulzer & Rayport, 

1990).  The findings from Daberkow et al. (2013) called for a reappraisal of AMPH’s 

actions on dopamine neurotransmission. 

To resolve this discrepancy we first determined the concentration of amphetamine 

present in the brain following systemic administration and were surprised to find that the 

concentration were far lower than had been used previously in in vitro studies.  Indeed, 

we found peak concentrations of ~200 nM (Siciliano et al., 2014a), while most previous 

literature had used a 10 µM concentration (John & Jones, 2007; Jones et al., 1998; 1999; 

Sulzer et al., 1993; Sulzer & Rayport, 1990).  Given the large differences in concentration 

of amphetamine present at the dopamine terminal between the in vivo and in vitro studies, 

we sought to reexamine amphetamine’s action in vitro to determine if discrepancies 

between studies were due to variations in amphetamine concentration. 

We found that consistent with the findings of Daberkow et al. (2013) 

amphetamine, at low concentrations (10 nM), actually augmented stimulated dopamine 

release.  Additionally, we recapitulated previous in vitro findings by showing that high 

concentrations (10 µM) produced marked deceases in stimulated release via vesicular 

depletion (Jones et al., 1998; Sulzer, 2011; Fleckenstein et al., 2007).  Thus, 

discrepancies between the in vivo and in vitro literature stem from differences in 

dopamine concentration present at the dopamine terminal. 

We next sought to determine the mechanism for amphetamine -induced increases 

in stimulated dopamine release.  It had been previously suggested that these increases 

were due to augmented vesicular release (Daberkow et al., 2013), however, based on 
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previous literature showing that amphetamine acts as a competitive inhibitor of the DAT 

(Giros et al., 1996; Rothmann and Baumann, 2003), we hypothesized that amphetamine -

induced increases in dopamine release were actually due to uptake inhibition.  To test this 

hypothesis we examined the effects of amphetamine across a wide range of concentration 

in animals with a genetic deletion of the DAT.  We found that in DAT-KO animals, 

amphetamine no longer produced an increase in dopamine release at low concentrations; 

however, high concentrations had identical effects to wild-type animals. Thus, at low 

concentrations amphetamine acts through a DAT-dependent mechanism (i.e. uptake 

inhibition) to increase stimulated dopamine release, while decreasing dopamine release 

through a DAT-independent mechanism (i.e. vesicular depletion) at high concentrations. 

These findings have redefined and expanded the accepted mechanisms of amphetamine 

action on dopamine neurotransmission.  

One major question that is posed by these findings is what exact range of 

physiological amphetamine concentrations are, and what is amphetamine’s mechanism of 

action in that range.  In our study, we found very low concentrations of amphetamine in 

the brain following systemic administration where amphetamine would act purely as an 

uptake inhibitor.  However, it remains to be determined what the concentrations of 

amphetamine are in the brain following repeated administration, which would occur, for 

example, during self-administration of the compound.  Given that amphetamine has a 

disparate profile of self-administration from other DAT inhibitors, such as cocaine, we 

hypothesize that amphetamine reaches concentrations in the brain sufficient to cause 

vesicular depletion and reverse transport. It is estimated that during self-administration 

amphetamine brain concentrations may rise into the hundred micromolar range (Sulzer, 
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2011; Markov et al., 2008; Talloczy et al., 2008); however, these estimates are based on 

tissue content measurements, which may not be indicative of the concentration present in 

the extracellular space, as amphetamine is highly lipophilic and may be sequestered in 

subcellular compartments (Siciliano et al., 2014a; Thoenen et al., 1968) Further, we 

hypothesize that the switch between uptake inhibitor and releaser underlies the 

differential long-term consequences of low (therapeutic) and high (abuse relevant) dose 

amphetamine whereby prescribed amphetamine shows little to no neurotoxic effects, 

even after years of use, while abused amphetamine is highly neurotoxic (Teixeira-Gomes 

et al., 2015; Sharma and Couture, 2013). 

 

3. DAT levels dictate amphetamine potency across striatal subregions 

After determining amphetamine mechanisms of action on the dopamine 

system across concentrations, we next to sought to determine amphetamine effects across 

brain regions within an individual (Chapter 3).  Amphetamine primary actions are in the 

striatum (Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988; Sulzer, 2011), however, the striatum is a 

heterogeneous region comprised of multiple subregions (Humphries and Prescott, 2010).  

Further, these subregions are known to differentially control motivated behaviors, and 

self-administration of drugs, whereby the ventral striatum (most notably the NAc) is 

active during learning of behaviors and mediates the acute effects of drugs, while the 

dorsal regions of the striatum (most notably the dorsolateral caudate-putamen) mediate 

habitual behaviors that occur once a behavior has been well-learned (Graybiel, 1995, 
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2008; Everitt and Robbins, 2013). Thus, we sought to determine if amphetamine effects 

differed across these regions, and if so, the mechanisms by which these alterations occur.  

Previous work from our lab, and others, have shown that there is a gradient of 

dopamine release and uptake rate across the striatum, with the highest release and 

dopamine occurring in the most dorsal regions which decreases across a ventromedial 

axis (Coulter et al., 1996; Yeghiayan et al., 1997; South & Huang, 2008; Calipari et al., 

2012).  Additionally, it has been shown that amphetamine effects are greatly affected by 

DAT expression with increased DAT levels producing greater effects of amphetamine on 

uptake inhibition and locomotion (Calipari et al., 2013).  Thus, we hypothesized that 

amphetamine potency would track dopamine rate and thereby have the highest potency in 

the dorsolateral caudate-putamen and decrease along a ventromedial axis with the lowest 

potency occurring in the NAc shell. 

As predicted, we found that amphetamine effects, both on exocytotic release 

and on DAT inhibition, were highest in the dorsolateral caudate-putamen and decreased 

from dorsal to ventral (rank order: dorsolateral caudate-putamen, ventral caudate-

putamen, NAc core, NAc shell). Further, amphetamine potency was highly correlated 

with dopamine uptake, confirming our hypothesis that differences in potency are due to 

disparate expression of the DAT across regions.  Thus, we propose a model whereby 

amphetamine potency at the DAT and on vesicular storage, both across regions within an 

individual (current work) and between individuals (Calipari et al., 2013), is tightly 

controlled by DAT levels.  More work is needed to uncover the exact processes 

underlying the relationship between DAT levels and amphetamine potency.  We propose  
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Figure 1.  Model of relationship between amphetamine action and DAT expression.  

The ability of amphetamine to inhibit dopamine transport and deplete dopamine vesicles 

increased in a graded manner across striatal subregions from ventral to dorsal with the 

greatest effects on dopamine neurotransmission in the dorsal caudate-putamen.  

Additionally, there was a positive correlation between dopamine uptake rate and 

amphetamine potency, suggesting that differences across regions are due to disparate 

DAT levels.   
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that increased DAT levels leads to 1) augmented transport of amphetamine intro the cell, 

2) greater amphetamine -induced depletion of dopamine vesicles due to greater 

cytoplasmic amphetamine, and 3) greater reverse transport of displaced dopamine due to 

augmented DAT availability (Figure 1).  A second, though not exclusive possibility, is 

that under conditions of increased uptake, there is greater dopamine content per vesicle 

(Ferris et al., 2014), which then leads to a greater reverse efflux induced by amphetamine, 

which could occur even if the ability of amphetamine to disrupt vesicular sequestration is 

not effected by DAT levels.  This would explain why work in cell culture has shown no 

effect of DAT expression on amphetamine potency, as under these conditions dopamine 

content would be unaffected due to the lack of degradation and synthesis enzymes (Chen 

and Reith, 2007). 

 

4. From acute actions to mechanisms of chronic treatment 

Having delineated the acute mechanisms of amphetamine action on dopamine 

neurotransmission, demonstrating concentration (Chapter 2) and region-dependent effects 

(Chapter 3), we next sought to examine the neurochemical underpinnings of chronic 

AMPH treatment (Chapter 4 and 5).  The change of focus from acute mechanisms to 

pharmacotherapeutic relevant research arose from the convergence of two previous 

studies.  First, there is a wealth of literature demonstrating that continuous amphetamine 

treatment is highly efficacious in reducing cocaine intake (Grabowski et al., 2001; 

Grabowski et al., 2004; Howell & Negus, 2014; Negus & Mello, 2003; Negus et al., 

2006; Chiodo et al., 2008; Chiodo & Roberts, 2009; Cztoy et al,. 2010a,b).  Second, 
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findings from our lab (Ferris et al., 2015) demonstrated an interesting interaction between 

a history of cocaine self-administration and amphetamine administration whereby 

amphetamine reversed cocaine-induced plasticity of dopamine terminals, without having 

any effect in naïve animals.  This prompted us to hypothesize that amphetamine’s 

efficacy in reducing cocaine intake may actually be due to a selective reversal of cocaine-

induced plasticity, rather than simple replacement therapy as has been proposed 

previously. 

 

5. Selecting a relevant model of psychostimulant abuse for testing the efficacy of 

amphetamine as a pharmacotherapeutic agent 

Following the findings of Ferris et al. (2015) we sought to test the neurochemical 

mechanisms underlying amphetamine’s pharmacotherapeutic actions on cocaine 

addiction, and, accordingly, we first sought to identify a model with high translational 

validity for testing potential therapeutics.  The long-access cocaine self-administration 

paradigm (LgA), in which animals have access to cocaine for six hours a day, has been 

used to model the switch from moderate drug taking to excessive, uncontrolled intake, an 

important feature of addiction (Koob and Le Moal, 1997). It has been repeatedly shown 

that LgA produces escalation of intake for a variety of drugs, including cocaine, while 

daily short access cocaine self-administration sessions (ShA, 1hr/day) result in stable 

drug intake (Ahmed and Koob, 1998, 1999; Marusich et al, 2010; Johansen et al, 1976). 

This is consistent with human cocaine intake, which also escalates in extended-access 

situations (Koob and Kreek, 2007; Gawin and Ellinwood, 1989). The LgA model also 
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produces behavioral changes similar to human cocaine addiction such as augmented 

relapse, elevated drug-seeking, and increased reinforcing efficacy of cocaine (Koob, 

1996; Koob and Le Moal, 1997; Orio et al., 2009; Patterson & Markou, 2003; Grimm et 

al., 2001). Of particular importance is the increased reinforcing efficacy of cocaine seen 

following LgA (Zimmer et al., 2012).  

LgA has been useful for documenting the neurochemical adaptations that occur 

during escalation. ShA and LgA paradigms differentially alter dopamine system function 

as measured by changes in dopamine uptake and DAT density, particularly for drugs such 

as cocaine (Oleson et al, 2009; Ben-Shahar et al, 2006). It has been shown that LgA and 

similar models of cocaine self-administration produce tolerance to the DAT-inhibiting 

and dopamine elevating effects of cocaine (Mateo et al., 2005, Ferris et al., 2011, 2012) 

as well as tolerance to the locomotor stimulating effects of cocaine (Lack et al., 2008) as 

compared to ShA and control animals. These results are consistent with human studies 

showing a reduced ability of cocaine to elevate dopamine levels in cocaine abusers, and 

attenuated rewarding effects of cocaine, further supporting the translational validity of 

LgA (Volkow et al., 1996, 1997; Dackis and O’Brien, 2001).  Taken together, LgA 

results in many of the same changes seen in human cocaine abusers. The goal of these 

studies was to use AMPH as a pharmacotherapy to reverse cocaine-induced alterations to 

the dopamine system.  

Given the similarities between LgA self-administration in rodents and human 

cocaine addicts, we selected this model to determine if treatment with amphetamine 

during self-administration or abstinence can prevent or reverse the neurochemical 
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consequences of cocaine exposure and examine the behavioral relevance of these effects. 

We used osmotic mini-pumps to deliver to the amphetamine treatment because they 

allow slow delivery of drug over a long period of time, similar to oral or transdermal 

dosing typically used clinically, while injections only keep drugs at target concentrations 

in the blood for short amounts of time. Although previous literature showed that 

continuously infused amphetamine resulted in deterioration of dopamine nerve fibers 

(Ellison et al., 1978, Ricaurte et al., 1984), these reports used high amphetamine doses 

starting at 16 mg/kg/day (Ricaurte et al., 1984). However, Jonsson & Nwanze (1982) 

performed a dose-response curve and demonstrated that continuously infused 

amphetamine does not cause neurotoxic effects at 14 mg/kg/day, 3 fold higher than the 

dose used in our studies.  

 

6. Amphetamine-induced reversal of cocaine-induced plasticity of dopamine 

system function mechanistically links aberrant dopamine signaling to 

compulsive cocaine seeking 

Using the LgA model of cocaine self-administration combined with mini-pump 

delivered amphetamine, we discovered a novel therapeutic mechanism of low-dose 

amphetamine administration, suggesting that it may have efficacy as an addiction 

treatment with relatively low addiction potential when administered over a limited 

duration during cocaine withdrawal (Chapter 5). We found that two major neurochemical 

hallmarks in human cocaine addicts, cocaine tolerance and reduced dopamine signaling 

(Volkow et al., 1996, 1997, 2014; Dackis and O’Brien, 2001), were completely prevented 
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or reversed by amphetamine treatment (Figure 2).  Further, amphetamine-induced 

stabilization of dopamine system function decreased the motivation to self-administer 

cocaine, even 7 days after cessation of treatment. The amphetamine -induced reversal of 

the neurochemical consequences of cocaine appears to be an interaction between high 

levels of cocaine intake and amphetamine.  Indeed, amphetamine treatment in ShA 

animals did not have any effects on dopamine or behavioral measures; instead, 

amphetamine pharmacotherapeutic actions appear to be a selective reversal of cocaine-

induced plasticity.  This is important as it suggests that this pattern of amphetamine 

treatment would not have negative consequences in control subjects. Although previous 

literature has shown promising behavioral results suggesting that amphetamine is a 

potentially effective treatment for cocaine abuse, these data redefine amphetamine’s 

actions as an addiction treatment.  

One important finding of this work is that the LgA model of cocaine self-

administration accurately models the dopaminergic profile of human cocaine addicts.  

Indeed, PET imaging studies of cocaine dependent individuals have revealed that they 

exhibit decreased dopaminergic responsiveness to environmental stimuli (i.e. phasic 

dopamine release) and tolerance to the dopamine elevating effects of cocaine (Volkow et 

al., 1996, 1997, 2014; Dackis and O’Brien, 2001), effects which were both observed 

following LgA in the current study.  It is hypothesized that these alterations are an 

integral component of the neurochemical consequences of cocaine use, and that these 

dopaminergic deficits underlie the maladaptive behaviors of cocaine addicts, including 

anhedonia (Kokkinidis and McCarter, 1990; Siegel, 1982; Gawin et al., 1986), and  
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Figure 2.  Amphetamine treatment reverses aberrant cocaine taking behaviors via 

restoration of dopamine system function.  Visual representation of the effects of 

amphetamine treatment on cocaine self-administration, as outlined in Chapter 5.  

Amphetamine treatment, when given during or after cocaine self-administration, prevents 

or reverses cocaine-induced alterations to dopamine signaling and concomitant increases 

in cocaine consumption and reinforcing efficacy.  
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disrupted learning of contingencies with negative outcomes (Parvaz et al., 2015), that 

contribute to the difficulty of maintaining sustained abstinence.   

 Phasic dopamine release is involved in encoding the salience of rewards as well 

as the probability that they will occur, given particular environmental cues (Phillips et al., 

2003; Waelti et al., 2001; Tolber et al., 2005; Steinberg et al., 2013; Nicola, 2010).  As 

such, phasic dopamine signaling is integral to selecting goal-oriented behaviors that 

produce advantageous outcomes and its dysregulation by abused drugs has been 

hypothesized to be a critical component of maladaptive choice behaviors in drug abusers. 

Here we show that cocaine produces deficits in phasic signaling at the level of the 

dopamine terminal that are evident 18 hours following completion of the final cocaine 

self-administration session.  Combined with reduced postsynaptic dopamine receptors 

(Volkow et al., 1990; Nader et al., 2006), this reduction in dopamine release is likely to 

result in a greatly decreased range of dopaminergic modulation of striatal outputs during 

decision-making.  In addition, we found that after seven days of abstinence, phasic 

signaling was increased as compared to ShA controls. Increased activation of NAc core 

output neurons by cocaine-associated cues is thought to under cocaine craving and 

seeking (Hollander and Carelli, 2007), which may be mediated, in part, by increased cue-

elicited phasic dopamine signaling. Thus, augmented phasic signaling during abstinence 

may contribute to the time-dependent increase in cocaine seeking behaviors that occur 

following extended access cocaine self-administration (Grimm et al., 2001).  Importantly, 

we found that low dose continuous amphetamine treatment ameliorated both decreases in 

phasic signaling observed immediately following LgA, and increases in phasic signaling 

during abstinence. 
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 Previous investigations from our laboratory and others have demonstrated that 

extended access cocaine self-administration results in decreased cocaine-induced 

locomotion (Calipari et al., 2014; Lack et al., 2008), and cocaine induced dopamine 

overflow as measured by microdialysis (Hurd et al., 1989; Ferris et al., 2011), and that 

this tolerance is a product of a decreased ability of cocaine to inhibit the dopamine 

transporter (Ferris et al., 2012; Calipari et al., 2014). Tolerance to cocaine effects is 

particularly important because 1) it is a hallmark of human cocaine addiction (Vokow et 

al., 1996; Volkow et al., 2014) and 2) the rodent self-administration paradigms that 

produce tolerance also produce escalation of intake (e.g. extended access) while 

procedures that do not produce addictive behaviors do not alter cocaine potency (e.g. 

ShA) (Calipari et al., 2013).  This has led to the hypothesis that tolerance to the uptake 

inhibiting effects of cocaine is a critical component in the transition from controlled 

intake to aberrant and excessive cocaine taking behaviors.  In further support of this 

hypothesis, we show that amphetamine regimens that ameliorate cocaine-induced 

changes to the dopamine transporter also prevented escalation of intake, and suppressed 

LgA-induced increases in the reinforcing efficacy of cocaine.   

Thus, we have delineated a mechanistic link between cocaine-induced 

dopaminergic deficits and addictive behaviors. We show that escalation and increased 

motivation is associated with alterations in phasic release and cocaine tolerance, and by 

reversing these phenomena the behavioral deficits are reversed. Further, we show a novel 

therapeutic mechanism of low-dose amphetamine administration, suggesting that it may 

have efficacy as an addiction treatment with relatively low addiction potential when 

administered over a limited duration. A key aspect of the amphetamine-induced 
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restoration of dopamine system function is that the motivation to self-administer cocaine 

remained attenuated even seven days after cessation of treatment suggesting that 

amphetamine may have long lasting benefits in human cocaine addicts with short 

treatment periods, rather than daily maintenance, which has been employed with 

replacement therapies for heroin (Tressell and Gollance, 1970).  Finally, these findings 

may lead to the development of novel therapeutic compounds that have similar properties 

to amphetamine in regard to stabilization of the dopamine system, without abuse liability.    

 

7. Future Directions  

While this work has answered a number of questions about amphetamine mechanisms 

and its use as a pharmacotherapeutic agent a number of questions still remain: 

 

 1. Is amphetamine’s biphasic effect on dopamine signaling changed after a 

history of drug self-administration?  The biphasic nature of amphetamine seems to be 

dependent on the concentration of amphetamine that occurs at the dopamine terminal.  It 

will be interesting to determine if following amphetamine self-administration or related 

abuse-type intake there are changes in the concentration needed to produce reverse 

transport, or if the ability of amphetamine to inhibit the DAT at low concentrations is 

altered.  Although a previous study has shown no change in amphetamine potency 

following binge self-administration of amphetamine (Ferris et al., 2011), only high 
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concentrations of amphetamine were examined, occluding the biphasic actions of the 

compound. 

2. Do the cocaine-induced alterations in phasic dopamine release in an acute 

slice preparation translate to in vivo differences in cue-evoked dopamine and how does 

amphetamine alter these responses? The enhancement, and subsequent reversal by 

amphetamine, of phasic release at the dopamine terminal by cocaine self-administration 

has important implications for cue-reward associations and associative learning 

mechanisms and provides a potential mechanism by which they could be dysregulated by 

drug abuse.  It will be important to perform similar experiments to determine if these 

alterations result in a ubiquitous decrease in dopamine output in vivo or if decreases are 

only apparent in response to certain cues.  Wiluhn et al. (2014) has shown decreased 

phasic dopamine release in response to cocaine –associated cues over the course of LgA 

cocaine self-administration. It will also be important to determine if this alteration is 

reversed by amphetamine. 

 

3. What is the molecular mechanism of the amphetamine-induced reversal of 

tolerance? This is a particularly important question as identification of the molecular 

target responsible for the reversal could lead to the development of pharmacological 

compounds to reduce cocaine intake that do not elevate dopamine levels.  Concerns about 

the abuse potential of amphetamine are a major reason why amphetamine has not been 

approved by the FDA for use in cocaine addiction treatment (Negus and Henningfield, 

2015); however, a targeted pharmacotherapy with limited addiction potential could prove 
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advantageous.  Preliminary studies in our lab have indicated that amphetamine induced 

alterations to synaptogyrin-3, a scaffolding protein and binding partner of the DAT 

(Egana et al., 2009), may be involved in reversal of cocaine-induced plasticity. Further 

work will be needed to elucidate the full signaling pathway responsible. 

 

4. Are the changes in DAT function that are occurring region specific, or do they 

generalize to all dopaminergic terminals? As mentioned previously, the core and shell, 

although not completely distinct, have been implicated in different behavioral outputs. It 

is thought that the shell mediates the rewarding value and salience of the reward, while 

the core is responsible to encoding information like prediction errors and generating goal-

directed motor outputs (Everitt and Robbins, 2013). Thus, it will be important to 

determine if these changes induced by cocaine, and the ability of amphetamine to reverse 

them, occurs across all dopaminergic systems or is confined to a particular region.  

Regardless it will be interesting, as region-specific changes in effects would imply a 

learning mechanism, while generality across the entire dopaminergic system would argue 

for a purely pharmacological interaction between cocaine and amphetamine.  

 

5. Does cocaine cause changes to other monoamine systems and can 

amphetamine reverse those deficits? One question that will be critical to answer is 

whether the cocaine self-administration effects, and subsequent reversal by amphetamine 

are confined to the dopamine terminal or occur over all three monoamine systems.  
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Determining how cocaine self-administration changes norepinephrine and serotonin 

systems will be relatively easy, as voltammetric detection of both species is done 

routinely.  If amphetamine does in fact normalize all of these systems, it will be 

important to target each of them individually to determine if it is a single system in 

isolation, or an interplay of signaling between all three systems that is responsible for the 

reversal of aberrant cocaine taking behaviors by amphetamine.  

 While this work has outlined a number of important phenomena a number of 

questions remain.  Studies, such as the ones mentioned above, will further our knowledge 

of the neural mechanisms of addiction, amphetamine mechanisms of action, and our 

understanding of dopamine terminal function. Together, these data may help to guide 

work that identifies pharmacological targets that may help to create new and effective 

pharmacotherapies for addiction.  

 

8. Conclusions  

In summary, this work delineates both the acute actions of amphetamine on 

dopamine neurotransmission as well as the mechanisms underlying its efficacy as a 

pharmacotherapeutic treatment for cocaine addiction.  These data have widespread 

implications for amphetamine actions in treating other disorders as well, including 

ADHD, narcolepsy and obesity.  In addition these data highlight the importance of 

continuing study on amphetamine’s mechanism of reducing cocaine intake.  

Identification of the molecular target that amphetamine is interacting to reverse cocaine-
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induced plasticity it could lead to the development of a novel pharmacotherapeutic agent 

with great efficacy in reducing cocaine intake, but without abuse potential. 
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Abstract 

 

 Dopaminergic projections from the ventral midbrain to the nucleus accumbens 

(NAc) have long been implicated in encoding associations between reward availability 

and environmental stimuli.   As such, this circuit is instrumental in guiding behaviors 

towards obtaining maximal rewards based on previous experience. Cocaine acts on the 

dopamine system to exert its reinforcing effects and it is thought that cocaine-induced 

dysregulation of dopamine neurotransmission contributes to the difficulty cocaine addicts 

exhibit in selecting environmentally appropriate behaviors.  Here we used cocaine self-

administration combined with in vivo fast scan cyclic voltammetry in anesthetized rats to 

examine the function of ventral tegmental area (VTA) to NAc projection neurons.  Over 

5 days of cocaine self-administration animals increased their rate of intake (fixed-ratio 1; 

1.5 mg/kg/inj; 40 inj/day).  Following cocaine self-administration, there was a marked 

reduction in VTA-stimulated NAc dopamine release.  Additionally, there was a decreased 

augmentation of stimulated dopamine overflow in response to a cocaine challenge.  

These findings demonstrate that cocaine induces a hypodopaminergic state, which may 

contribute to the inflexible drug taking and seeking behaviors observed in cocaine 

abusers.  Additionally, tolerance to the ability of cocaine to elevate dopamine may lead to 

increased cocaine intake in order to overcome decreased effects, another hallmark of 

cocaine abuse.      
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Introduction  

 The nucleus accumbens (NAc) is situated at the confluence of a wide array of 

afferents relaying information concerning emotional salience, predicted outcomes and 

contextual relevance of environmental inputs (Morgenson et al., 1980).   This includes a 

dense innervation of dopaminergic afferents projecting from the ventral tegmental area 

(VTA) (Doucet et al., 1986) which respond in accordance with previously learned 

environmental contingences in order to guide goal-directed motor outputs (Waelti et al., 

2001; Tobler et al., 2005).  Proper function of this circuit is critical for the selection and 

performance of environmentally appropriate behaviors.  Disruption of dopamine 

neurotransmission diminishes responding for natural (Woolverton and Virus, 1989; 

Thanos et al., 2008) and psychostimulant reinforcers (Woolverton and Virus, 1989; 

Thanos et al., 2008; Ritz et al., 1987; Roberts et al., 1980) and prevents learning of 

associations between rewards and the discrete and contextual cues that predict their 

availability (Taylor et al., 1986; Ranaldi et al., 1993).   As such, drug-induced alterations 

in dopaminergic neurotransmission are hypothesized to, at least in part, mediate 

maladaptive and inelastic behaviors characteristic of drug addiction.  For example, 

reductions in the functioning of this system following repeated drug administration may 

result in an inability to dynamically modulate behaviors in an environmentally 

appropriate manner, and thus may contribute to a cycle of repeated relapses in response 

to cue exposure in drug abusers despite negative physical, social and financial outcomes 

(Graybiel, 1995, 2008).  
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One phenomenon that has been observed in examinations of cocaine dependent 

humans is a marked decrease in the ability of cocaine to elevate NAc dopamine levels 

(Volkow et al., 1996, 1997, 2006).  Previous work from our laboratory has effectively 

modeled the cocaine tolerance observed in humans by demonstrating a decreased ability 

of cocaine to inhibit the dopamine transporter (DAT) following cocaine self-

administration in rats (Ferris et al., 2011, 2012; Calipari et al., 2013; Siciliano et al., 

2015).  Demonstrations of tolerance have been limited to ex vivo slice preparations, 

which assessed cocaine effects at the dopamine terminal in isolation. Further, dopamine 

signaling in response to cocaine-associated cues has been shown to decrease over the 

course of cocaine self-administration (Wiluhn et al., 2014); however it remains to be 

determined if these alterations are occurring directly in VTA dopamine neurons or are a 

result of deficits to afferent inputs onto dopamine neurons. Here we used fast scan cyclic 

voltammetry to examine the effects of cocaine self-administration on dopamine system 

function and cocaine potency. 

We found that following cocaine self-administration, electrically-stimulated 

dopamine release from the VTA to NAc core projection was severely blunted.  

Additionally, we found that the ability of cocaine to increase electrically-stimulated 

dopamine release was attenuated in cocaine self-administration animals.  Together, these 

data demonstrate that cocaine induces profound hypofunction of the mesolimbic 

dopamine circuit which is not ameliorated by cocaine and may underlie anhedonia during 

withdrawal and contribute to blunted self-reported effects of cocaine observed in cocaine 

addicts. 
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Methods 

Animals:  Adult, male Sprague-Dawley rats (325–375g; n = 5 control, n = 4 self-

administration) were housed in pairs on a 12:12 h light:dark cycle with food and water 

available ad libitum. All protocols and animal care procedures were approved by the 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Wake Forest School of Medicine. 

Self-Administration:  Rats were anesthetized and implanted with chronic indwelling 

jugular catheters as previously described (Calipari et al., 2014). Animals were singly 

housed, and each 6 hour session took place in the home cage during the active/dark cycle 

(0900– 1500 hours). Without any prior operant training, animals were given access on a 

fixed-ratio one schedule to a cocaine-paired lever, which, upon responding, initiated an 

intravenous injection of cocaine (1.5 mg/kg, infused over ~4s, depending on animal 

weight). After each response/infusion, the lever was retracted and a stimulus light was 

illuminated for a 20-s timeout period.  Sessions lasted 6 hours or until 40 injections were 

taken.  Under these conditions, all animals acquired a stable pattern of intake within 1 to 

5 days.  Acquisition (Day 1) was counted when the animal reached 35 or more responses 

with a stable and consistent inter-injection interval. Following acquisition, the animals 

were given access to 40 injections per day for a period of five consecutive days before 

voltammetry experiments. Control animals were naive rats housed under the same 

reversed light–dark light cycle for at least 1 week prior to voltammetry experiments. 

In Vivo Voltammetry: Rats were anesthetized with urethane (1.5 g/kg, i.p.) and placed in 

a stereotaxic apparatus.   A stimulating electrode was lowered into the VTA (from 

bregma: −5.2 A/P, +1.1 M/L, −7.0 D/V), and a carbon fiber electrode was initially 
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lowered into the caudate putamen (from bregma: +1.3 A/P, +1.3 M/L, −4.5 D/V), until a 

1 second stimulation train elicited dopamine (60 pulse; 60 Hz; monophasic; 2 ms pulse 

width; 7.5 µA). These stimulation parameters were chosen because preliminary studies 

revealed detection of dopamine using lower number of pulses was prohibitively difficult 

in cocaine self-administering rats (if not impossible), which speaks to the 

hypofunctioning dopamine system in these animals.   Extracellular dopamine was 

recorded by applying a triangular waveform (−0.4 to +1.2 to −0.4V vs Ag/AgCl, 400 V/s) 

scanning every 100 ms. Once stimulator and carbon fiber electrode locations achieved 

adequate levels of release in the caudate putamen, the carbon fiber electrode was lowered 

2 mm further into the NAc core.  The NAc core was selected because of its instrumental 

role in guiding the selection and execution of motivated behaviors based on previously 

learned environmental contingencies (Humphries and Prescott, 2010).  Once the peak-

height of the extracellular dopamine response was stable (less than 10% variation in 

across three consecutive stimulations spaced 5 minutes apart), animals were given an 

injection of cocaine (10 mg/kg, i.p.). 

Data Analysis: Demon Voltammetry and Analysis software was used (Yorgason et al., 

2011) for all analysis of fast scan cyclic voltammetry data.  Recording electrodes were 

calibrated by recording responses (in electrical current; nA) to a known concentration of 

dopamine (3 μM) using a flow-injection system. This was used to convert electrical 

current to dopamine concentration. 

Statistics: Graph Pad Prism (version 6, La Jolla, CA, USA) was used to statistically 

analyze data sets and create graphs. Baseline dopamine release data subject to a Student’s 
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t-test.  Cocaine challenge data were subject to a repeated measures two-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) with treatment group as the between subjects factor and time as the 

within subjects factor. When main effects were obtained, differences between groups 

were tested using a Bonferroni post hoc test.  p values of < 0.05 were considered to be 

statistically significant. 

Results 

Rate of cocaine intake escalates over days 

 Animals completed 5 consecutive days of cocaine self-administration (1.5 

mg/kg/inj), with a maximum of 40 injections per day.  Injections per day were held 

constant to avoid potential differences in neurochemical effects due to differential 

cocaine intake. Consistent with previous results with this procedure, animals completed 

the 40 injection maximum in less time each day (Figure 1A).  A one-way ANOVA 

revealed a main effect of session on rate of cocaine intake (Figure 1B; F4, 15 = 3.55, p = 

0.0314).  Bonferroni post hoc analysis revealed that infusions per hour were higher on 

day 5 compared to day 1 (p < 0.05), indicating that animals increased their rate of intake 

over days. 

 

Cocaine self-administration results in attenuated stimulated dopamine 

 Approximately 18 hours following cessation of the final cocaine self-

administration session (i.e., the following morning), animals were anesthetized and a 

recording electrode and stimulating electrode were lowered into the NAc core and VTA.   
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Figure 1.  Rate of cocaine intake escalates over 5 days of self-administration.  (A) 

Event records of 5 days of cocaine self-administration from a representative animal.  

Downward tics denote hours while upward tics denote infusions.  Over the course of 5 

days, 40 injection sessions are completed in a shorter amount of time.  (B) Group data 

indicating that animals increased rate of cocaine intake over days. *, p < 0.05 vs. day 1 
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We found that cocaine self-administration resulted in a robust hypodopaminergic state 

(Figure 2A).  Indeed, dopamine release magnitude was greatly attenuated in cocaine self-

administration animals as compared to controls (Figure 2B; t7 = 1.92, p = 0.048).  Finally, 

we found that area under the stimulated dopamine transient curve was reduced in cocaine 

self-administration animals, further indicating hypofunction of the VTA to NAc 

projection neurons (Figure 2C; t7 = 2.18, p = 0.033). 

 

Cocaine self-administration results in tolerance to the dopamine elevating effects of 

cocaine 

 We then determined the effects of cocaine self-administration on the 

dopaminergic responsiveness to cocaine by administering a cocaine challenge (10 mg/kg, 

i.p.).  Cocaine was injected immediately following the final baseline collection. We found 

that cocaine-induced increases in stimulated dopamine were blunted in cocaine self-

administering animals (Figure 3A).  Following a cocaine challenge, a two-way repeated 

measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of time (Figure 3B; F12, 84 = 5.83, p < 0.0001) 

on dopamine release, as well as a group x time interaction (F12, 84 = 2.132, p = 0.0229).  

Bonferroni post hoc analysis revealed that in control animals, dopamine release was 

elevated compared to baseline at 15 (p < 0.01), 20 (p < 0.001), 25 (p < 0.001), 30 (p < 

0.001), 35 (p < 0.01), 40 (p < 0.001), 45 (p < 0.01) and 50 (p < 0.001) minutes post 

cocaine injection.  In contrast, cocaine did not elevate stimulated dopamine release at any 

time point in cocaine self-administration animals, as compared to their own baseline. 
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 Similarly, in regard to area under the curve, which accounts for changes in both 

stimulated dopamine release and uptake, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed 

a significant effect of time (Figure 3C; F12,84 = 5.004, p < 0.0001) and a time x group 

interaction (F12, 84 = 3.378, p = 0.0005). Bonferroni post hoc analysis revealed that in 

control animals area under the curve was elevated compared to baseline line at 15 (p < 

0.001), 20 (p < 0.0001), 25 (p < 0.001), 30 (p < 0.001), 35 (p < 0.001), 40 (p < 0.001), 45 

(p < 0.001) and 50 (p < 0.0001) minutes post cocaine injection, while there was no effect 

in cocaine self-administration animals. These results indicate that cocaine self-

administration animals are less responsive to cocaine effects on dopamine 

neurotransmission. 

 To further assess the effects of a history of cocaine self-administration on the 

effects of acute cocaine, we calculate the effects on cocaine on stimulated dopamine 

release and area under the curve as a percent of pre-cocaine baseline for each group.  A 

two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of time on stimulated 

dopamine release (Figure 3D; F12, 84 = 9.768, p < 0.0001), as well as a time x group 

interaction (F12, 84 = 2.177, p = 0.0200); however we found no post hoc significance.  In 

regard to cocaine-induced increases in area under the curve, we found a main effect of 

time (Figure 3E; F12, 84 = 11.20, p < 0.0001 and group (F1, 7 = 9.385, p = 0.0182), as well 

as an interaction (F12, 84 = 4.795; p < 0.0001).  Bonferroni post hoc analysis revealed that 

area the curve was attenuated in cocaine self-administration animals as compared to 

controls at 25 (p < 0.05), 30 (p < 0.01), 35 (p < 0.05), 40 (p < 0.01) and 50 (p < 0.001) 

minutes post injection.  
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Figure 2.  Cocaine self-administration results in reduced dopamine release in the 

NAc following VTA stimulation.  (A) Representative traces and pseudo-color plots from 

control (left) and cocaine self-administration (right) animals demonstrating decreased 

stimulated (60 pulse, 60 Hz, denoted by red bar on x-axis) dopamine release following 

cocaine self-administration.  Inset: cyclic voltammogram from peak of representative 

trace. (B) Amplitude of dopamine release is decreased in cocaine self-administration 

animals.  (C) Area under the curve is decreased in cocaine self-administration animals. *, 

p < 0.05 vs. control 
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Figure 3.  Cocaine self-administration results in tolerance to the ability of cocaine to 

increase dopamine.  (A) Representative traces and pseudo-color plots from control (left) 

and cocaine self-administration (right) animals demonstrating decreased stimulated (60 

pulse, 60 Hz, denoted by red bar on x-axis)  dopamine transmission following a cocaine 

challenge (10 mg/kg, i.p.).  Cocaine was injected immediately following the final 

baseline collection, and representative traces were taken 15 minutes (3 collections) 

following injection. Inset: cyclic voltammogram from peak of post injection 

representative trace. (B) Group data representing severely blunted dopamine release at 

baseline and following a cocaine challenge in cocaine self-administration animals as 

compared to controls. (C) Area under the curve is attenuated at baseline and following a 

cocaine challenge in cocaine animals.  (D) When represented as a percent of baseline, the 

effect of a cocaine challenge on dopamine release is attenuated by a history of cocaine 

self-administration.  Although an ANOVA revealed a main effect of time, and a time x 

group interaction, Bonferroni post hoc analysis did not reveal a significant difference at 

any of the time points. (E) When represented as a percent of baseline the effect of a 

cocaine challenge on area under the curve is blunted in cocaine animals.  #, p < 0.05 vs. 

baseline; ##, p < 0.01 vs. baseline; ###, p < 0.001 vs. baseline; ####, p < 0.0001 vs. 

baseline, *, p < 0.05 vs. cocaine; **, p < 0.01 vs. cocaine; ***, p < 0.001 vs. cocaine; 

****, p < 0.0001 vs. cocaine 
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Discussion 

 Here we demonstrate in vivo that cocaine self-administration induces 

hypofunction of the mesolimbic dopamine pathway.  We found that the amplitude of 

stimulated dopamine was attenuated, as was the area under the curve of the evoked 

dopamine curve.  Additionally, we found that the dopaminergic response to an injection 

of cocaine was greatly reduced in cocaine self-administration animals.  These data, in 

concert with mounting evidence in both preclinical and human investigations, suggest 

that hypofunction of the dopamine system is a neurochemical consequences of cocaine 

abuse. 

Given the integral involvement of the mesolimbic dopamine pathway in guiding 

the selection and execution of goal directed behaviors and the maladaptive behaviors of 

cocaine addicts (Volkow et al., 2012; Siciliano et al., 2015), it is of critical importance to 

determine the way in which cocaine exposure alters its function.  Here we show that the 

responsiveness of this projection is greatly reduced following by cocaine self-

administration, which has implications for the affective state of the animal as well as the 

ability of the animal to modulate behavioral outputs.  Indeed, decreased basal dopamine 

has been linked to increases in intracranial self-stimulation thresholds, indicating that 

animals are less sensitive to reward (Kokkinidis and McCarter, 1990), a state that is 

thought to model anhedonia in psychostimulant addicts during abstinence (Dackis and 

Gold, 1985; Markou and Koob, 1991).  Anhedonia induced by cocaine use may 

contribute to the decreased reward experienced by detoxified cocaine addicts in response 

to non-drug stimuli (Siegel, 1982; Gawin et al., 1986). 
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In regard to the role of dopamine in selecting goal-directed behaviors, the 

decreased stimulated dopamine release observed here is a critical determinant in the 

progression of from cocaine use to addiction.  Indeed, it was recently demonstrated that 

extended access cocaine self-administration results in decreased phasic dopamine 

neurotransmission in the NAc and this was highly correlated with escalation of cocaine 

intake (Wiluhn et al., 2014). Previous investigations have focused on cue-elicited 

dopamine release, without investigating if these changes are due to cocaine-induced 

alterations to VTA neurons per se or changes in non-dopaminergic afferent projections to 

the VTA or NAc.  Additionally, changes in cue-elicited dopamine transient amplitude 

could be attributable to either reduced releasable dopamine or changes in dopamine cell 

firing. Determining if these changes are occurring specifically at the VTA to NAc 

projection is particularly important as cocaine self-administration has been shown to alter 

the strength of synaptic inputs to the VTA (Chen et al., 2008). Here we demonstrate that 

cocaine self-administration results in disruption of dopamine neurotransmission within 

the VTA to NAc projection, regardless of possible differences in cell firing, and that this 

depression of dopamine neurotransmission persists for at least 18 hours following 

cessation of cocaine use.  

 In addition to reductions in stimulated dopamine neurotransmission, cocaine self-

administration resulted in tolerance to the ability of cocaine to augment dopamine.  We 

were unable to use kinetic modeling of the current data to isolate the contribution of 

release and uptake due to insufficient concentrations of dopamine release in the cocaine 

self-administration animals; however, as indicated by our previous ex vivo studies, the 

decreased effect of cocaine on dopamine neurotransmission is due to a decreased ability 
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of cocaine to produce uptake inhibition (Ferris et al., 2011, 2012; Calipari et al., 2013). 

While the mechanism for decreased cocaine-induced uptake inhibition following cocaine 

self-administration has not been clearly defined, it is likely that extensive cocaine 

blockade of the DAT produces an allosteric alteration to the cocaine binding site, or to 

the conformational state of the DAT, which has been shown to alter cocaine effects 

(Kohut et al., 2014). The self-administration paradigm used in the current investigation 

has been shown to reduce both membrane-associated and total DAT expression (Ferris et 

al., 2015; Calipari et al., 2014); however, genetically increasing DAT levels and thereby 

dopamine uptake rate has been shown to have no effect on cocaine potency (Calipari et 

al. 2013; Salahpour et al., 2008).  Finally, tolerance to cocaine effects at the DAT has 

been shown to generalize to other DAT blockers, while the potency of DAT substrates is 

unaffected (Ferris et al., 2011, 2012).  Thus, it is unlikely that decreases in cocaine 

potency are due to an orthosteric alteration to DAT function or to DAT expression. 

One point of interest is that differences in cocaine effects between the two groups 

appear to only be present ≥ 15 minutes post-injection, while early time points are not 

affected by cocaine self-administration history. This suggests that the decreased effect of 

cocaine may be due to a shift in efficacy rather than potency, whereby the maximal effect 

of cocaine on dopamine uptake is shifted downwards by a history of cocaine self-

administration. Regardless of mechanism, given that cocaine’s actions at the DAT have 

been shown to mediate the discriminative stimulus effects of the drug (Cunningham and 

Callahan, 1991; Melia and Spealman, 1991), it is likely that tolerance of the DAT to 

cocaine results in reduced subjective effects of the compound.  Indeed, in human studies 

DAT occupancy by cocaine predicts the self-reported euphoric effects of cocaine and this 
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effect is blunted in cocaine addicts (Volkow et al., 1996, 1997, 2006). Given that animals 

titrate their cocaine intake based on its subjective effects, it is possible that the increase in 

rate of cocaine intake over days observed in these animals occurs in compensation for the 

decreased effects of cocaine as tolerance develops.  

Together, these data give further support to the phenomenon of hypodopaminergia 

induced by cocaine self-administration, and demonstrate that cocaine-induced 

dysregulation of the mesolimbic dopamine system occurs within the mesolimbic 

dopamine pathway.  Additionally, we have demonstrated that, as in the human cocaine 

addict, cocaine self-administration results in marked tolerance to the ability of cocaine to 

augment dopamine neurotransmission.  The decreased function of the mesolimbic 

dopamine pathway is likely to lead to an inability of the system to respond appropriately 

to environmental stimuli, resulting the in the inflexible and maladaptive behaviors of 

psychostimulant addicts, including relapse and uncontrolled cocaine use.  
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KA, Jones SR.  Voluntary ethanol intake predicts kappa opioid receptor 

supersensitivity and regionally distinct dopaminergic adaptations in macaques.  

Journal of Neuroscience.  35(15):5959-68. 

3. Ferris MJ, Calipari ES, Rose JH, Siciliano CA, Sun H, Chen R, Jones SR. A 

single amphetamine infusion reverses deficits in dopamine nerve-terminal 
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function caused by a history of cocaine self-administration.  

Neuropsychopharmacology. 40(8):1826-36. 

4. Calipari ES, Ferris MJ, Siciliano CA, Jones SR (2015) Differential influence of 

dopamine transport rate on the potencies of cocaine, amphetamine and 

methylphenidate.  ACS Chemical Neuroscience. 6(1):155-62. 

5. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Ferris MJ, Jones SR (2015) Adaptations of presynaptic 

dopamine terminals induced by psychostimulant self-administration.  ACS 

Chemical Neuroscience.  6(1):27-36. 

6. Calipari ES, Siciliano CA, Zimmer BA, Jones SR (2014) Brief intermittent 

cocaine self-administration and abstinence sensitizes cocaine effects on the 

dopamine transporter and increases drug seeking. Neuropsychopharmacology. 

40(3):728-35. 

7. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Jones SR (2014) Amphetamine potency varies with 

dopamine uptake rate across striatal subregions.  Journal of Neurochemistry. 

131(3):348-55. 

8. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Ferris MJ, Jones SR (2014) Biphasic mechanisms of 

amphetamine action at the dopamine terminal.  Journal of Neuroscience. 

34(16):5575-82. 

9. Calipari ES, Ferris MJ, Siciliano CA, Zimmer BA, Jones SR (2014) Intermittent 

cocaine self-administration produces sensitization of stimulant effects at the 

dopamine transporter.  Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental 

Therapeutics.  349(2):192-8.   

 

 

Under Review or Revision for Peer-Reviewed Journals 

10. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Yorgason JT, Mateo Y, Lovinger DM, Jimenez VA, 

Helms CM, Grant KA, Jones SR.  Chronic ethanol self-administration in female 

macaques disrupts presynaptic dopamine neurotransmission.  Addiction Biology.   

11. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Yorgason JT, Mateo Y, Helms CM, Lovinger DM, 

Grant KA, Jones SR.  Chronic ethanol self-administration in macaques shifts 

dopamine feedback inhibition to predominantly D2 receptors in nucleus 

accumbens core.  Drug and Alcohol Dependence.  

12. Siciliano CA, Jones SR, Ferris MJ. β2 subunit containing nicotinic acetylcholine 

receptors exert opposing actions on rapid dopamine signaling in the nucleus 

accumbens of drug abuse prone and resilient animals. Journal of Neuroscience.  

13. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Jones SR.  More than replacement therapy: 

amphetamine reverses compulsive cocaine seeking through restoration of 

dopamine system function. Biological Psychiatry. 

In Preparation 

1. Siciliano CA, Jones SR.  Cocaine potency at the dopamine transporter determines 
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essential value of cocaine in a behavioral economics model of drug abuse. 

2. Siciliano CA, Jones SR, Ferris MJ. Dissociating appetitive and consummatory 

cocaine seeking in drug abuse prone and resilient animals. 

3. McGinnis MM, Siciliano CA, Jones SR. Dopamine D3 autoreceptors regulate 

cocaine potency through an allosteric mechanism. 

4. Siciliano CA, Jones SR.  Amphetamine actions on dopamine neurotransmission. 

Conference Proceedings 

1. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Ferris MJ, Chen R, Jones SR (2014, April) Biphasic 

mechanisms of amphetamine action at the dopamine terminal. FASEB J. 28(1 

Suppl):661.4. 

2. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Mateo Y, Yorgason JT, Lovinger DM, Grant KA, 

Jones SR (2014, August) Ethanol intake predicts alterations in striatal kappa 

opioid receptor sensitivity and dopamine terminal function in nonhuman primates.  

Monitoring Molecules in Neuroscience 15th International Meeting.  Selected for 

Proceedings of the 15th International Conference on In Vivo Methods. 

*Selected For Oral Presentation. 

3. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Jones SR (2014, August) Amphetamine potency varies 

with dopamine uptake rate across striatal subregions.  Monitoring Molecules in 

Neuroscience 15th International Meeting.  Selected for Proceedings of the 15th 

International Conference on In Vivo Methods.   

4. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Porrino LJ, Jones SR. (2014, December). More than a 

Replacement Therapy: Amphetamine Treatment Reverses the Behavioral and 

Neurochemical Consequences of Cocaine Self-Administration. American College 

of Neuropsychopharmacology. Neuropsychopharmacology (39: S601-S601). 

ABSTRACTS 

 

1. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Fordahl SC, Melchior JR, Yorgason JT, Mateo Y, 

Helms CM, Lovinger DM, Grant KA, Jones SR (2015) Impact of Chronic Ethanol 

Self-Administration on Kappa Opioid Receptor Regulation of Dopamine 

Signaling in Nonhuman Primates. Abstract for poster presentation.  American 

College of Neuropsychopharmacology.  Hollywood, FL. 

2. Siciliano CA, Gabriele A, Jones SR, Ferris MJ (2015) Dissociating appetitive and 

consummatory behavior in drug abuse prone and resilient animals.  Abstract for 

poster presentation.  American College of Neuropsychopharmacology.  

Hollywood, FL. 

3. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Jones SR (2015) More than a replacement therapy:  

amphetamine treatment reverses the behavioral and neurochemical consequences 

of long-access cocaine self- administration.  Abstract for poster presentation.  

International Society for Neurochemistry. Cairns, Australia. 

4. Siciliano CA, McIntosh JM, Jones SR, Ferris MJ (2015) α6β2 nicotinic 

acetylcholine receptors exert opposing actions on rapid dopamine signaling in the 

nucleus accumbens of drug abuse prone and resilient animals through a 
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mechanism that involves calcium utilization. Gordon Research Conference on 

Catecholamines. Newry, ME. 

5. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Jones SR (2015) More than a replacement therapy:  

amphetamine treatment reverses the behavioral and neurochemical consequences 

of long-access cocaine self- administration.  Abstract for poster presentation.  

Gordon Research Conference on Catecholamines. Newry, ME. 

6. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Cuzon Carlson VC, Helms CM, Lovinger DM, Grant 

KA, Jones SR (2015) Voluntary Ethanol Intake Predicts Kappa Opioid Receptor 

Supersensitivity and Regionally Distinct Dopaminergic Adaptations in Macaques.  

Research Society on Alcoholism.  San Antonio, TX. 

7. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Jones SR (2015) More than a replacement therapy:  

amphetamine treatment reverses the behavioral and neurochemical consequences 

of long-access cocaine self- administration.  Abstract for poster presentation.  

Wake Forest School of Medicine Neuroscience Program Retreat. Winston-Salem, 

NC. 

8. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Cuzon Carlson VC, Helms CM, Lovinger DM, Grant 

KA, Jones SR (2015) Voluntary Ethanol Intake Predicts Kappa Opioid Receptor 

Supersensitivity and Regionally Distinct Dopaminergic Adaptations in Macaques.  

Kappa Therapeutic Conference.  Chapel Hill, NC. 

9. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Jones SR (2015) More than a replacement therapy:  

amphetamine treatment reverses the behavioral and neurochemical consequences 

of long-access cocaine self- administration.  Abstract for poster presentation.  

American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics. Boston, 

MA. 

10. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Jones SR (2014) More than a replacement therapy:  

amphetamine treatment reverses the behavioral and neurochemical consequences 

of long-access cocaine self- administration.  Abstract for poster presentation.  

Western North Carolina Society for Neuroscience Research Day. Winston-Salem, 

NC. 

11. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Porrino LJ, Jones SR (2014) More than a replacement 

therapy: amphetamine treatment reverses the behavioral and neurochemical 

consequences of cocaine self-administration.  Abstract for poster presentation.  

American College of Neuropsychopharmacology.  Phoenix, AZ. 

12. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Jones SR (2014) More than a replacement therapy:  

amphetamine treatment reverses the behavioral and neurochemical consequences 

of long-access cocaine self- administration.  Abstract for poster presentation.  

Society for Neuroscience.  Washington, D.C. 

13. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Ferris MJ, Jones SR (2014) Biphasic mechanisms of 

amphetamine action at the dopamine terminal. Abstract for poster presentation.  

Japan Neuroscience Society.  Yokohama, Japan. 

14. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Jones SR (2014) Amphetamine potency varies with 

dopamine uptake rate across striatal subregions.  Abstract for poster presentation. 

Monitoring Molecules in Neuroscience 15th International Meeting.  Los Angeles, 

CA. 

*Won best poster 
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15. Ferris MJ, Calipari ES, Siciliano CA, Chen R, Jones SR (2014) Cocaine self-

administration induces dopamine transporter tolerance to cocaine.  Abstract for 

oral presentation.  Monitoring Molecules in Neuroscience 15th International 

Meeting.  Los Angeles, CA.    

16. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Ferris MJ, Chen R, Jones SR (2014) Biphasic 

mechanisms of amphetamine action at the dopamine terminal.  Poster 

presentation. Experimental Biology (American Society for Pharmacology & 

Experimental Therapeutics).  San Diego, CA. 

*Won best poster. 

17. Calipari ES, Siciliano CA, Jones SR (2014) Cocaine self-administration-induced 

sensitization of the dopamine system.  Abstract for poster presentation. 

Experimental Biology (American Society for Pharmacology & Experimental 

Therapeutics).  San Diego, CA. 

18. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Ferris MJ, Jones SR (2014) Amphetamine 

differentially alters dopamine neurotransmission through dopamine transporter 

dependent and independent mechanisms. Poster presentation. Western North 

Carolina Society for Neuroscience Research Day. Winston-Salem, NC.  

*Won best poster. 

19. Siciliano CA, Calipari ES, Ferris MJ, Jones SR (2014) Amphetamine 

differentially alters dopamine neurotransmission through dopamine transporter 

dependent and independent mechanisms.  Poster presentation.  Wake Forest 

School of Medicine Graduate Student and Postdoctoral Research Day.  Winston 

Salem, NC. 

20. Siciliano CA, Huggins KN, Calipari ES, Yorgason JT, Jones SR (2014) Similar 

dopamine system adaptations in mouse and monkey models of excessive alcohol 

exposure.  Abstract for oral presentation.  Integrative Neuroscience Initiative on 

Alcoholism.  Rockville, MD.   

21. Ferris MJ, Calipari ES, Rose JH, Siciliano CA, Chen R, Roberts DCS, Porrino 

LJ, Jones SR. (2013) A single amphetamine bolus restores dopamine nerve 

terminal function and sensitivity to cocaine following a history of cocaine self-

administration.  Abstract for oral presentation. College on Problem of Drug 

Dependence.  San Diego, CA. 

22. Cabrera MA, Fuchs TA, Petro JM, Siciliano CA, Sabeti J. (2013) 

Neurobehavioral outcomes of intermittent alcohol abuse in adolescents on adult 

motor sensitization: Implications for striatal plasticity dysregulation.  Poster 

presentation.  Research Society on Alcoholism. Orlando, FL. 

23. Petro JM, Thompson NA, Fuchs TA, Siciliano CA, Cabrera MA, Sabeti J. (2013) 

Selective deficits in a form of pavlovian fear learning, but not recognition 

memory, during withdrawal from intermittent ethanol exposure.  Poster 

presentation.  Research Society on Alcoholism. Orlando, FL. 
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TALKS 

 

Invited 

1. Siciliano CA (2015, August) More than a replacement therapy:  amphetamine 

treatment reverses the behavioral and neurochemical consequences of long-access 

cocaine self- administration. Gordon Research Seminar on Catecholamines. 

Newry, ME. 

2. Siciliano CA (2015, April) Voluntary ethanol intake predicts kappa opioid 

receptor supersensitivity 

and regionally distinct dopaminergic adaptations in macaques. Conference on the 

Therapeutic Potential of Kappa Opioids in Pain and Addiction. Chapel Hill, NC. 

3. Siciliano CA (2015, March) More than replacement therapy: amphetamine 

treatment rescues the behavioral and neurochemical consequences of cocaine self-

administration. Behavioral Pharmacology Society Annual Meeting. Boston, MA. 

4. Siciliano CA (2014, August) Ethanol intake predicts alterations in striatal kappa 

opioid receptor sensitivity and dopamine terminal function in nonhuman primates. 

Monitoring Molecules in Neuroscience 15th International Meeting.  Los Angeles, 

CA. 

 

Institutional / Departmental 

1. Siciliano CA (2015, March) More than replacement therapy: amphetamine 

treatment rescues the behavioral and neurochemical consequences of cocaine self-

administration. Neuroscience Seminar Series. Wake Forest School of Medicine, 

Winston-Salem, NC 

2. Siciliano, CA (2014, November) Voluntary Ethanol Intake Predicts Kappa 

Opioid Receptor Supersensitivity and Regionally Distinct Dopaminergic 

Adaptations in Macaques.  Alcohol Training Grant Seminar Series, Wake Forest 

School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC. 

3. Siciliano CA (2014, April) Biphasic Mechanisms of Amphetamine Action at the 

Dopamine Terminal.  Neuroscience Seminar Series. Wake Forest School of 

Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.    

4. Siciliano CA (2013, November) Neurochemical alterations that underlie drinking 

behaviors in male cynomolgus macaques.  Alcohol Training Grant Seminar 

Series, Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC.      

5. Siciliano CA (2013, July) Amphetamine Mechanisms at the Dopamine Terminal 

Revisited. Neuroscience Seminar Series, Wake Forest School of Medicine, 

Winston-Salem, NC. 
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RESEARCH SUPPORT 

Current 

F31 DA037710 Siciliano (PI)   02/01/15 – Present  

Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award  (NIDA) 

Amphetamine administration during a rodent model of cocaine abuse – predoctoral 

fellowship 

This award is aimed at using a rat cocaine self-administration and abstinence 

paradigm as well as voltammetric measurements of dopamine system function to define 

the specific neurochemical and behavioral actions of amphetamine that may be useful as 

a potential therapy for cocaine addiction. 

Completed 

T32AA007565-20     08/01/2013 – 01/31/15 

NIAAA 

Wake Forest Alcohol Training Grant – predoctoral fellowship 

The goal of this award is to receive graduate training in basic biochemical 

techniques and in vitro fast scan cyclic voltammetry in brain slices. Concurrently, this 

project is aimed at assessing the neurochemical changes within the dopamine system that 

occur following various drinking paradigms in both non-human primates and rodents. 

Role: Graduate student 

 

TECHNICAL PROFICIENCIES  
 

Since beginning research in neuroscience in 2011, I have acquired proficiency in 

a number of techniques used in mice and rats.  Training was received in the laboratories 

of Jilla Sabeti (Binghamton University), Sara Jones (Wake Forest School of Medicine) 

and Brian McCool (Wake Forest School of Medicine). These techniques include in vitro 

and in vivo voltammetry, behavioral economic analysis of drug taking and seeking, in 

vitro patch clamp electrophysiology, microdialysis, work with transgenic rat and mouse 

lines, various behavioral assays (e.g., locomotor assessment, fear conditioning, object 

recognition), and intravenous self-administration of psychostimulants in rodents.   

 

PROFESSIONAL REFERENCES 

Sara R. Jones, Ph.D. 

Professor, Department of 

Physiology and 

Pharmacology 

Wake Forest School of 

Medicine 

Medical Center Boulevard 

Winston-Salem, NC 27101 

Phone: 336.716.8533 

srjones@wakehealth.edu 

 

Brian A. McCool, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor, 

Department of Physiology 

and Pharmacology 

Wake Forest School of 

Medicine 

Medical Center Boulevard 

Winston-Salem, NC 27101 

Phone: 336.716.8608 

bmccool@wakehealth.edu 

 

Linda J. Porrino, Ph.D. 

Chair, Department of 

Physiology and 

Pharmacology 

Wake Forest School of 

Medicine 

Medical Center Boulevard 

Winston-Salem, NC 27101 

Phone: 336.716.8590 

lporrino@wakehealth.edu 

 


